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Não sou nada. 
Nunca serei nada. 

Não posso querer ser nada. 
À parte isso, tenho em mim todos os sonhos do mundo. 

 
Que sei eu do que serei, eu que não sei o que sou? 

Ser o que penso? Mas penso tanta coisa! 
E há tantos que pensam ser a mesma coisa que não pode haver tantos! 

Gênio? Neste momento 
Cem mil cérebros se concebem em sonho, gênios como eu, 

E a história não marcará, quem sabe?, nem um, 
Nem haverá senão estrume de tantas conquistas futuras. 

Não, não creio em mim. 
Em todos os manicômios há doidos malucos com tantas certezas! 

Eu, que não tenho nenhuma certeza, sou mais certo ou menos certo? 
Não, nem em mim... 

Em quantas mansardas e não-mansardas do mundo 
Não estão nesta hora gênios-para-si-mesmos sonhando? 

Quantas aspirações altas e nobres e lúcidas - 
Sim, verdadeiramente altas e nobres e lúcidas -, 

E quem sabe se realizáveis, 
Nunca verão a luz do sol real nem acharão ouvidos de gente? 

O mundo é para quem nasce para o conquistar 
E não para quem sonha que pode conquistá-lo, ainda que tenha razão. 

Tenho sonhado mais que o que Napoleão fez. 
Tenho apertado ao peito hipotético mais humanidades do que Cristo, 

Tenho feito filosofias em segredo que nenhum Kant escreveu. 
Mas sou, e talvez serei sempre, o da mansarda, 

Ainda que não more nela; 
Serei sempre o que não nasceu para isso; 

Serei sempre só o que tinha qualidades; 
Serei sempre o que esperou que lhe abrissem a porta ao pé de uma parede sem 

porta, 
E cantou a cantiga do Infinito numa capoeira, 

E ouviu a voz de Deus num poço tapado. 
Crer em mim? Não, nem em nada. 

Derrame-me a Natureza sobre a cabeça ardente 
O seu sol, a sua chava, o vento que me acha o cabelo, 

E o resto que venha se vier, ou tiver que vir, ou não venha. 
Escravos cardíacos das estrelas, 

Conquistamos todo o mundo antes de nos levantar da cama; 
Mas acordamos e ele é opaco, 
Levantamo-nos e ele é alheio, 

Saímos de casa e ele é a terra inteira, 
Mais o sistema solar e a Via Láctea e o Indefinido. 

 

Álvaro de Campos, 1928 (heterônimo de Fernando Pessoa) 

 

 



RESUMO 
 

Como seres altamente sociais, os seres humanos dependem da comunicação, 
contribuindo para o nosso sucesso evolutivo enquanto espécie. Contudo, a 
comunicação implica risco de receber informações falsas, de manipulação, ou de 
enganação. Consequentemente e dado o quão hiper conectados estamos atualmente, 
as desordens informacionais desafiam a sociedade. A utilização generalizada das 
plataformas de mídia social mudou o ecossistema da informação no mundo. Qualquer 
pessoa com acesso à Internet e a um dispositivo pode produzir e divulgar conteúdo. 
Esse contexto leva a desordens informacionais variadas, frequentemente denominadas 
"fake news". Entretanto, essa expressão não contempla a complexidade do problema 
e os pesquisadores têm adotado terminologias como mesinformação (informação falsa 
partilhada sem intenção de enganar),  desinformação (informação falsa partilhada para 
causar danos ou obter lucros) e malinformação (informação falsa, baseada na 
realidade, para causar danos) (WARDLE, 2020). A principal pergunta que motiva esta 
dissertação é: Como a mesinformação, a desinformação e a malinformação alcançam 
relevância no contexto das redes sociais? De acordo com a Teoria da Relevância 
(1986/1995), uma desordem da informação é relevante quando interage de alguma 
forma com os pressupostos do indivíduo sobre o mundo, produzindo efeitos cognitivos 
positivos que emergem do processo de interpretação, ou seja, da combinação de novos 
inputs com suposições pré-existentes. Assim, se uma desinformação contribui para 
novas informações ou facilita a atualização de informações antigas ou falsas dentro do 
sistema, produz efeitos cognitivos positivos - independentemente de o conteúdo 
(proposição) ser verdadeiro ou falso. Assim, as desordens informacionais são 
relevantes para um indivíduo quando se ligam ao conhecimento prévio produzindo 
conclusões que interessam a ele. As redes sociais são oportunas, fáceis de acessar, 
compartilhar, comentar e interagir; contudo, essa comodidade favorece a proliferação 
de desinformação. As plataformas de mídia social são impulsionadas pelo 
compartilhamento de assuntos emocionalmente envolventes e as reações das pessoas 
sustentam estas plataformas. As peças de desinformação distorcem, manipulam e 
falsificam fatos para tornar o assunto mais surreal, bizarro, surpreendente e controverso 
- motivando o compartilhamento. Todavia, a desinformação não é facilmente detectável 
sem deliberação crítica, podendo influenciar profundamente as atitudes e decisões das 
pessoas. Essa dissertação contribui para a conceitualização e o conhecimento geral 
sobre as desordens informacionais nas mídias sociais numa perspectiva pragmática-
cognitiva, demonstrando como a pragmática, particularmente a Teoria da Relevância 
(TR) (1986/1995), oferece um arcabouço capaz de avançar os estudos na área, abrindo 
caminho para uma inovadora linha de pesquisa. Desenvolvimentos posteriores, que 
ampliam a TR, incluindo Vigilância Epistêmica (2010) e a Teoria Argumentativa da 
Razão (2011), são utilizados por avaliarem a forma como os falantes produzem 
argumentos para convencer os ouvintes e como os ouvintes filtram esses argumentos 
para avaliá-los e aceitá-los, caso sejam consistentes. Ademais, esta pesquisa 
contextualiza e demonstra o impacto e importância da investigação das desordens 
informacionais, identifica abordagens e teorias empregadas atualmente para 
compreender e enfrentar o problema e propõe uma base introdutória para conceber as 
razões de sua aderência.  
 
Palavras-chave: Pragmática Cognitiva. Teoria da Relevância. Vigilância Epistêmica. 
Desordem da informação. Fake News.  
  



ABSTRACT 
 

As highly social beings, humans rely on communication, contributing to our 
developmental success as a species. However, communication comes with the risk of 
receiving false information, being manipulated, or being deceived. Consequently, given 
how hyper-connected humans are nowadays, information disorders challenge all 
societies. Additionally, the extensive use of social media platforms has changed the 
information ecosystem worldwide. Anyone with internet access and a device can 
produce and disseminate content. This context leads to information disorders of distinct 
types, often called "fake news". Nevertheless, this expression does not cover the 
problem's complexity. Researchers have been adopting terminologies such as 
misinformation (false information shared with no intention to deceive), disinformation 
(false information shared to cause harm or for-profit), and malinformation (false 
information based on reality, used to inflict harm) (WARDLE, 2020). The main question 
that drives this dissertation is: How do misinformation, disinformation and 
malinformation achieve relevance in the context of social media? According to 
Relevance Theory (1986/1995), a piece of information disorder is relevant when it 
somehow interacts with the individual's existing assumptions about the world, producing 
positive cognitive effects that emerge from the interpretation process, i.e., from 
combining new inputs with existing suppositions. Thus, if a piece of information disorder 
contributes to new information or facilitates updating old or false information within the 
system, it provides positive cognitive effects - regardless of the content (proposition) 
being true or false. Hence, information disorders are relevant to an individual when they 
connect with background knowledge to produce conclusions that matter to such an 
individual. Social media are timely, easy to access, share, comment on and interact with; 
however, this convenience enables the spreading of information disorders. Social media 
platforms are driven by emotionally involving content sharing, and people's reactions 
propel these platforms. Information disorders distort, manipulate, and falsify facts to 
make the topic more surreal, bizarre, surprising, and controversial, and these aspects 
motivate sharing. Still, this type of material is not easily detectable without critical 
deliberation, and it can profoundly influence people's attitudes and decisions. This 
dissertation advances the conceptualisation and general knowledge of information 
disorders within social media from a cognitive-pragmatics perspective, demonstrating 
how pragmatics, particularly Relevance Theory (RT) (1986/1995), presents a framework 
capable of advancing the studies in the area, opening the way to a novel line of research. 
Later developments that broaden RT, including Epistemic Vigilance (2010) and The 
Argumentative Theory of Reasoning (2011), are employed since they evaluate how 
speakers produce arguments to convince listeners and how listeners filter such 
arguments to evaluate and accept them - if they are sound. Furthermore, this study 
contextualises and demonstrates the impact and importance of investigating information 
disorders, identifies recent approaches to their study, and some theories currently 
applied to understand and tackle the subject matter, and proposes a preliminary 
foundation for understanding its adherence.  

 
Keywords: Cognitive Pragmatics. Relevance Theory. Epistemic Vigilance. Information 
Disorder. Fake News. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Internet emergence, followed by the widespread use of social media platforms, 

has significantly changed the information ecosystem worldwide. There were 4.2 billion 

social media users at the beginning of 2021, totalling over 53% of the entire global 

population (KEMP, 2021). Anyone with internet access and a device can produce and 

disseminate information. "Widely accessible, cheap and sophisticated editing and 

publishing technology has made it easier than ever for anyone to create and distribute 

content […]" (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 11). This context can eventually lead to 

information disorders of diverse types, often called "fake news". However, the issue is 

multifaceted and complex: 

Rumours, conspiracy theories and fabricated information are far from new. 
Politicians have forever made unrealistic promises during election campaigns. 
Corporations have always nudged people away from thinking about issues in 
particular ways. And the media has long disseminated misleading stories for 
their shock value. However, the complexity and scale of information pollution1 
in our digitally-connected world presents an unprecedented challenge. While 
it is easy to dismiss the sudden focus on this issue because of the long and 
varied history of mis- and dis-information, we argue that there is an immediate 
need to seek workable solutions for the polluted information streams that are 
now characteristic of our modern, networked and increasingly polarised world. 
(WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 10). 

"Misinformation2" is a generic term frequently referred to as "fake news". 

Especially in journalism, it refers to false or inaccurate information - regardless of 

whether it is shared to deceive. It includes "fake news", completely false information, 

and the combination of decontextualized truths, repeated falsehoods, and logical 

fallacies that create a fundamentally misleading view of the world (BENKLER et al., 

2017). Unfortunately, researchers have no agreement about the best terminology to 

identify the several aspects of falsehood dissemination. Some use "fake news", while 

others believe it does not cover the problem's complexity and prefer misinformation or 

disinformation. In these cases, misinformation refers to false information shared with 

no intention to deceive, while disinformation indicates false information shared to 

cause harm or for-profit (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017)3.  

_______________  
 
1 Note from the author: “The term information pollution was first used by Jakob Nielsen in 2003 as a way 

to describe irrelevant, redundant, unsolicited and low-value information.” 
2 In 2018, misinformation was elected the word of the year by dictionary.com (DIAZ, 2018). 
3 The issue of terminology is discussed later in this dissertation.   
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"Fake News", a jargon used to label a category of information pollution, had its 

first record in 1890 in a Wisconsin newspaper4 in the United States (MERRIAM 

WEBSTER, 2017). Its popularization occurred during the American presidential 

elections in 2016, bringing other expressions such as alternative facts, post-truth, and 

post-fact (VOSOUGHI; DEB; ARAL, 2018).  

The proliferation of mis-/dis-/mal-information, bias, lies, and deception is as old 

a practice as humans themselves. There are several significant examples in recent 

history, for instance, the Nazi propaganda in World War II, fabrications during the Cold 

War between the United States and the Soviet Union, and several conspiracy stories 

surrounding former American president John F. Kennedy's assassination.  

Sensationalism marked the early years of printed journalism with wide 

circulation, also known as the "yellow press", which proved to be very profitable by 

exploiting shocking images and flashy headlines. As a result, in 1923, The American 

Society of Newspaper Editors approved the first Code of Ethics (AMERICAN SOCIETY 

OF NEWSPAPER EDITORS, 1923) to guide journalistic activities since then. 

Nowadays, clickbait headlines entice people to click and read further by trying to shock 

and amaze.  

However, civilization has seen a remarkable coalition between social media 

algorithms, advertising systems, and people prepared to fabricate content for profit in 

the past few years. This information landscape undermines basic norms and 

communication processes on which democracies depend for policymaking, conflict 

resolution, outcomes acceptance, and general civility. As a result, some argue that a 

legitimacy crisis of traditional institutions lies at the heart of the current disinformation 

disorder (BENNETT; LIVINGSTON, 2020). 

Meanwhile, according to research recently published by the University of 

Oxford, "the manipulation of public opinion over social media remains a critical threat 

to democracy" (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. i). The university has been 

conducting studies on social media manipulation for the past four years. Its latest report 

shows disinformation has become more professionalised and is now produced on an 

industrial scale. The research was carried out in 2020 across 81 countries through 

monitoring social media manipulation by governments, political parties, private 

_______________  
 
4 February 7, 1890, in the Mailwaukee Daily Journal of Wisconsin. 
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companies, and other organisations they work with to spread disinformation. Bradshaw 

and his colleagues also evaluated tools, capacities, strategies, and resources to 

manipulate public opinion worldwide. The study identified three key disinformation 

activity trends: 

a) Cyber troop activity continues increasing worldwide to spread 

computational propaganda and disinformation about politics. A cyber troop 

is defined as government or political party actors tasked with manipulating 

public opinion online. 

b) Recently, social media organisations have taken essential steps to combat 

cyber troops' platforms' misuse. As a result, Facebook and Twitter have 

removed over 317,000 accounts and pages between January 2019 and 

November 2020. 

c) Private firms increasingly provide manipulation campaigns. They were 

identified in forty-eight countries, including Brazil, deploying computational 

propaganda on behalf of a political actor. Worldwide, almost US $60 million 

was spent hiring these firms from 2009 to 2020.  

According to the study, social media platforms play a critical role in sharing 

news and communication, creating several opportunities. Nonetheless, 

[…] they have also introduced new challenges as foreign influence operations, 
disinformation, and state-sponsored trolling and harassment have 
undermined human rights, degraded the quality of political news in circulation, 
and undermined the legitimacy of democratically elected governments. 
(BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. 1).  

The University of Oxford's research (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021) 

describes "valence" as the attractiveness or averseness of a message, event, or 

published item. Table 1 displays a partial result of the study, including Brazil, where it 

is possible to observe that all five types of valence listed in the study are present in 

Brazilian messaging: a) pro-government: computational propaganda to artificially 

amplify supportive messages about the state or political party; b) attack opposition: 

messages attacking the opposition or mounting smear campaigns; c) distracting: 

messages to divert the attention from important issues; d) suppressing: messages 

overpowering participation through trolling or harassment; and e) polarization: populist 

political parties usage of social media narratives that drive division and polarize 

citizens. 
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Table 1 - MESSAGING AND VALENCE – PARTIAL TABLE, INCLUDING BRAZIL 

 

Source: (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. 14) 

 

University of Oxford's study (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021) also 

evaluated communication approaches employed by the countries researched and 

identified five primary categories (see table 2): a) disinformation campaigns using 

creative "fake news" websites, doctored memes, images, videos, or other forms of 

misleading content online; b) mass-reporting to artificially boost contents or accounts; 

c) data-driven strategies to profile and aim at specific segments of the population with 

political advertisements; d) trolling5 or online harassment; e) amplification6 of content. 

Table 2 displays a partial result of the research, including Brazil, and only one 

communication approach is not found in the country (mass reporting). 

 

_______________  
 
5 Trolling is defined as creating discord on the Internet by starting quarrels or upsetting people by posting 

inflammatory or off-topic messages in an online community. A social media troll is someone who 
purposely says something controversial to get a rise out of other users (HANSON, 2018). 

6 Facebook has defined amplifiers as coordinated activity by inauthentic accounts that have the intent 
of manipulating political discussion (e.g., by discouraging specific parties from participating in 
discussion or amplifying sensationalistic voices over others) (WEEDON; NULAND; STAMOS, 2017). 
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Table 2 - COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES. PARTIAL TABLE, INCLUDING BRAZIL 

 

Source: (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. 16) 

 

The University of Oxford study (2021) identified Brazil's cyber troops' 

organisational form as linked to (see table 3): 

a)  Government agencies: include communication or digital ministries, military 

campaigns, or police force activity.  

b) Politicians and parties: some political actors have used the reach and 

ubiquity of social media platforms to spread disinformation, muffle political 

participation, and undermine oppositional parties.  

c) Private contractors: involve a growing number of political communication 

firms in spreading disinformation for profit. 

d) Citizens and influencers: in manipulation campaigns, cyber troops often 

work together with civil society organisations, internet subcultures, youth 

groups, hacker collectives, fringe movements, social media influencers, 

and volunteers who ideologically support a cause. 
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Table 3 - ORGANIZATIONAL FORM AND PREVALENCE OF SOCIAL MEDIA MANIPULATION – 
PARTIAL TABLE, INCLUDING BRAZIL 

 

Source: (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. 10) 

 

Bradshaw and his team (2021) have also developed a measurement system 

to comparatively evaluate the capacity of cyber troop teams, considering the number 

of government actors involved, the sophistication of the tools, the number of 

campaigns, the size and lastingness of the teams, and budgets or expenditures 

(BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. 17-18). The study has divided the 81 

countries into three groups: high, medium, and low-capacity teams.  

High-capacity teams involve large staff and sizeable budgetary expenditure on 

psychological operations or information warfare. They include the following countries: 

Australia, China, Egypt, India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Myanmar, Pakistan, Philippines, 

Russia, Saudi Arabia, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, 

Venezuela, and Vietnam.  

Together with 35 other countries, Brazil was classified in the medium cyber 

troop capacity (see table 4), involving teams with a consistent form and strategy, and 

full-time staff members employed year-round. They have centralised coordination to 

promote pro-government messaging, attacks on the opposition, and polarisation to 
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control the information space. These teams coordinate with numerous actor types and 

experiment with various tools and strategies for social media manipulation. 

Additionally, some medium-capacity teams conduct influence operations abroad 

(BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. 18).  

Even though the study does not specify the budgets of each team (table 4), 

they have documented several expenditures made by cyber troops: "Between January 

2019 and November 2020, cyber troop actors have spent over US$10 million on 

Facebook advertisements, and governments have signed more than US$60 million 

worth of contracts with private firms" (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. 17). 

 

Table 4 - MESSAGING AND VALENCE - PARTIAL TABLE, INCLUDING BRAZIL 

 

Source: (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021, p. 14) 

 

The report asserts that computational propaganda has become a mainstay in 

public life and that social media can be an essential part of democracy. Still, it also 

highlights that these platforms serve up disinformation in more countries than ever. 

Brazilians are some of the heaviest users of social media in the world. In 2020 

usage of all the top social and messaging brands has gone significantly up while overall 

trust in the news was only 51%, according to Reuters 2020 Digital News Report 

(NEWMAN et al., 2020). Brazilians also have the highest apprehension (84%) about 

misinformation and disinformation among the countries surveyed (see chart 1). The 

average concern in the 40 markets surveyed is 56%. 
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Chart 1 - CONCERN ABOUT NEWS: REAL AND FAKE ON THE INTERNET 

 

Source: (NEWMAN et al., 2020, p. 18) 

Question: Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: Thinking about online 
news, I am concerned about what is fake on the internet. Base: Total sample in each market = 2000 

Taiwan = 1027 

 

Additionally, the most concerning social media platforms for Brazilians are 

WhatsApp (35%), Facebook (24%), YouTube (7%) and Twitter (3%) (see chart 2).  

 

Chart 2 - MOST CONCERNING PLATFORMS FOR FALSE AND MISLEADING INFORMATION 

 

Source: (NEWMAN et al., 2020, p. 20) 
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The report (NEWMAN et al., 2020) also revealed that Brazil's most important 

news sources are online (87%), followed by television (66%) and printed news (23%) 

(see chart 3). Moreover, according to the study, only 27% of the interviewees pay for 

online news.  

Furthermore, smartphones overtook computers as the primary means of 

accessing online news (see chart 4). Reuters' study revealed that the top social media 

and messing in Brazil in 2020 were: WhatsApp (83%), YouTube (82%), Facebook 

(76%), Instagram (61%), Facebook Messenger (44%), and Twitter (32%) (NEWMAN 

et al., 2020). 

 

Chart 3 - NEWS SOURCES: BRAZIL  2013-2020       Chart 4 - NEWS DEVICES: BRAZIL  2013-2020 

 

Source: (NEWMAN et al., 2020, p. 90) 

 

Reuters 2020 Digital News Report (NEWMAN et al., 2020) has also 

investigated the news point of view preferences in Germany, Japan, the United 

Kingdom, Denmark, Spain, Italy, the United States, France, and Brazil (see chart 5). 

Analysis of these nine markets shows that the majority in each country prefer news 

with no particular point of view. The finding is not startling, given that traditional 

expectations are that journalists should produce neutral and unbiased news, yet the 

differences between countries are remarkable. Germany, Japan, the UK, and Denmark 

(countries with strong and independent public broadcasters) show neutral news 

preferences. A preference for more partial news is stronger in Spain, France, and Italy 

(countries scholars have labelled as "polarised pluralist") and in the United States. 

Brazil has revealed the strongest preference for more partial news among the nine 
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countries investigated: 51% prefer news with no point of view, 43% prefer news that 

shares their point of view, and only 6% prefer news that challenges their point of view. 

(NEWMAN et al., 2020). 

 

Chart 5 - NEWS POINT OF VIEW PREFERENCES – 9 SELECTED COUNTRIES 

 

Source: (NEWMAN et al., 2020, p. 15) 

Question: Thinking about the different kinds of news available to you, do you prefer getting news from 
sources that share/challenge/have no point of view. Base: Total sample (excluding don’t knows): USA 
= 1760, UK = 1659, Germany = 1624, France = 1437, Italy = 1762, Spain = 1756, Denmark = 1611, 

Japan = 1538, Brazil = 1901. 

 

67% of Brazilians got their news from social media in 2020, while only 23% got 

them from printed media; overall, 87% got their news online (NEWMAN et al., 2020). 

Online access has dramatically changed how information is produced, transmitted, and 

utilised, creating complex challenges. Social media are timely, easy to access, share, 

comment on and interact with; thus, it has profoundly changed the way people 

consume and share information. However, this convenience enables the spreading of 

mis-/dis-/mal-information, which is frequently produced to deceive and manipulate 

people. 

Social media are driven by emotionally involving content sharing. People's 

reactions propel these platforms; hence when a post is liked, commented upon or 

shared, the brain releases some dopamine (HAYNES, 2018; MACIT; MACIT; 

GÜNGÖR, 2018). Because humans are social beings, they can discern the kinds of 
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posts that will best fit in with the prevailing attitudes of their social group. "And so, on 

this issue of information disorder, this performative aspect of how people use social 

networks is critical to understanding how mis- and dis-information spreads" (WARDLE; 

HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 13). 

 

1.1 THE RESEARCH 

 

Humanity is experiencing unprecedented technological innovation and 

sophistication, interconnectivity, and globalisation. However, some researchers 

support the idea that we live in a post-truth era, declaring that there seems to be a 

setback concerning the type of competence and deliberative thinking that produced 

such innovations, which is expressed in a growing rejection of scientific expertise and 

disregard for the objectivity and veracity of information (ARAUJO, 2020; BRASHIER; 

SCHACTER, 2020; CHAN et al., 2017; COOK; LEWANDOWSKY; ECKER, 2017; 

HENREKSON; WENNSTRÖM, 2019; LEWANDOWSKY; ECKER; COOK, 2017; 

MCINTYRE, 2018).  

Mis-/dis-/mal-information distorts, manipulates, and falsifies facts to make the 

topic more surreal, bizarre, surprising, and controversial, and these aspects motivate 

sharing. As a result, a false story is much more likely to go viral than a true one 

(VOSOUGHI; DEB; ARAL, 2018). 

Thanks to social media, there has never been as much interaction among 

people, and there is no sign that this type of connectivity will decrease because of its 

importance in interpersonal relationships, communication, and commerce. User-

generated content facilitates social bonding and helps distant relatives and friends 

worldwide stay in touch and updated about each other's lives. In addition, it allows 

connecting strangers who share the same interests and helps raise awareness on 

numerous issues.  

Nevertheless, social media can also promote isolation from the real world, 

enabling the creation of echo chambers (ZIMMER; STOCK; SCHEIBE, 2019), where 

members share the same ideologies and exclude individuals who challenge their 

ideas, undermining the debate and strengthening polarization (NGUYEN, 2018; 

VICARIO et al., 2016). 

Information disorders can have severe consequences for people, 

governments, and businesses (BEASLEY, 2019; CHROBAK; ZARAGOZA, 2008; 
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DELFINO, 2019; HUMPRECHT; ESSER; VAN AELST, 2020; SWIRE et al., 2017). It 

can create confusion and distrust, making it difficult to use information - audiences may 

feel insecure, becoming indecisive and inert in a crucial situation (ALCOTT; 

GENTZKOW, 2017; ANDERSEN, 2020; BARTHEL; MITCHEL; HOLCOMB, 2016; 

WANG et al., 2019). Mis-/dis-/mal-information in metadata, for example, can cause 

web pages to be incorrectly indexed, creating problems with search algorithms. When 

information is confusing or conflicting, it breaks the user experience, disrupting usage 

flow. It can also cause credibility issues; audiences may question whether a 

government or business is legitimate and a reliable source. Despite this, mis-/dis-/mal-

information  is not easily detectable without critical deliberation, and when people 

believe misleading information, it can profoundly influence their attitudes and decisions 

(ALCOTT; GENTZKOW, 2017; BRYDGES; GIGNAC; ECKER, 2018; PENNYCOOK; 

CANNON; RAND, 2018; ROBIN; MÉNÉTRIER; BRET, 2021; SWIRE; ECKER; 

LEWANDOWSKY, 2017; TSFATI et al., 2020). 

Mis-/dis-/mal-information sharing is a growing problem that concerns society 

and academia, and much research effort has been devoted to preventing its spread in 

the last few years. In 2018, the European Union developed several initiatives to tackle 

online disinformation, "a major challenge for Europe" (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 

2018).  

Since 2017, the Comprova Project (Brazilian affiliate of the First Draft Project) 

has been investigating and tackling disinformation spreading. It has released a detailed 

report on the influence of disinformation on the outcome of the 2018 Brazilian 

presidential elections (WARDLE et al., 2019). In addition, aware of Brazil's 

disinformation problem's seriousness, the Federal Senate launched a Parliamentary 

Enquiry Commission in 2019 to investigate "cyberattacks that undermine democracy 

and public debate" (SENADO, 2019).  

There is, however, little understanding about why some people accede to mis-

/dis-/mal-information, a phenomenon coined here as adherence, which is the 

circumstance of adhering to a particular idea or belief as a result of mis-/dis-/mal-

information exposure. Thus, to manage this growing issue, we need to understand the 

mis-/dis-/mal-information cognitive effects and its prevalence on social media from an 

interdisciplinary point of view: 
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One of my main frustrations about journalism studies research was that we 
(and I count myself in that "we") often relied too heavily on content studies, 
because we believe that is too difficult to access "producers," and that 
audience research is so expensive and time consuming. In fact, many 
journalists and technologists are desperate to work with researchers on 
difficult questions. I really hope we will see more partnerships between 
academics and practitioners globally in solving this complex and pressing 
issue. (WARDLE, 2018a, p. 960). 

The mis-/dis-/mal-information  communicative phenomenon has been scarcely 

studied in the Relevance-theoretical framework (ALTAY; DE ARAUJO; MERCIER, 

2021; ANDERSEN; GODOY, 2020). Therefore, scholars lack standard pragmatics 

definitions for the several facets of the issue. Moreover, it is unclear which mis-/dis-

/mal-information features elicit positive cognitive effects that lead to the adherence to 

false information.  

Furthermore, humans are equipped with cognitive mechanisms of epistemic 

vigilance that have evolved parallel with pragmatics abilities (ALTAY; HACQUIN; 

MERCIER, 2020; MAZZARELLA; POUSCOULOUS, 2020; SPERBER et al., 2010). 

Nonetheless, although humans may not be gullible (MERCIER, 2017), sometimes 

people accede to mis-/dis-/mal-information  (adherence); and epistemic vigilance 

mechanisms manipulation (BARTASHOVA; POLYAKOVA, 2018) have still been 

sparsely studied in the context of mis-/dis-/mal-information. 

 

1.1.1 Research aims and objectives  

 

Considering these issues, the main objective of this research is to advance the 

conceptualization and general knowledge of the mis-/dis-/mal-information 

communicative phenomenon within social media from a cognitive pragmatics 

perspective. 

Additionally, this research proposes to explore the application of Relevance 

Theory (SPERBER, WILSON, 1986/1995; BLAKEMORE, 2009a; CARSTON, 2009; 

PADILLA CRUZ, 2013, 2016; WILSON, 2016; WILSON, SPERBER, 2012) as a 

suitable framework to provide preliminary accounts to the mis-/dis- information 

communicative phenomenon based on cognitive pragmatics assumptions. 

Furthermore, later developments of Relevance Theory (1986/1995), including 

the epistemic vigilance theoretical framework (MAZZARELLA, 2015, 2016; MERCIER; 

BOYER, 2021; MERMELSTEIN; BARLEV; GERMAN, 2020; PADILLA CRUZ, 2012; 
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REBOUL, 2017; SPERBER et al., 2010) and Argumentative Theory of Reasoning 

(MERCIER, 2016, 2017; MERCIER; SPERBER, 2011; SPERBER; MERCIER, 2017) 

are also part of the foundations for this research. They broaden Relevance Theory 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995) assumptions by evaluating how speakers produce 

arguments to convince listeners and how listeners filter such arguments to evaluate 

and accept them - if they are sound. 

Moreover, the present study proposes to examine the following secondary 

objectives:  

a) contextualize and demonstrate the impact and importance of the mis-/dis-

/mal-information communicative phenomenon investigation 

b) identify current approaches to the study of mis-/dis-/mal-information along 

with the theories currently applied to understand and tackle the subject 

matter  

c) build a theoretical, conceptual foundation for the delimitation and definition 

of the mis-/dis-/mal-information communicative phenomenon within the 

cognitive pragmatics framework  

d) propose a preliminary foundation for the conceptual development of the 

mis-/dis-/mal-information adherence phenomenon 

 

1.1.2 Research question 

 

The main question that drives this dissertation is: How do misinformation, 

disinformation and malinformation achieve relevance in the context of social media? 

  

1.2 CHAPTERS ORGANIZATION  

 

This dissertation is organized around five main sections from a textual point of 

view. The first section introduces the research concept. Initially, it furnishes the study's 

overall context on the broader field. It then puts forward the aims and objectives of the 

research, the research question - and finally displays how the dissertation will be 

structured.  

The second section presents a literature review. There is an overview of the 

main assumptions of Relevance Theory (SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995) and some 

further developments of the theory. 
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The third section presents the methodology employed and the study 

limitations. Next, it describes the study's background, related work and research 

findings based on the assessment of over three hundred peer-reviewed journal articles 

on the mis-/dis-/mal-information phenomenon, including an overview of the main areas 

and theories applied to investigating the subject matter. Additionally, the scientific 

articles were clustered at the end of the section according to their approach.  

An analysis is submitted in the fourth section. This segment brings an overview 

of current approaches to the mis-/dis-/mal-information communicative phenomenon 

and considers the terminology employed, including "fake news", misinformation, 

disinformation, and malinformation. Next, it brings a pragmatics terminology approach 

based on Gricean views, developed by Søe (2021), and an analysis considering the 

relevance-theoretical framework. 

The analysis and discussion chapter draws connections between the key 

concepts and the subject matter, based on Relevance Theory (SPERBER; WILSON, 

1986/1995), epistemic vigilance concepts (SPERBER et al., 2010) and the 

Argumentative Theory of Reasoning (MERCIER; SPERBER, 2011).  

The fifth and concluding section reviews the aims and objectives developed in 

the dissertation, the interdisciplinary theoretical framework presented and proposes 

future research directions. 
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2 RELEVANCE THEORY FRAMEWORK 
 

This chapter intends to discuss the literature related to the research aims and 

the research question of this study. In the chapter prior, the question this dissertation 

seeks to explore was introduced: How do misinformation, disinformation and 

malinformation achieve relevance in the context of social media? Therefore, this 

chapter describes the main aspects of Relevance Theory and further developments of 

the theory. 

This literature review is conducted to place the work in the context of its 

contribution and to understand the research problem being studied. It also reveals any 

gaps in the existing literature, and it shows where this research sits within the context 

of existing literature and why it is being conducted. 

 

2.1 CONTEXTUALISATION 

 

A relevance-theoretic account of communication describes how humans take 

advantage of the universal tendency to maximize relevance by deliberately 

manipulating another person's cognitive environment to influence their beliefs and 

other mental states (WEARING, 2015). However, it is not any manipulation of this kind 

that will count as communication. For example, a person can deliberately leave the 

dishes stacked on the sink, hoping her spouse will notice and decide to wash them, 

but she does not say anything. For her action to count as communication, she must 

have the explicit intention of informing her spouse of her intention to (in this case) 

encourage him to do the dishes. Her spouse must be aware of her attempt to be 

communicative, and her action must be interpreted as an attempt to influence him to 

count as communication.  

Relevance Theory (SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995) is a pragmatics theory 

of human communication developed within a cognitive scientific framework concerned 

with online processes. It was developed in the mid-1980s by Dan Sperber and Deirdre 

Wilson, and it is featured in their seminal book Relevance: Communication and 

Cognition (SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995), providing the structure and origins of the 

theory. In addition, it outlines the theoretical psychology of inference and establishes 

a viable basis for a unified cognitive pragmatics theory. Their previous publications 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 1982, 2005) also discussed this theory, explicitly questioning 
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Grice's Cooperative Principles (GRICE, 1975). Since then, it has become a vastly 

influential theory in pragmatics, and it has been applied to various areas of scientific 

research.  

In line with Relevance Theory (1986/1995), human communication is oriented 

towards maximizing relevance, and communicated information comes with a 

presumption of relevance. Moreover, the theory makes reasonable generalizations 

about how our cognitive systems work - maximizing relevance - and introduces 

concepts about our evolutionary history. Thus, our cognitive systems have evolved 

with a tendency towards greater efficiency, automatically moving towards stimuli that 

are likely to be more relevant (WEARING, 2015).  

The relevance-theoretic account of pragmatics interpretation conceives it as a 

psychological process governed by cognitive and communicative principles. Moreover, 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) has proven to be a compelling theory responsible for 

elucidating a wide range of linguistic and cognitive issues (ALLOTT, 2019; 

BLAKEMORE, 2009b; CARSTON, 2002; CLARK, 2013; DE SAUSSURE; WHARTON, 

2020; ESCANDELL-VIDAL, 1998; FALKUM; KJØLL, 2014; FORCEVILLE; CLARK, 

2014; GIBBS, 2010; HAPPÉ, 1993; IFANTIDOU, 1994; MATSUI, 2001; 

MAZZARELLA, 2016; MAZZARELLA et al., 2018; PAPAFRAGOU, 2002; SCOTT, 

2021b; SPERBER et al., 2010; SPERBER; CARA; GIROTTO, 1995; WILSON, 2011a, 

2013). 

Another fundamental assumption in Relevance Theory (1986/1995) is that 

linguistically encoded meaning underdetermines the content conveyed by a speaker. 

Several researchers have been investigating this linguistic underdetermination and 

developed interpretation descriptions of certain linguistic items and utterance types. 

Specific areas of investigation include lexical pragmatics (BATALLER, 2003; 

BENFATTI; GODOI, 2013; FALKUM; KJØLL, 2014; JARY, 2016; PADILLA CRUZ, 

2016; WHARTON, 2014; WILSON; CARSTON, 2007); figurative discourse studies - 

including metaphor and irony (BLAKEMORE, 2009c; CARSTON, 2018; PISKORSKA, 

2020; SPERBER; WILSON, 2012; WEARING, 2015; WILSON, 2011b; YUS, 1999); 

politeness studies (ESCANDELL-VIDAL, 1998; GODOI, 2008; LOURENÇO; GODOI, 

2017; RAUEN, 2020); fiction studies (GODOY; FERREIRA, 2014); interpretation of 

discursive connectives and other linguistic items with non-truth conditional meaning; 

and the interpretation of logical linguistic items, such as “and, if. . . then”, and negation 

(ALLOTT, 2005; CARSTON, 2002; FORCEVILLE; CLARK, 2014; IFANTIDOU, 1994; 
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MATSUI et al., 2016; MOESCHLER, 2012; WILSON, 2011b; WILSON; WHARTON, 

2006).  
Relevance Theory (1986/1995) has been one of the main pragmatics theories 

ever since it was first elaborated, and both Sperber and Wilson remain committed to 

developing the framework. Other significant collaborators include Diane Blakemore 

(BLAKEMORE, 2009d, 2009c, 2009e) - who introduced connectives and discourse 

markers; Robyn Carston (CARSTON, 2002, 2006) - known for her work on the 

semantic/pragmatics interface and linguistic under-determination; Escandell-Vidal and 

Godoi (ESCANDELL-VIDAL, 1996, 1998; GODOI, 2008; LOURENÇO; GODOI, 2017) 

- for applying Relevance Theory (1986/1995) to politeness studies; and Francisco Yus 

(YUS, 2021) - specialized in the application of Relevance Theory (1986/1995) to media 

discourses and conversational issues – to mention a few. Furthermore, Relevance 

Theory (1986/1995) has considerably contributed to the emerging fields of 

experimental pragmatics and dialogues with language philosophy. 

 

2.1.1 The code model and the Gricean inferential model 

 

In the preface of Meaning and Relevance (2012), Wilson and Sperber contrast 

two paradigms of communication interpretation: the "code model" and the "inferential 

model". As per the code model, human languages are codes, and verbal 

communication is obtained through message encoding and decoding - involving a 

sender, a receiver, a set of signals, a set of messages, and a code that relates those 

last two.  

In the code model, a speaker (sender) selects a subject matter and transmits 

a coded message through a signal that an audience (receiver) gets and decodes. If 

there are no "noises" and everything is properly transmitted and received, the result is 

the reproduction, in the receiver end, of the original message generated by the sender. 

As many scholars have observed, this model reflects language's "conduit metaphor". 

Ideas are entities, words are containers for these entities, and communication is the 

transmission and de-codification of these entities from a sender to a receiver.  

According to Scott-Phillips (2015), the code model concept combines (at least) 

two metaphors to explain the communication process. The first is called the "conduit 

metaphor" (REDDY, 1979). As seen in figure 1, it comprises the idea that language 

works like a conduit transferring thoughts from one person to another. People insert 
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their thoughts or feelings into words that act as containers conveying thoughts and 

feelings to others. On the other side, listeners and readers extract the thoughts and 

feelings from such words. That is to say, signals contain messages packed up and 

sent along some channel to be unpacked at the other end.  

 

Figure 1 - THE CONDUIT METAPHOR 

 

Source: (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 2015, p. 3)  

 

The second metaphor contributing to the code model concept is the 

mathematical code model in communication (SHANNON; WEAVER, 1949). It 

suggests that human communication can be broken down into six key concepts: 

sender, encoder, channel, noise, decoder, and receiver (see figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 - THE INFORMATION-THEORETIC APPROACH TO COMMUNICATION  

 

 

Source: (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 2015, p. 4) 
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Thus, information is encoded and then transmitted as a signal, which is 

decoded afterwards. However, the signal may become distorted during the 

transmission process due to noise. On the other hand, information theory has provided 

ways for encoding and decoding processes to counteract the effect of the noise 

(SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 2015). 

Furthermore, Scott-Phillips (2015) suggests the expression "code model" 

became popular through Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995):  

From what I can gather, the label 'code model' appears to have been coined 
by the cognitive scientists Dan Sperber and Deirdre Wilson, in their seminal 
book Relevance: Communication and Cognition (1995). In that book, not to 
mention many further publications since, they contrasted the code model with 
an alternative way of thinking about communication. (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 
2015, p. 7). 

Grice was the founder of modern inferential pragmatics, suggesting that 

communication cannot be understood in terms of code interpretation. In Logic and 

Conversation (GRICE, 1975), he proposed a distinction between what the speaker 

says and what she implicates by what she says. Two fundamental characteristics of 

Grice's work are (a) the centrality of the speaker's intentions in the communicative 

process and (b) the addressee's role inferring these intentions. 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) proposes that "communication is achieved by 

the communicator providing evidence of her intentions and the audience inferring her 

intentions from the evidence" (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 24). Moreover, Wilson 

and Sperber (2012) demonstrate through several examples of linguistic data that "[…] 

there are always components of a speaker's meaning which her words do not encode 

[…] the function of the linguistic meaning of an utterance is not to encode the speaker's 

meaning, but to provide evidence of her meaning" (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. ix).  

Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995) do not regard coded communication as an 

autonomous process but as subservient to the inferential process, which, in turn, is 

independent since it operates combined or not with the coded communication. Thus, 

communication evidence can be a code (e.g., language) or non-verbal elements (e.g., 

facial or hand gestures). Also, they have observed a gap between the utterances' 

semantic representation and the thoughts conveyed by the speaker's utterances. They 

argue that this gap is filled by inference.  
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Relevance Theory (1986/1995) diverges from its Gricean roots since it 

considers that a broader pragmatics scope is necessary for utterances interpretation. 

For example, Grice (1975) made two somewhat restricted contextual contributions to 

"what is said" (disambiguation and reference attribution). However, he did not seem to 

think that the contextual values of referential expressions or the appropriate 

disambiguation of homophone words should be determined through inferences guided 

by the Cooperative Principle and its maxims.  

Thus, although these elements' values varied along with the context, they did 

not appear to be "pragmatic" in the same way as implicatures. On the other hand, 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) considers that all elements of what is explicitly 

communicated should be retrieved the same way as implicatures - i.e., through 

relevance deliberations searching for the speaker's intentions. So, Relevance Theory 

(1986/1995) abandons the Gricean notion of "what is said" for a broader notion of 

"explicatures", which works as a counterpart to implicatures and captures the range of 

aspects in which the proposition goes beyond what is encoded  (WEARING, 2015). 

In Relevance Theory (1986/1995), communication cannot be achieved by the 

code model alone, i.e., by the messages encoding and decoding, or by the Gricean 

inferential model alone. However, verbal communication exploits both types of 

processes since codes help to make linguistic evidence explicit, and the decoding 

process's output serves as input to the inferential process, through which the speaker's 

intentions are recognized (SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995). Consequently, verbal 

communication involves both coded and inferential processes. 

 

2.1.2 Pragmatics in linguistic interpretation 

 

Semantics has been defined as "the study of linguistic meaning" and 

pragmatics as "the study of how contextual factors interact with linguistic meaning in 

the interpretation of utterances" (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 1). Therefore, 

"semanticists deal with decoded meaning, pragmaticists deal with inferred meaning, 

and pragmatic inference makes a substantial contribution to truth-conditional content" 

(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p .9). 

A fundamental objective of any pragmatics theory is to explain how people use 

language - how they use what they know about their language, the world in general, 

and the particular context they are part of at a given time (WEARING, 2015). So, the 
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cognitively based notion of relevance provides a mechanism to explain pragmatics 

interpretation as an inferential and intention-oriented process, essential for 

understanding human communication. 

The following example briefly examines how speakers elaborate on what they 

mean, and the inherent complexities involved in the audience's inference task: 

a) Maria: Was there anyone around?  

b) John: I heard her dog woofing when I knocked at the door. 

To comprehend what Maria says, John must determine the referent "around". 

On the other hand, to understand what John says, Maria needs to recognize whose 

dog was woofing (the referent "her"), disambiguate the appropriate meaning of the 

word "woofing", and derive the inference that no one was "around" (except the dog). 

Thus, each element of what Maria and John communicate extends beyond what is 

encoded in their words' meanings and requires supplementary contextual knowledge 

or other additional knowledge of the world to function. 

Several theoretical models have been concerned with the nature of meaning 

and interpretation, from classical and modern rhetoric to hermeneutics, pragmatics 

philosophy, and psychology. Pragmatics theories aim at explaining, among other 

things, how this additional knowledge is made accessible. 

Grice (1975) recognized that speakers use utterances as linguistic evidence 

to express particular intentions, and audiences interpret them by making inferences 

based on the adjustment of that evidence to the context in which they occur. So, the 

notion of propositions implicitly communicated - or implicatures - has played a 

significant role in pragmatics. It has given rise to a contextualist approach, in contrast 

to a literalist one, showing that the linguistically encoded meaning largely 

underdetermines an utterance's explicit and implicit content. Thus, its retrieval involves 

a substantial element of pragmatics inference (SPERBER; WILSON, 2005).  

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) reflects the shift from the philosophy of 

language to the philosophy of mind or linguistic to cognitive emphasis as part of the 

turn to inferential pragmatics. Although there are divergences between more 

linguistically and more cognitively oriented approaches, extending formal semantics 

methods to a subset of the pragmatics domain is possible. In other words, explicit 

codes, which are linguistically described by formal semantics, should be seen as 

pieces of evidence that interact with implicit assumptions, which are cognitively 

described by pragmatics (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012). 
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Observe below three examples of the types of adjustments to the encoded 

meaning (in addition to reference attribution and disambiguation) that Relevance 

Theory (1986/1995) prompts to the explicature of an utterance: 

a) The road is curved. (in response to a question about what the road to the 

hotel is like). 

b) We will be there soon. (replying to a question about the distance to the 

hotel) 

c) It is snowing. 

The speaker’s response in (a) involves an amplification of the coded meaning 

of “curved” (i.e., a continuously bending line, without angles) to a more relaxed notion 

appropriate to roads - perhaps that the road is winding. In (b), the speaker’s meaning 

is broader than the coded meaning of “soon” - it is not just an undetermined amount of 

time after this or that time or event needed to get to the hotel, but a measurable amount 

of time. Finally, interpreting (c) is not simply a matter of adjusting the meaning of its 

constituent expressions but instead supplying an unarticulated constituent, in this case, 

the place where it is snowing (perhaps where the hotel is). 

There is a significant debate in the literature on how to account for these cases. 

One issue is whether the semantics’ contribution to interpretation is entirely 

propositional, underdetermining the expressed proposition. Semantic “minimalists” 

have argued that semantics (possibly with a very restricted contribution from context) 

provides a complete proposition (evaluated by truth conditions). A related question 

concerns the role of this “minimal” proposition (if any) in the interpretation process. 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) has consistently maintained that there is no role for 

which the minimal proposition is required: the audience moves directly from what is 

encoded to the explicature (and any implicatures) via relevance-theoretic 

comprehension procedure (WEARING, 2015). 

Likewise, literally understood utterances often do not specify their meaning. 

Semantics is a highly schematic logical system realized in fully propositional form by 

pragmatics inferences that extend far beyond what is contemplated in a literalist 

approach. Literalism, unlike contextualism, is limited to the explicature or logical form 

encoded by the utterance and cannot explain the implicature or proposition not 

explicitly communicated by an utterance. Thus, literalism does not explain, for 

example, how to communicate or interpret a figurative and loose conversation 

(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012). 
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2.2 THE MODEL 

 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) is a theory of language use that emerged from 

the theoretical advances in linguistics, the cognitive revolution in psychology, and Paul 

Grice’s work (1975), considering the speaker’s intention within the inferential 

communication process. However, Grice’s work is much more extensive than 

pragmatics - it is ground-breaking for semantics and linguistics in general. He was a 

philosopher interested in the nature of meaning in a broad and fundamental manner, 

particularly in non-natural meaning. Grice provided a distinction between conventional 

meaning, i.e., linguistic meaning or encoded meaning - and speaker’s meaning, i.e., 

how a speaker employs meaning in a particular manner, in a particular context, based 

on particular assumptions that the addressee can access (CARSTON, 2020).  

Furthermore, Grice suggested that communicators observe what he called the 

“Cooperative Principle” and a set of conversational maxims to make their 

communicative intentions clear. The addressee assumes the speaker conforms with 

these maxims to derive further meaning beyond the meaning provided by language 

propositions, deriving its implicatures. The maxims are quality (make a true 

contribution), quantity (be as informative as required), relevance (be relevant), and 

manner (be brief, clear, and orderly, avoiding obscurity and ambiguity).  

The notion of relevance derives from one of the four conversational maxims 

suggested by Grice (1975) in the Cooperative Principle, which, as stated by him, would 

comprise the assumptions that interlocutors follow in successful communication. 

Hence, communication is effective when the audience interprets the speaker’s 

evidence as intended. Conversely, when an utterance provides evidence for different 

interpretations, there may be a communication failure, and the audience does not 

inferentially derive the meaning intended by the speaker.  

However, contrary to what was proposed by Grice, speakers cannot choose 

whether to follow or obey the relevance principle or violate it. Instead, it is an innate 

feature of the human mind to pay attention only to relevant phenomena. Sperber and 

Wilson (1986/1995) claim that the search for relevance is a fundamental facet of 

human cognition and that the relevance principle applies without exception: 

“Communicators do not ‘follow’ the relevance principle; and they could not violate it 

even if they wanted to. The relevance principle applies without exception: every overt 
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act of communication communicates the presumption of relevance” (SPERBER; 

WILSON, 1995, p. 162). 

In other words, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) follows Grice’s insight that 

communication and interpretation are inferential, and the function of linguistic codes is 

to provide evidence for this inferential process. Nevertheless, it breaks up with Grice 

in some respects. First, in Relevance Theory (1986/1995), the explicature (explicit side 

of communication) is as inferential and worthy of pragmatics attention as the implicit 

side (implicature).  

Second, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) substantially departs from Grice’s 

account concerning the expectations that guide the comprehension process. While 

Grice believed these expectations derived from behavioural maxims, where speakers 

and audiences somehow cooperate, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) proposes that 

they derive from relevance expectations. In other words, an input is relevant to an 

individual when it links with available contextual assumptions to produce positive 

cognitive effects - that is, confirm, refute or modify assumptions, which respectively 

strengthen existing premises, eliminate old premises or generate new ones 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 2005). Moreover, Grice’s work does not account for the 

processing effort involved in the inferential process. 

 

2.2.1 The cognitive principle of relevance 

“Human cognition tends to be geared to the maximisation of relevance.” 
(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 281). 

Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995) proposed an interpretation theory based on 

a more empirical and cognitive perspective than a purely philosophical and linguistic 

one that had been the case until then. In Relevance Theory (1986/1995), the notion of 

relevance subsumes Gricean maxims. Therefore, as a cognitive principle, relevance is 

sufficient per se to explain human communication and utterances interpretation. That 

means the expectations of relevance yielded by an utterance are sufficiently accurate 

and predictable to guide the audience in the direction of the meaning intended by the 

speaker (SPERBER; WILSON, 2006, p. 607). Thus, there are no maxims in Relevance 

Theory (1986/1995) but a fundamental, overriding cognitive principle of relevance at 

work.  
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The springboard to grasp the relevance-theoretic account of communication is 

a much more general discussion on the nature of human cognition. Relevance Theory 

(1986/1995) ponders that communication exploits a more fundamental and general 

feature of human cognition: its orientation towards what is relevant. Our cognitive 

systems are so efficient as the result of having evolved to follow and attend to what is 

most relevant to them. Hence, communication is directed towards what is relevant  

(WEARING, 2015). 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) provides a realistic psychological account of 

communication and utterances processing. The first one is the Cognitive Principle of 

Relevance: human cognition tends to be geared toward maximizing relevance. This 

principle applies to the audience by demonstrating the criterion that guides the 

audience towards appropriate processing and, thus, a proper interpretation of the 

speaker’s utterance, i.e., the relevance pursuit. In turn, speakers observe it to elicit 

relevance in their utterances.  

Relevance is defined in terms of the positive cognitive effects provided by 

utterances, including drawing implicatures (positive aspect), in contrast to the 

processing efforts to derive them (negative aspect). Thus, achieving optimal relevance 

requires accomplishing the right balance between effect and effort: by creating a 

sufficient array of positive cognitive effects from any stimulus and, on the other hand, 

keeping the mental resources or processing effort at a manageable level (CARSTON, 

2020). This process requires the relevance-theoretic comprehension heuristic: a fast 

and frugal procedure dedicated to utterance processing. Optimal relevance is further 

discussed in another section.  

 

2.2.2 The communicative principle of relevance 

“Every act of inferential communication conveys a presumption of its own 
optimal relevance.” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 104). 

Although the human cognitive system is likely to seek the most significant 

conceivable return for the least possible effort, there is no broad guarantee that a 

particular input will be relevant in a cognitive process. Additionally, since speakers wish 

to be understood, there is a connection between linguistic structure and pragmatic 

interpretation: “[…] the speaker merely adapts her utterance to the way the hearer is 
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going to process it anyhow, given the existing structural and temporal constraints” 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 217).  

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) suggests that such speech adaptation elicits 

in the addressee an irrefutable expectation that it will be “optimally relevant”; that is, 

the speech will not only be relevant enough to be processed but as relevant as the 

speaker is inclined and able to produce. Thus, the Communicative Principle of 

relevance states that communicated information comes with a guarantee of relevance. 

That means, by the very act of drawing the audiences’ attention, the speaker suggests 

that the information she provides is sufficiently relevant to be worth their attention.  

In other words, a communication act starts with an attention request. However, 

humans only attend to stimuli they perceive as relevant enough to them. “Hence, to 

communicate is to imply that the phenomenon being displayed (the linguistic utterance, 

for instance) is relevant enough to be worth the audience’s attention.” (WILSON; 

SPERBER, 2012, p. 88). Therefore, communicating implies that any utterance directed 

to a person automatically conveys a presumption of its own relevance.  

The communicative principle of relevance supplies the motivation, guidance, 

and relevance guarantee for the automatic online comprehension procedure. 

Furthermore, deriving any successful act of communication (e.g., utterances 

interpretation) satisfies this criterion. An audience follows a path of least effort when 

examining the conceptual structure constructed employing linguistic decoding, 

enriches it at the explicit level, and complements it at the implicit level. The audience 

interrupts the comprehension procedure when the resulting interpretation meets the 

relevance expectations; that is, when just a single interpretation (or a few closely 

similar interpretations with no essential differences between them) satisfies this 

criterion. (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 39, p. 43, p. 88, p. 89). 

 

2.2.3 Mutual knowledge and mutual manifestness 

 

Mutual knowledge  (or mutual belief) is a concept proposed by Schiffer 

(SCHIFFER, 1972), and Clark and Marshall (CLARK; MARSHALL, 1981) as a 

prerequisite for successful communication. However, this concept is rejected by 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) because to establish such mutual knowledge, utterers 

and addressees must recognize they share such knowledge and that it is, in fact, 

mutual.  
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Furthermore, speakers and addressees would have to perform an infinite 

series of checks to confirm that mutual knowledge truly exists, and the time limits that 

constrain communication in real life do not allow this type of verification to occur. Thus, 

mutual knowledge can never be established: “the assumption of mutual knowledge 

may always be mistaken, the mutual-knowledge hypothesis cannot deliver the 

guarantees it was set up to provide” (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 19). The 

conclusion is that, as mutual knowledge must be guaranteed to exist, it can never exist. 

Although mutual knowledge has no counterpart in reality, it does not mean 

denying that the communication process generates shared information and that some 

information sharing is required to achieve communication (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, 

p. 38). Any description of human communication incorporates some notion of shared 

information. Thus, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) proposes the concept of “mutual 

manifestness”. Nevertheless, only facts that the individual can mentally represent at 

that given time and accept their representation as true or probably true are considered 

“manifested”. 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) conceives shared knowledge as an outcome 

rather than a prerequisite for successful communication, “[…] it is mutual manifestness 

that turns a conveyed assumption into a communicated assumption” (ESCANDELL-

VIDAL, 1998, p. 54). Therefore, mutual knowledge contributes to successful 

communication: 

Communication requires some degree of co-ordination between 
communicator and audience on the choice of a code and a context. The notion 
of mutual knowledge is used to explain how this co-ordination can be 
achieved: given enough mutual knowledge, communicator and audience can 
make symmetrical choices of code and context. (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, 
p. 43). 

The notion of “manifestness” is more reasonable than the notion of 

“knowledge” in Relevance Theory (1986/1995), as something could be manifested 

without being known. “The notion of a mutually manifest assumption is clearly weaker 

than that of a mutual assumption (and a fortiori than that of mutual knowledge)” 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 42). Therefore, mutual manifestness does not suffer 

from the same psychological implausibility as mutual knowledge. Moreover, 

manifestness is a scalable concept that allows for degrees. Some assumptions might 
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be more manifested to an individual during a given moment because of her physical 

environment or cognitive abilities.  

Given the time limits on the production and comprehension of utterances and 

the speed at which they occur, mutuality must be easily and quickly identified to play a 

role in producing and comprehending utterances in real-time. Considering the extent 

of the “mutual knowledge” shared by members of the same community, every 

proposition in the sharing process cannot be verified for a possible role in utterances 

interpretation (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 19). 

The requirement of mutual knowledge is of no help in explaining, for example, 

how the choice of a true and proper referent is made  (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 

20). “Another problem with the mutual knowledge hypothesis is that even if it defines 

a class of potential contexts for use in utterance interpretation, it says nothing about 

how an actual context is selected, nor about the role of context in comprehension.” 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 20). Hence, there must be another criterion to 

determine the context that is actually sought and reduce it to a manageable dimension 

- that criterion is the search for relevance. 

A cognitive environment is defined as “[…] a set of assumptions which the 

individual is capable of mentally representing and accepting as true.” (SPERBER; 

WILSON, 1995, p. 46). So, an individual’s total cognitive environment is the set of all 

assumptions that she can infer or become aware of from her physical environment and 

cognitive abilities. In addition, interlocutors may possess a mutual cognitive 

environment, a set of mutually manifest assumptions to a given number of individuals 

at a given time, or any shared cognitive environment in which the individuals who share 

it are manifest. In a mutual cognitive environment, each manifested assumption is 

mutually manifested (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 39, p. 45). 

However, communication is a process that functions “[…] as a matter of 

enlarging mutual cognitive environments, not of duplicating thoughts” (SPERBER; 

WILSON, 1995, p. 193), and the intent of communication, in general, is “[…] to increase 

the mutuality of cognitive environments rather than guarantee an impossible 

duplication of thoughts” (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 200). 

The Mutual knowledge assumption regards communication comprehension as 

aiming at getting as close as possible to certainty. It is an implausible strategy since it 

contemplates only cognitive benefits, ignoring processing costs. Few cases justify such 

extra effort, such as legal documents (SPERBER; WILSON, 1982, p. 69). In daily life, 
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“the detour via mutual knowledge is superfluous: mutual cognitive environments 

directly provide all the information needed for communication and comprehension” 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 45). 

 

2.2.4 The notion of context in Relevance Theory 

 

Unlike the traditional approach to context, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) 

does not restrict context to the current physical environment or the directly previous 

text or discourse. Instead, context is defined as a series of assumptions applied in the 

interpretation of an utterance: “A context is a psychological construct, a subset of the 

hearer's assumptions about the world. It is these assumptions, of course, rather than 

the actual state of the world, that affect the interpretation of an utterance” (SPERBER; 

WILSON, 1995, p. 15). In Relevance Theory (1986/1995), the context is not 

predetermined but chosen and constructed during the conversation. 

Additionally, the context for information processing is not “given” but a 

consequence of communication. The conversation does not begin with a specific 

context in mind. It is constructed as the conversation progresses and unfolds with each 

utterance produced. From a relevance-theoretic perspective, the context is a dynamic 

entity in a state of constant change. Accomplishing optimal relevance involves 

choosing the best possible context to process an assumption. 

An audience’s task is not only to interpret the utterance to infer the intended 

meaning but also to establish the best context, or the context probably intended by the 

speaker, on which interpretation will be based while preserving the speaker’s 

manifested relevance. Thus, the speaker must consider the audience’s available 

contextual resources, mutually manifested assumptions and all aspects of their 

cognitive environment to provide them with the appropriate context for interpreting their 

utterance (BLAKEMORE, 1992; CARSTON, 2002). This account contrasts with the 

classical context approach, which suggests context is pre-established by the speaker 

prior to the utterance production and fundamentally depends on pre-existing 

knowledge assumptions (mutual knowledge) between the speaker and the audience. 

Expanding the notion of context, Sperber and Wilson (1995, p. 17) assess how 

the audience can recognize the context intended by the speaker. They declare that the 

audience possesses a method to recognize the intended interpretation as it presents 

itself without necessarily considering any alternatives. They propose that interlocutors 
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do not consider all the environmentally available information for the verbal 

interpretation but only a part of it. Thus, the only “filter” to govern the context selection 

is relevance, i.e., context selection or construction is guided by the search for 

relevance. 

According to their expectations and context, human beings pay attention to the 

most relevant phenomenon available, build the most relevant representations possible 

for such phenomena, and process them in a context that maximizes their relevance. 

Information is relevant if it somehow interacts with the individual’s existing assumptions 

about the world, producing positive cognitive effects. Therefore, relevance and 

maximization of relevance are fundamental to human cognition.  

In short, implicatures depend on selecting a set of assumptions in the 

audience’s mind and deriving implications based on those contextual assumptions. 

Context is crucial to determine the amount of information the audience must access to 

bring to bear on the speaker’s utterances. In general, humans manage to understand 

each other’s utterances in a fast and automatically triggered way.  

Thus, in utterance’s inference, humans do not consider everything that could 

be relevant. On the contrary, they only access mental contextual assumptions which 

are highly accessible to them – the most accessible ones. Humans follow the least 

effort path in the inferential process, mobilizing the most accessible assumptions and 

evaluating the cognitive implications retrieved. If an acceptable range of cognitive 

assumptions is achieved within the general expectation, the audience interrupts the 

process - because an acceptable interpretation has been reached.  

 

2.2.5 Ostensive-inferential communication 

 

One of the core concepts within Relevance Theory (1986/1995) is ostension. 

An ostensive stimulus is any behaviour that makes manifest the intention to make 

something manifest. Accordingly, the speaker makes her communicative intention 

clear to her audience by providing an ostensive stimulus. Given the Cognitive Principle 

of Relevance, an audience will pay attention to any stimulus deemed sufficiently 

relevant to be worth processing. Thus, an ostensive stimulus is any gesture, noise, 

sequence of words, or other action deliberately targeted to entice the audience’s 

attention and encourage them to explore the communicator’s reasons for producing it 

(WEARING, 2015). 
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Since information processing involves effort on the audience’s part, it is 

expected that for every act of ostension, i.e., every time the speaker draws the 

audience’s attention, he will get relevant information. Therefore, by drawing the 

audience’s attention in an overtly intentional manner, the speaker guarantees that 

some relevant information will be obtained, i.e., “[…] ostension comes with a tacit 

guarantee of relevance” (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 49). 

When the communicator produces an ostensive stimulus, she is aiming at 

accomplishing two intentions:  

a) Informative Intention, or the attempt to manifest to the audience a set of 

assumptions (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 58). 

b) Communicative Intention, or the attempt to mutually manifest - to the 

audience and the communicator - the informative intention (mutually 

manifest to the audience the communicator’s intention that she indeed has 

this informative intention) (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 61). 

Therefore, overt stimuli must satisfy two conditions:  

a) they must attract the audience’s attention.  

b) they must focus their attention on the communicator’s intention.  

According to Relevance Theory (1986/1995), the comprehension process is 

reached when the communicative and informative intentions are satisfied. For 

instance, when a person says “Good morning” to one’s neighbours in the elevator, 

such a person employs an ostensive stimulus intending to manifest the communicative 

intention of informing her interest in establishing links or fulfilling social assumptions of 

politeness. 

Whenever a speaker is engaged in ostension, the audience draws inferences 

to derive the speaker’s meaning. Therefore, not only must the informational intention 

be mutually manifest for communication to be successful, but the speaker’s concern 

as to whether the informational intention fulfilment has been successful must also be 

mutually manifest.  

Hence, an ostensive stimulus aims to attract the audience’s attention and 

focus it on the meaning intended by the speaker. The communication’s success, i.e., 

the successful fulfilment of the informational intention, is mutually manifest beforehand. 

Ostensive behaviour can provide evidence of one’s thoughts and intentions because 

it implies a guarantee of relevance. 
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The notion of ostension is the basis of the second principle of relevance, the 

communicative principle of relevance: every ostensive communicative act delivers a 

presumption of its own optimal relevance. Communicating is to attract the audience’s 

attention; therefore, communicating implies that the communicated information is 

relevant. The second principle of relevance is grounded in the first and assumes that 

the first principle allows human cognitive behaviour to be sufficiently predictable to 

drive communication. 

The communicative principle of relevance is associated with the speaker and 

the audience. It suggests that there is a specific intended cognitive effect on the 

audience for each speaker’s utterance. It is also related to the audience as far as it 

ascribes to each utterance ostensively addressed to the audience not only an intended 

communicated meaning (a proposition) but also a promise of a cognitive pay-off that 

makes it worth inferring such an utterance (relevance).  

Therefore, ostensive communication (utterances ostensively addressed to an 

audience) creates expectations of optimal relevance. This principle is essential to 

explain human communication, and it is sufficient to explain the interaction of linguistic 

meaning and contextual elements in utterances interpretation. 

One of the prerequisites for efficient information processing is recognising the 

speaker’s intention behind ostension. When this intention is not recognized, failure to 

discern relevant information occurs. Furthermore, it is not enough for the speaker to 

choose a stimulus that appears relevant to the audience; she should also aim to 

choose the most relevant stimulus for the audience. Sperber and Wilson (1995) 

maintain that “[…] for the same reason, she should appear to be choosing the stimulus 

that is most relevant to the addressee. In normal conditions, appearance and reality 

are likely to coincide” (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 270).  

Escandell-Vidal (1998) has further explained the audience’s recognition of the 

speaker’s intention as a condition for successful communication, and she claims that:  

With every utterance a set of assumptions is made manifest. Presumably, 
some of these assumptions will be salient enough to be worth the hearer’s 
while, so they will be processed and interpreted. However, not all the 
assumptions conveyed by an utterance - not even those that are found 
relevant - need to have been ostensively communicated. (ESCANDELL-
VIDAL, 1998, p. 50). 
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In other words, even if the audience regards a particular assumption conveyed 

by the speaker’s utterance as relevant, it is conceivable that the speaker did not intend 

to convey it ostensibly. Instead, the speaker’s utterance simply communicated it. 

Consequently, there is a distinction between what is intentionally and unintentionally 

communicated. Only some of the assumptions that an utterance manifests are 

intentionally communicated. Indeed, “[…] for real communication to take place, it is 

necessary that the transmission of assumptions is both intentional and overt, i.e., 

ostensive” (ESCANDELL-VIDAL, 1998, p. 50) or ostensive, and mutually manifest. 

This perspective follows the claim that communication in Relevance Theory 

(1986/1995) means explicit, intentional communication to retrieve the explicitly 

intended interpretation.  

 

2.2.6 Positive cognitive effects and processing effort 

 

Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995) outline three types of contextual effects that 

could emerge from utterances’ interpretation due to combining new inputs with existing 

suppositions. New assumptions could (a) merge with existing assumptions to produce 

new conclusions, or (b) provide evidence to reinforce existing beliefs, or (c) contradict 

and eliminate existing information. These three types of interaction are called 

contextual effects. Accordingly, new information is relevant in any context that yields 

contextual effects. In other words, the audience formulates an assumption in 

anticipation that it can be combined with current assumptions to develop new 

assumptions (BLAKEMORE, 1992).  

The cognitive effect (or contextual effect) is a determining factor of an input’s 

relevance. “Let us first define a cognitive effect as a contextual effect occurring in a 

cognitive system (e.g., an individual), and a positive cognitive effect as a cognitive 

effect that contributes positively to the fulfilment of cognitive functions or goals” 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 265). 

Consistent with Relevance Theory (1986/1995), an input is relevant to an 

individual when it connects with background knowledge to produce conclusions that 

matter to such an individual (positive cognitive effects). “From the literal content of the 

utterance, together with other premises drawn from background knowledge, you can 

derive a number of conclusions that matter to you […]” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 
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59). Hence, a positive cognitive effect is a valuable difference to the individual’s 

representation of the world.  

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) has two interrelating components: effect and 

effort. A given input or representation is more or less relevant in proportion to its effect: 

the amount of helpful information its processing contributes to the cognitive system. If 

an input or representation contributes to new (“true”) information or facilitates updating 

old or false information within the system, it has positive cognitive effects. The most 

important type of positive cognitive effect is a contextual implicature: an implicature 

that is not derived solely from the stimulus but through processing the stimulus in 

conjunction with information about the particular context at hand (WEARING, 2015). 

For example, it might generally be good news to hear the utterance “the taxi 

has arrived" in a given situation. However, suppose the taxi has arrived much earlier 

than the agreed time, and you are not ready to go out yet. Furthermore, your friend - 

who will share the taxi with you to the cinema - has not arrived at your house so far. In 

this case, one might infer that there will be some disagreement with the taxi driver, who 

will have to wait - or maybe your friend will be late, and you will miss the cinema session 

you intended to attend, and, as a consequence, you will end up grumbling all night. 

These positive cognitive effects arise from the conjunction of the information that the 

taxi has arrived with background information about your current plans. These are 

contextual implications of the utterance “the taxi has arrived", - and its inference 

contributes to the relevance of the speaker’s utterance. Other things being equal, 

relevance increases as the positive effects increase. 

An audience’s processing expenditure is a decisive component affecting the 

relevance of an input. Therefore, relevance is evaluated in terms of cognitive effects 

against processing effort. When identical amounts of effort are required, the effect 

factor defines the relevance degree, and when similar amounts of effect are attainable, 

the critical factor is effort. Thus, relevance evaluation is a matter of balancing output 

against input, i.e., contextual effects against processing effort (WILSON; SPERBER, 

2012). 

Two key features comprise the processing effort: a) the memory and 

imagination required for the audience to construct an appropriate context, and b) the 

complexity of the utterance itself. This assessment of the relevance, determined by the 

balance between effect and effort, could make processing some utterances 

counterproductive if the benefits of achieving contextual effects were insufficient to 
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outweigh the processing effort to derive these effects. As follows, optimal relevance 

could not be achieved. Furthermore, the audience only processes the speaker’s 

utterances for as long as it is worth the effort and stops when the expectations of 

relevance are met (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012). 

Cognitive effects, however, do not come free: they cost some mental effort to 
derive, and the greater the effort needed to derive them, the lower the 
relevance will be. The processing effort required to understand an utterance 
depends on two main factors: the form in which it is presented (audibility, 
legibility, dialect, register, syntactic complexity and familiarity of constructions 
all affect processing effort); and the effort of memory and imagination needed 
to construct a suitable context. The greater the processing effort required, the 
lower will be the relevance, and the greater the risk of losing the hearer’s 
attention. (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 176). 

How does the audience interpret an input presumed to fit this pattern? The first 

step will be to retrieve the encoded meaning that the input may have if it is a linguistic 

input. However, this encoded meaning is likely to fall considerably short of the 

speaker’s intended meaning for several reasons. References will need to be attributed, 

the precise meanings of words or phrases may require disambiguation or modulation, 

and implicatures may need to be inferred. Consistent with the Communicative Principle 

of Relevance, the audience expects the speaker’s ostensive stimulus to be relevant 

enough to be worth processing (although the presumption of optimal relevance is 

fallible). Given the trade-off between effort and effect that comprises relevance, the 

audience will take the easiest possible route to an interpretation that generates a set 

of effects that seem appropriate to him. Thus, the optimal relevance account consists 

of delivering the relevance-theoretic comprehension procedure as follows (WILSON; 

SPERBER, 2012): 

a) Follow a path of least effort to process cognitive effects: test interpretive 

hypotheses in order of accessibility. 

b) Stop when expectations of relevance are satisfied. 

The most accessible hypothesis may not always be the right one. For example, 

the audience may occasionally need to abandon the first assumption if it produces few 

cognitive effects and starts processing a second option, e.g., in the case of an 

ambiguous word or when the most accessible referent of a proper name is not the 

intended meaning/reference.  

Moreover, given the fallible nature of inferences, both on the speaker and 

audience side, they may not always be in perfect synchrony about their 
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communication. Hence, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) prompts reflections regarding 

the actual dynamics of conversation: a highly efficient but non-demonstrative process 

to affect others’ beliefs and modify the mutual cognitive environment (WEARING, 

2015). Furthermore, the relevance presumption is different concerning effect and 

effort: 

We argue that the presumption of relevance is different on the effect and effort 
sides. On the effect side, the presumption is that the level of achievable effects 
is never lower than is needed to make the stimulus worth processing; on the 
effort side, it is that the level of effort required is never gratuitously higher than 
is needed to achieve these effects. (SPERBER; WILSON, 1987, p. 704).  

It follows that an utterance’s optimal relevance entails retrieving the intended 

combination of content, context, attitude, and implicature (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995). 

According to Relevance Theory (1986/1995), a cognitive effect is a contextual 

implicature inferable from input and context. Therefore, it cannot be achieved only by 

processing the input or the context separately. Conversely, it can only be derived in a 

context within the set of assumptions that comprise the individual’s mental state. 

The search for relevance determines the selection of a particular context in 

which an utterance is processed. Thus, an audience's effort to interpret an utterance 

is not limited to the cognitive effort to process the utterance and understand the 

intended meaning. It also involves the effort required to access the context in which an 

utterance is intended. “[…] the less accessible a context, the greater the effort involved 

in accessing it, and conversely” (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 142). 

In short, relevance is a cognitive function between effect and processing effort. 

Relevance increases as cognitive effects increase, and it decreases as processing 

effort increases. Relevance, however, is not an absolute property but rather a matter 

of degree. For example, a given stimulus may be more relevant in one context than 

another, and one stimulus may be more or less relevant than another in a single 

context, i.e., a stimulus is never intrinsically relevant (WEARING, 2015). 

 

2.2.7 Optimal relevance 

 

A critical notion in Relevance Theory (1986/1995) is “optimal relevance”, 

achieved through yielding ostensive stimulus, as follows (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995): 
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a) the ostensive stimulus is sufficiently relevant to be worth the addressee’s 

effort in processing it. 

b) the ostensive stimulus is the most relevant, compatible with the speaker’s 

abilities and preferences. 

These two points summarize the primary conditions that must be satisfied for 

an ostensive stimulus to be optimally relevant, and they clarify the criteria for assessing 

the relevance degree of any utterance. Relevance Theory (1986/1995) presents an 

assessment of human communication and cognition based on the claim that cognitive 

resources tend to be directed towards processing the most relevant inputs available, 

either from internal or external sources, from the wide range of inputs to which an 

individual is exposed, ostensive or otherwise. 

A speaker who intends to achieve a specific range of contextual effects must 

ensure that they are as easily retrievable as possible for the audience. That means 

ensuring that the utterance does not impose unnecessary processing effort on the 

audience since any additional processing effort decreases relevance. On the other 

hand, when a context is not easily accessible, a more significant effort is involved in 

retrieving it, reducing the overall relevance degree. Consequently, achieving optimal 

relevance implies selecting the best possible context to process an assumption, i.e., 

the context that allows achieving the best possible balance between effect and effort. 

Optimal relevance, however, is not the same as maximum relevance. For an 

ostensive stimulus to be worth processing, it must be relevant enough to compensate 

for the audience’s effort. It must at least produce enough positive cognitive effects to 

be worth the effort spent processing it. Still, a speaker might be unable or unwilling to 

provide the most relevant stimulus in a given context. For example, the speaker might 

be reluctant to share specific details of an event with the audience, thus providing a 

vaguer description of a given event than she can provide. While (let us assume) still 

relevant enough to be worth processing, the speaker's description would be less 

relevant than other descriptions she might have offered (suppose the speaker omits 

interesting details) - this would reduce the number of positive cognitive effects available 

to the audience. 

Similarly, a speaker might offer an overly elaborate explanation of something 

her audience is already familiar with, perhaps because the speaker is unaware of the 

audience’s vast knowledge of that subject. A more concise explanation might be 

equally informative for this audience and more effective to process (and, therefore, 
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more relevant). However, the more laborious explanation that the speaker mistakenly 

thinks is the most appropriate might still be relevant enough to be worth the audience’s 

attention. Therefore, an optimally relevant overt stimulus is the one that is sufficiently 

relevant to be processed and as relevant as the communicator is able and willing to 

produce (WEARING, 2015). 

Since any given input would at least carry some level of relevance for an 

individual at a given time, interlocutors are not interested in getting only relevant 

information but the most relevant information available. However, “[…] relevance is not 

just an all-or-none matter but a matter of degree” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2004, p. 608). 

What makes a particular input worth inferring from a wide range of competing stimuli 

is not only that it is relevant but that it is more optimally relevant than any other input 

available to the individual at that moment. 

 

2.2.8 The mental and the public lexicon mapping  

 

In Relevance Theory (1986/1995), linguistically encoded words (explicatures) 

and cognitively inferred concepts (implicatures) interrelate across parallel processing 

(mutual adjustment), producing an interpretation of the meaning of a speaker’s 

intention. Consequently, it is a cognitive and inferential model of communication. 

Wilson and Sperber (2012, p. 31) present three possible alternatives to understand the 

kind of mapping there might exist (if any) between mental concepts and public words:  

a) First alternative: there are more words in a language than concepts in a 

cognitive system. As follows, many words correspond to a single concept. 

b) Second alternative: there is a one-to-one correspondence between almost 

all concepts and words. Along these lines, each concept corresponds to 

one word in a language. 

c) Third alternative: there are more concepts than words. Hence, many 

concepts correspond to a single word, so its meaning depends on the 

context. 

Accordingly, Wilson and Sperber (2012) present three contrasting claims 

about what an imperfect mapping between mental and public lexicon might be like: 

a) First alternative: almost all the single concepts are lexicalized, but many 

words encode complex conceptual constructs instead of single concepts. 
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Therefore, there are fewer concepts than words, and the mapping is partial 

primarily because many words do not correspond to a single concept. 

b) Second alternative: genuine synonyms, genuine homonyms, non-

lexicalized concepts, and words that do not encode concepts are relatively 

rare, so there is a one-to-one mapping between words and concepts. 

c) Third alternative: the mapping is partial, and the primary reason is that only 

a fraction of the conceptual repertoire is lexicalised. As a result, most 

mental concepts are not mapped onto words. 

Wilson and Sperber (2012) argue that the most appropriate is the third option. 

The first alternative (more words than concepts) lacks to account for linguistic 

phenomena such as polysemy, where one word might mean many different concepts. 

Similarly, some words do not encode concepts - and some concepts are not encoded 

in words. For example, in synonyms, several words correspond to one concept, and in 

homonyms, several concepts correspond to one word. 

The code model of communication has typically adopted the second 

alternative (one-to-one correspondence of concepts and words). Nevertheless, coded 

words require some context for a meaning interpretation that is accessible and 

acceptable. As a result, there are many more concepts than words. The quantity of 

perceptual stimuli that humans can distinguish is far more extensive than the number 

of words available to describe them. For example, if we attempt to think of a word for 

every colour shade available to the human senses, it becomes clear that there are 

always more concepts than words to express these concepts (WILSON; SPERBER, 

2012, p. 35).  

Likewise, there are many non-lexicalized mental concepts; however, meaning 

is present in both words and non-lexicalized mental concepts because intended 

meanings are inferred based on encoded concepts together with contextual 

information. Hence, words and concepts are mutually adjusted in the inferential 

processes of communication and interpretation. 

[…] given the inferential nature of comprehension, the words in a language 
can be used to convey not only the concepts they encode, but also indefinitely 
many other related concepts to which they might point in a given context. We 
see this not as a mere theoretical possibility, but as a universal practice, 
suggesting that there are many times more concepts in our minds than words 
in our language. (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 43). 
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Because humans can say much more than they can do, there are no limitations 

on the semantic complexity of speakers’ meanings. Therefore, a communicated 

concept will occasionally be the same as the one encoded. However, communication 

can be successful despite possible semantic discrepancies, provided that the words 

employed in a given situation guide the audience in the direction intended by the 

speaker. 

 

2.2.9 Linguistic form and relevance  

 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) diverges from earlier pragmatics approaches, 

such as Speech Acts Theory (AUSTIN, 1975; SEARLE, 1969), in which 

communication was explained as a process of decoding propositions (truth conditions 

to which they refer) in order to perform speech acts (employing illocutionary forces, 

such as intentions). While Relevance Theory (1986/1995) recognizes that propositions 

and speech acts play a role in communication because they convey explicatures, it 

provides a broader framework, including the interaction between explicatures and 

implicatures. In this way, communication occurs not only by decoding the words 

comprised in the explicatures but also by inferring the intentions derived in the 

implicatures. 

Therefore, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) recognizes the role of linguistic 

codes (explicit words), which may include truth conditions (e.g., referents), and 

illocutionary forces (e.g., intentions). However, it also recognizes the role of cognitive 

representations, including the construction of concepts, i.e., conceptual knowledge and 

problem-solving through these concepts, i.e., procedural knowledge. 

Consequently, there is a linguistic and a cognitive side to communication. The 

linguistic side includes truth-conditionals - propositions that convey references - and 

non-truth-conditionals - illocutionary speech acts that express intention. The cognitive 

side involves conceptual knowledge, i.e., the construction of concepts and 

representations, and procedural knowledge, i.e., computation or manipulation of 

concepts and representations (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 149-150).   

However, these two sides of communication intersect; “[…] some truth-

conditional constructions encode concepts, others encode procedures; some non-

truth-conditional constructions encode procedures, others encode concepts” 

(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 150). Therefore, there is an overlap between the 
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linguistic and the cognitive side of communication. There are truth-conditional and non-

truth-conditional words that encode concepts, which evoke an “encyclopaedic schema” 

or concepts that help audiences interpret words  (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012). 

In other terms, concepts evoke ways of interpreting words. For example, words 

with “content,” such as adverbs of manner (e.g., “he speaks frankly”), contain truth 

conditions (encode concepts that comprise propositional content) and concepts 

(contribute to truth conditions). On the other hand, sentential adverbs, including 

illocutionary adverbs (e.g., “frankly, I do not like this dinner”), are non-truth-conditional 

(they do not encode concepts) and conceptual (they comprise weak or higher-level 

explicatures). 

Moreover, other truth-conditional and non-truth-conditional words encode 

procedures, i.e., constraints on the inferential communication phase. These 

procedures indicate the inferential process the audience is expected to undergo. They 

create relevance by guiding the audience toward the intended contextual effects, thus 

reducing the inferential process’s overall effort (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012). For 

example, personal pronouns such as “I” or “you” are truth-conditional and procedural 

(encode procedural constraints in explicatures) - they guide an audience to find the 

proposition’s intended reference. Indicators of illocutionary force (e.g., intention) are 

both non-truth-conditional and procedural (they encode procedural constraints in 

higher-level explicatures). Similarly, discourse connectives like “then” or “after all” are 

non-truth-conditional and procedural (encode procedural constraints in implicatures) - 

they guide an audience towards finding the intended context. 

Usually, nouns and verbs carry conceptual meaning - the noun “dog” encodes 

(or is connected with) the concept “dog”, and the verb “bark” encodes the concept 

“bark”. Discourse connectives such as “then”, “however”, or “after all” have particular 

meanings that the speaker of a language must acquire, and yet their meanings do not 

seem to affect the truth-conditional content of the utterances in which they appear. 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) argues that such words have a procedural meaning; 

they do not encode conceptual content but instead encode instructions or constraints 

on how the utterances containing them should be interpreted. 

The account of procedural meaning has been refined and significantly 

developed since the introduction of Relevance Theory (1986/1995). The distinction 

between conceptual and procedural meanings has been discerned from the distinction 

between truth-conditional and non-truth-conditional content and contrasts with Grice’s 
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account of conventional implicatures and other more recent discussions. For example, 

the word “then”, as in “My feet hurt, then I took off my shoes”, encodes a restriction on 

the utterance following the word “then” that should be understood as an implicature of 

the other part of the utterance - it was because my feet hurt that I took off my shoes 

(WEARING, 2015). 

 

2.2.10 The inferential model in Relevance Theory: explicatures and implicatures  

 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) maintains that a speaker’s utterances 

interpretation process falls into two categories: explicatures, or propositions that are 

developments of the logical form of the utterance, and other conveyed propositions, 

the implicatures. Since literal meaning plays no part in the inference procedure, 

explicatures are employed instead:  

In our account, we give a theoretical status to the notions of explicature and 
implicature (roughly, the explicit and implicit contents of utterances), but not 
to the notions of literal meaning or what is said. Indeed, we introduced the 
term ‘explicature’, on the model of Grice’s ‘implicature’, because we doubt that 
there is any common-sense notion of what is said capable of playing a useful 
role in the study of verbal comprehension. (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 77). 

The relevance-theoretical inferential model involves a dynamic continuum of 

explicit codes (explicatures), implicit inferences (implicatures), and intermediate levels 

(between strong and weak explicatures and implicatures) that constitute 

communication and interpretation. Thus, it is a cognitive and linguistic one because it 

comprises non-linguistic mental representations along with linguistic forms. “Weaker” 

implicatures have more comprehensive ranges of meanings or greater interpretative 

indeterminacy; “stronger” implicatures have a narrower range of meanings. The same 

“weaker” and “stronger” meanings apply to the explicatures. 

Consequently, in weaker or broader implicatures, more processing effort is 

required from the audience to produce more significant cognitive effects. Conversely, 

less effort is required in stronger or narrower implicatures, and even less is required in 

weaker and stronger explicatures, respectively. Wilson and Sperber (2012) call this 

continuum “degrees of explicitness”: the more significant the relative contribution of 

decoding and the lesser the relative contribution of pragmatics inference, the more 

explicit an explicature will be. 
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Explicatures embedded within other explicatures are called “higher-level 

explicatures.” They are explicatures comprising other explicatures within them. “This 

notion has played a key role in accounting for a number of aspects of verbal 

communication, including reported speech and thought, irony and semantic analyses 

of particular linguistic expressions.” (FORCEVILLE; CLARK, 2014, p. 6). Likewise, 

illocutionary force indicators contribute to deriving higher-level explicatures because 

their semantic function guides the audience in the inferential process by narrowing the 

search field and increasing specific candidates' salience:  

[…] certain pronouns, illocutionary-force indicators and discourse particles 
should all be analysed as encoding procedural constraints on explicatures. 
The pronouns are truth-conditional and contribute to the proposition 
expressed; illocutionary-force indicators and discourse particles are non-truth-
conditional and contribute to higher-level explicatures. These differences 
between them should not, we feel, be allowed to obscure the important 
similarities between the types of meaning they encode. (WILSON; SPERBER, 
2012, p. 168). 

The interpretation procedure in figure 3 details the resemblance relationship 

between an utterance’s propositional form and the thought it represents: 

 

Figure 3 - THE THEORETICAL UNDERSTANDING PROCEDURE OF RELEVANCE 

 

Source: (SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p.232) 
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Relevance expectations guide the interpretation in relevance-driven 

comprehension heuristics: follow a path of least effort to assemble an utterance 

interpretation and stop when relevance expectations are satisfied. Therefore, the 

audience follows a route of least effort to develop the sentence meaning, combining 

the available contextual assumptions in such a way as to guarantee “[…] the derivation 

of enough conclusions to make the utterance relevant in the expected way.” (WILSON; 

SPERBER, 2012, p. 14).  

Therefore, linguistically encoded utterances (explicatures) are processed in 

parallel with implicit propositions (implicatures) until a positive cognitive effect for the 

least amount of effort (optimal relevance) is achieved in a way that satisfies the 

audience (relevance-driven interpretation). This parallel processing of the explicature 

(logical form encoded by the utterance) and the implicature (proposition communicated 

by the utterance) is a cognitive process called a mutual adjustment, which emerges 

from three main subtasks (WILSON; SPERBER, 2004): 

a) Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about explicatures by developing 

the linguistically encoded logical form (utilizing decoding, disambiguation, 

reference resolution, and other pragmatic enrichment processes). 

b) Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about the intended contextual 

assumptions (implied premises). 

c) Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about the intended contextual 

implications (implied conclusion). 

Hence, explicatures are included in the first subtask (a) and implicatures in the 

second (b) and third (c), all mutually adjusted to produce relevant interpretations 

carrying positive cognitive effects that stem from minimal processing effort. This 

process of understanding communication and interpretation is a fundamental aspect 

of Relevance Theory (1986/1995). 

Carston (2020) argues that the inferential element of comprehension 

(utterances interpretation) extends beyond implicatures about the explicitly 

communicated proposition. The inferred content is part of the speaker’s proposition - 

it is not a separate proposition. What makes a proposition true or false is whether or 

not what is inferred by the addressee corresponds to the proposition the speaker 

intended. In this sense, pragmatics’ inference contributes to the proposition explicitly 

expressed (explicature), given that an utterance expresses two distinct types of 

interconnected propositions. The explicature is the part of the speakers’ meaning that 
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usually has a decoded linguistic meaning, but the speakers’ meaning also has a 

component of pragmatically inferred meaning - the implicature.  

The utterances’ derivation procedure described by Relevance Theory 

(1986/1995) is, therefore, a genuinely inferential process: 

This relevance-theoretic account not only describes a psychological process 
but also explains what makes this process genuinely inferential: that is, likely 
to yield true conclusions (in this case, intended interpretations) from true 
premises (in this case, from the fact that the speaker has produced a given 
utterance, together with contextual information). (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, 
p. 66). 

Each utterance has at most a single consistent interpretation in line with the 

principle of relevance (WILSON; SPERBER, 1994, p. 96). Whatever procedures are 

applied in disambiguation, the first interpretation tested and found to be consistent 

according to the principle of relevance is the only interpretation consistent with this 

principle. Also, the notion of relevance is a “sufficiently powerful conditional” (Sperber 

and Wilson 1982, p. 73) to justify selecting this unique interpretation for any utterance 

in a context. The expectations of relevance guide the audience to choose from all the 

propositions that an utterance could convey (possible combinations of meaning and 

reference) the most relevant one. Observe the example below: 

a) If it snows, I will stay home. 

b) It is snowing. 

From the existing hypothesis (a) and the new information (b), some further 

information can be inferred - that is not deducible just from either of them separately, 

which is: 

c) I will stay home. 

The former and the new information are used as combined evidence in the 

inference process. Hence, the novel information (b) would be relevant in the 

assumption (a) context. Furthermore, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) suggests that it 

is relevant because it allows such a joint inference process to take place. Thus, (a) is 

the context in which the new information (b) is processed, and (b) contextually implies 

(c) in context (a). 

In figure 4, the inferential communication model is presented, demonstrating 

the relationship between linguistic forms and mental representations involved in 

communication and interpretation: 
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Figure 4 - TYPES OF INFORMATION CONVEYED BY AN UTTERANCE 

 

Source: (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 151) 

 

Consequently, interpretation can be described as a process in which the 

audience infers the speaker’s meaning based on an unremitting mutual adjustment 

between explicit and implicit content - explicatures and implicatures. This inferential 

process is “non-demonstrative” and more comparable to intuitive heuristics. Mutual 

adjustment is what Wilson and Sperber (2012) described as: 

[…] the most fundamental aspect of pragmatics – the joint inferential 
processing of an utterance and an open-ended context […] pragmatics is first 
and foremost about a process, and not about a set of abstract formal 
relationships between linguistic meaning, context and intended meaning. 
(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. x). 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) has also developed a unique position toward 

figurative language, especially metaphor and irony. Metaphor resides on a gamut of 

literal, vague, and hyperbolic language uses, rather than being a different use with 
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unique properties. In addition to creative literary metaphors and aggressive forms of 

irony, everyday language use is full of expressions that are understood without 

attracting more attention than strictly literal statements. This observation has been 

confirmed experimentally as reaction time studies show that most metaphors take no 

longer to understand than their literal counterparts (GIBBS, 2010).  

These experimental results demonstrate how context critically determines 
cognitive effort and effects when interpreting metaphoric meaning. Pragmatics 
appears to shape the processing of the so-called ‘metaphoric meanings’ and 
can limit the depth of metaphor processing in context. (GIBBS, 2010, p. 664). 

Weaker implicatures involve loose uses of language - for example, in the 

utterance “I must run to the bank before it closes” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 54), 

“run” is used loosely rather than literally. The word “run” has sharp conceptual 

boundaries and frequent loose interpretations - a series of successively broader 

extensions detectable by increasing or decreasing some accuracy pattern. Therefore, 

weaker implicatures include utterances such as metaphor and irony. Metaphors and 

other tropes are the most prominent cases in which the meaning conveyed by a word 

goes beyond the linguistically encoded meaning. 

To summarize, in Relevance Theory (1986/1995), communication and 

interpretation are not merely linguistic processes but also cognitive ones. Explicatures 

and implicatures are mutually adjusted through a heuristic of relevance-oriented 

interpretation, creating positive cognitive effects (confirming, disconfirming, or altering 

assumptions) through the least processing effort (e.g., minimal effort in memory 

recovery or mental inference). Consistent with explicitness degrees, the inference 

process generates adjustable interpretations, varying from strong and weak 

explicatures to strong and weak implicatures - allowing communication to be authentic 

at literal, loose, and figurative meaning levels.  

 

2.3 METAREPRESENTATION, MINDREADING AND MODULARITY  

 

Human intuitive perception includes “things” and representations of “things”. A 

metarepresentation is usually defined as a representation of a representation. For 

instance, mental representations maintain consistent relationships to sensory inputs, 

behaviour, and one another. Any representation has some properties and displays 
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some regularities of its own, no matter what they represent, suggesting dedicated 

inference procedures (SPERBER; MERCIER, 2018). 

Since Grice (1975), pragmatics has been established on the concept that 

verbal understanding is a form of mindreading. He proposed that the comprehension 

process involves (a) the communicator metarepresenting the thoughts she wants to 

convey and (b) the audience metarepresenting the communicator’s intentions. Thus, 

in linguistic communication, an array of metarepresentational skills is used. For 

example, Theory of Mind (ToM) studies metarepresentation, including linguistic 

communication, and deals with the ability to form thoughts about attributed thoughts. 

Wilson and Sperber (2012, p. 232) argue that metarepresentation involves a 

higher-order representation with an embedded lower-order representation. The higher-

order representation is usually an utterance or thought, and the lower-order 

representation is an abstract representation. The three main types of lower-order 

representation investigated are (a) public representations (e.g., utterances); (b) mental 

representations (e.g., thoughts); and (c) abstract representations (e.g., sentences, 

propositions).  

All varieties of metarepresentation (public, mental and abstract) can be 

analysed in terms of a representation by resemblance notion, opening the way to a 

unified account (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 243). Resemblance involves shared 

properties such as perceptual, linguistic, logical, mathematical, conceptual, 

sociolinguistic, and stylistic, to name some. Resemblances can also be metalinguistic 

or interpretative, that is, resemblance in content (shared implications).  

In Gricean’s perspective, the speaker’s meaning must be transparent; 

involving an infinite series of metarepresentations (this would involve great processing 

effort); and the speaker’s informative intention, along with every contextual 

assumption, had to be mutually known. On the other hand, Relevance Theory 

(1986/1995)  proposes “[…] that the metacommunicative ability is a specialisation of 

the more general mindreading ability, adapted for use in the communicative domain” 

(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 233). 

 The relevance-theoretic account of human pragmatics abilities is consistent 

with the Chomskyan view of language and the Fodorian view of mental architecture 

(the mind comprises a range of “modules”, and each one performs one or more 

domain-limited tasks). Language is considered a distinct, modularised skill 

(WEARING, 2015). 
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Gricean's examination of implicatures derivation considers mindreading as a 

conscious, reflective action involving Fodorian central processes. Fodor (1983) 

claimed that the only mind systems that can be systematically studied are modular 

ones, namely, self-contained encapsulated systems with access to a limited range of 

information. Nevertheless, Grice underestimated the amount of metapsychological 

inference required for the comprehension process. In principle, an infinite series of 

metarepresentations are available to the audience to fully develop an utterance to 

derive the speaker’s meaning. Therefore, this derivation process involves a fourth-

order metarepresentation, suggesting a specific metacognitive ability that is finite 

enough to implement the derivation process (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012). 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) argues for a massively modular picture of the 

mind where pragmatics skills have their own module, considering that there are always 

several metarepresentation levels involved in inferential comprehension, while in 

regular mindreading, a single level is generally enough. Evidence supporting this 

position is that two-year-olds are very sophisticated communicators since they use 

pragmatics skills that require the attribution and manipulation of first-order and higher-

order intentions while failing to pass false belief tests (WILSON, 2005; WILSON; 

SPERBER, 2012). 

Pragmatics skills are focused on intention attribution, given that a variety of 

metarepresentational abilities are involved in verbal comprehension. However, 

metarepresentation devices encode information that is insufficient to determine the 

speaker’s meaning, thus requiring a modularised metacognitive ability that is a sub-

part of a more general metapsychological ability, known as Theory of Mind (ToM).  

In other words, pragmatics abilities do not fully fit into the more general “mind-

reading” or “Theory of Mind” (ToM) skills of dealing with the human ability to attribute 

and evaluate other peoples’ mental states. Relevance Theory (1986/1995) takes the 

Fodorian view of modularity much further, endorsing the “massive modularity” thesis. 

Specifically, the mind is composed of a vast number of highly specialized cognitive 

modules, both in perceptual cognition and at the levels of “central” or “core cognition” 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 2002; WEARING, 2015). 

Wilson and Sperber (2012) developed the notion of a metacommunicative 

module that might have evolved as a specialisation of a more general mindreading 

module, considering that inferential comprehension is a metapsychological process 

involving the construction and assessment of a hypothesis about the speaker’s 
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meaning based on evidence she has supplied for this purpose. However, they apply 

“module” to suggest a domain or task-specific autonomous computational mechanism, 

a looser sense than the one suggested by Fodor (1983). 

Furthermore, a modularised mindreading ability is performed automatically 

and unconsciously. A particular ability may become modularised during cognitive 

development, as in writing or chess expertise. Wilson and Sperber (2012) also suggest 

that many modular structures might have a genetic component.  

The selection pressures which lead to the emergence of cognitive systems 
over evolutionary time must also tend to make these systems more efficient, 
and in particular to attune them, via dedicated mechanisms, to the specific 
problems and opportunities it is their function to handle. Much developmental 
evidence also suggests that infants and young children come equipped with 
domain-specific cognitive mechanisms […] (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 
267). 

Mindreading involves several complex tasks that present particular regularities 

suggesting they may require numerous sub-modules to perform them. In turn, 

utterance interpretation is constrained by relevance search in human cognition that 

provides strong regularity to inferential comprehension and might require a dedicated 

processing sub-module. Wilson and Sperber (2012) argue that relevance in human 

evolutionary cognition stems from two types of transformations. First, a continuous 

transformation has resulted in an increasing tendency of the human cognitive system 

to maximize the processed information relevance. Second, a discrete transformation 

led to the emergence of a relevance-based task-specific autonomous computational 

mechanism (specific comprehension module). 

To conclude, Gricean’s assessment of comprehension is a process of applying 

a general mindreading module to identify the speaker’s meaning. Conversely, 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995) argues that given the comprehension process’s 

complexity and difficulty, it involves “[…] a sub-module of the mindreading module, an 

automatic application of a relevance-based procedure to ostensive stimuli, and in 

particular to linguistic utterances” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 278).  

Moreover, the cognitive principle of relevance holds that human attention and 

processing resources tend to be assigned to the most relevant inputs. The 

communicative principle of relevance, in its turn, holds that when the speaker 

addresses someone, she “[…] communicates that her utterance is the most relevant 

one compatible with her abilities and preferences, and is at least relevant enough to 
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be worth his processing effort” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 238). Therefore, the 

comprehension procedure suggests a modularised meta communicative ability. 

The hypothesis of a dedicated comprehension procedure is justified by a more 

general human predisposition to pursue relevance and exploit this tendency in 

communication. Such a complex non-trivial procedure employed even by young 

children suggests that “[…] relevance-guided inferential comprehension of ostensive 

stimuli is a human adaptation, an evolved sub-module of the human mindreading 

ability” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 278). However, in this scenario, “sub-module” 

suggests a speciality or task-specific autonomous computational mechanism, a more 

open idea than the one suggested by Fodor (1983). 

As one of the foundational principles of evolutionary psychology, the massive 

modularity thesis has suffered harsh criticism. Some scholars argue that it is “putting 

the theory before the data” (BURKE, 2014). It is also argued that while cognitive 

psychology and neuroscience are producing convincing data suggesting that diverse 

kinds of information are processed in different brain regions (modules), and there have 

been some canny defences of the concept of massive modularity of the mind, it still 

lacks sufficient empirical evidence (STEPHEN, 2014). 

Massive modularity supporters argue that cognition exploits domain-specific 

and local regularities in the world. However, such representations of these regularities 

are not produced and employed as premises in domain-general inferences. Instead, 

cognitive procedures have evolved to benefit from these regularities without 

representing them. “While the deployment of these procedures by specific modules 

yields conclusions that may be either unconscious or intuitive, the procedures 

themselves are opaque to consciousness” (SPERBER; MERCIER, 2018, p. 534). 

This chapter reviewed the background knowledge required to understand this 

dissertation, considering the goal of this dissertation is to answer the question: How do 

misinformation, disinformation and malinformation achieve relevance in the context of 

social media? 

The following chapter explores the results from reviewing over three hundred 

scientific peer-reviewed journal articles on information disorders both quantitatively 

and qualitatively, including: a) an overview of the main areas of knowledge researching 

the subject matter, b) the principal theories applied to investigating the issue, and c) 

clusters of scientific articles according to their approach.  
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3 STATE-OF-THE-ART 
 

This chapter reviews existing work that has explored several relevant areas to 

this dissertation and the methodology employed. These existing works form a strong 

foundation for building this dissertation's arguments and postulates, and characterize 

potential contributors to the results encountered. 

As previously introduced in this dissertation, a systematic journal articles 

review was conducted in this study of information disorders. Therefore, to better 

understand the mis-/dis-/mal-information communicative phenomenon, this study 

examined over three hundred peer-reviewed journal articles on the issue published 

between 2015 and 2022 that were obtained from eight major databases: Scopus, Web 

of Science, PubMed, ERIC, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, Directory of Open Access 

Journals (DOAJ), and JSTOR.  

 

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES 

 

From the methodology point of view, this study has taken a secondary 

research approach to address the outlined objectives. It applies mixed (quantitative 

and qualitative) interdisciplinary descriptive and correlational research using 

secondary data. 

An interdisciplinary framework has been adopted given the amplitude of the 

mis-/dis-/mal-information communicative phenomenon and its pervasive nature, as 

pointed out by specialists: 

Societies are struggling globally with information disorder, and researchers 
should play a central role in defining the boundaries of the 'problem', 
researching the scale and scope using interdisciplinary mixed-methods 
approaches, and rigorously evaluating initiatives designed to tackle the 
problem to ensure they are effective. (WARDLE, 2018a, p. 951). 

Furthermore, mis-/dis-/mal-information is challenging to define 

comprehensibly in all its features, and its nature changes considerably over time. The 

convergence of mis-/dis-/mal-information to the writing style of real news has a 

considerable impact on utterance interpretation, and it presents significant challenges 

for investigating positive cognitive effects. Also, mis-/dis-/mal-information is heavily 

context-dependent and time-dependent.  
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Because the issue has become ever more complex, this research employs an 

interdisciplinary framework (IDR) as described by the United States National 

Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine:  

[…]  a mode of research by teams or individuals that integrates information, 
data, techniques, tools, perspectives, concepts, and/or theories from two or 
more disciplines or bodies of specialized knowledge to advance fundamental 
understanding or to solve problems whose solutions are beyond the scope of 
a single discipline or area of research practice. (NATIONAL ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCES, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING, 2005, p. 2). 

The secondary research analysis includes mapping current approaches drawn 

on research materials published in reports, articles, books, databases, and similar 

documents. It uses already existing tried and tested data previously analysed and 

filtered to understand the subject matter.  

This study has evaluated a corpus of approximately 300 scientific articles on 

the mis-/dis-/mal-information phenomenon and 120 articles and books in the field of 

linguistics. Consolidated data from selected research has also been further examined. 

It is worth noting that this choice produces challenges and limitations. Primary 

data collection has not been carried out due to time and resource constraints and the 

broadness of the studied phenomenon. The COVID-19 world pandemic has also 

contributed to such limitations. On the other hand, the primary data collection absence 

has had a modest impact on this theoretical research. Further future research might 

include data collection to investigate particular aspects of the broader phenomenon. 

Nevertheless, raw primary data from correlated studies were analysed when available 

online.  

The lack of previous studies using Relevance Theory (SPERBER; WILSON, 

1986/1995) to analyse the mis-/dis-/mal-information  phenomenon poses limitations on 

the discussions' scope, partially overcome by an extensive literature review, and an 

interdisciplinary research framework. 

The limitations of conducting interdisciplinary research (IDR) and developing 

an IDR theoretical framework as an individual researcher include: a) lack of availability 

and time for other IDR researchers to collaborate on conceptualization, 

implementation, and presentation of projects, along with time to share discipline 

knowledge; b) lack of funding; c) lack of organizational approaches and support for 

IDR. 
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3.2 STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW AND MAPPING 

 

This systematic review outlines the principal areas of knowledge involved in 

studying mis-/dis-/mal-information, the theories employed in the studies, and the main 

research trends in the area.  

Even though communication scholars and psychologists have contributed with 

a higher number of articles on the issue, the wide variety of journals from different 

disciplines publishing articles on mis-/dis-/mal-information reveals that it has captured 

interest from the scholarly community in general. However, it was observed that few 

scholars were responsible for producing a large body of work on the topic. Further 

interdisciplinary research might identify effective interventions to counter the spread of 

mis-/dis-/mal-information online. 

 

3.2.1 Main areas of knowledge involved in the research of the mis-/dis-/mal-

information phenomenon  

 

Research on mis-/dis-/mal-information has expanded since social media and 

mobile media have made online production and sharing of information more 

accessible. Since 2016, academic studies in the field have had significant growth, 

given mis-/dis-/mal-information widespread and its adverse impacts on societies, 

worsened by the development of artificial intelligence and social media bots.  

In addition, the topic has encouraged interdisciplinary research from various 

fields and different perspectives. Experts from journalism, communication, and social 

sciences analyse its prevalence and propose fact-checking, inoculation, and media 

literacy solutions. Psychologists research information processing, false memories, 

misbeliefs formation, and other cognitive effects of exposure to the polluted information 

environment. They suggest debiasing strategies and healthful scepticism, among other 

solutions. 

Computer scientists work alongside linguists to identify cues for automatic 

detection of mis-/dis-/mal-information pieces and bots using algorithms. In addition, 

economists offer perspectives regarding beliefs, biases, and social costs of mis-/dis-

/mal-information spreading. Studies on mis-/dis-/mal-information can be found in the 

following areas: psychology, linguistics, journalism, communication, anthropology, 

computer sciences, economics, education, environmental science, global studies, 
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information and library sciences, law, philosophy, physical science, political science, 

popular culture, public health, sociology, technology, general and social sciences.  

 

3.2.2 Main theories applied to the study of the mis-/dis-/mal-information phenomenon 

 

Some fundamental theories developed throughout several fields have been 

applied to support interdisciplinary mis-/dis-/mal-information research. Among these 

theories, “[…] human cognition and behaviour theories developed across various 

disciplines, such as social sciences and economics, provide invaluable insights for fake 

news analysis” (ZHOU; ZAFARANI, 2020, p. 5). 

A list of influential theories employed to disentangle the many facets of the 

mis-/dis-/mal-information phenomenon is presented below, based on the scientific 

journal articles corpus assessed during the present research. In addition, a brief 

description of the theories, particularly regarding the valuable features applicable to 

studying the subject matter, is also displayed. 

 

Theories, description, and applicability to the study of the mis-/dis-/mal-
information phenomenon: 

 
a) Information Manipulation Theory (MCCORNACK et al., 2014): A 

propositional theory of deceptive discourse production, rooted in 

linguistics, cognitive neuroscience, speech production, and artificial 

intelligence. It frames deception as involving the covert manipulation of 

information along multiple dimensions and as a contextual problem-

solving activity driven by the desire for quick, efficient, and viable 

communicative solutions. It proposes that extreme information quantity 

often exists in deception. Therefore, it is helpful to develop mis-/dis-/mal-

information automatic detection by evaluating quantity, such as word 

counts. 

b) Reality monitoring (JOHNSON; RAYE, 1981): Higher levels of sensory-

perceptual information characterize actual events. People remember 

information from external sources (obtained through perceptual 

processes) or generated by internal processes (e.g., reasoning, 

imagination, and thought). The processes people use in deciding whether 
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information initially had an external or an internal source is called "reality 

monitoring." The theory is employed in developing mis-/dis-/mal-

information automatic detection and media literacy studies. 

c) Undeutsch hypothesis (UNDEUTSCH, 1967) states that eyewitness 

reports based on an authentic experience are qualitatively and 

quantitatively different from statements based on fantasy. Memories of 

self-experienced events differ in content and quality from memories of 

fabricated or fictitious accounts. Mis-/dis-/mal-information potentially 

differs from the truth in terms of writing style and quality. The theory is 

employed in developing mis-/dis-/mal-information automatic detection and 

media literacy studies. 

d) Dual-process theories (DPTs): DPTs are a class of theories in which two 

fundamentally distinct types of cognitive processes are distinguished.  

e) Dual-Process Theory (original model) (WASON; EVANS, 1974): It was the 

first dual-process theory in the psychology of reasoning. It presented the 

notion that there are two categories of thinking: one that is fast and intuitive, 

and another, that is slow and reflective. The assigned purpose of Type 2 

reasoning is to rationalise an intuitive response. The hypothesis postulates 

that performance and introspection reflect different underlying processes 

and makes two fundamental assumptions: (1) The processes underlying 

the reasoning performance, e.g., matching bias, are not generally available 

for the introspective report, and (2) Introspective accounts of performance 

reflect a tendency for the individual to justify his own behaviour consistent 

with his knowledge of the situation. Therefore, system 2 is used to 

rationalize or justify the intuitions of System 1, often supporting cognitive 

biases. The theory is employed to understand why people believe and 

share mis-/dis-/mal-information and improve general knowledge of the 

phenomenon. 

f) Dual-Process Theory (serial or default-interventionist model) (EVANS; 

STANOVICH, 2013; KAHNEMAN, 2011): It theorizes that there are two 

distinct types of thinking (System 1 and System 2). System 1 (intuitive, 

heuristic, or Type 1 processing) operates fast and effortless, whereas 

System 2 (deliberate, analytic, or Type 2 processing) is considered slower 

and effortful. System 2 supports conclusions and decisions and is 
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responsible for correct answers, reviewing and avoiding biases induced by 

System 1. When people encounter a reasoning problem, they will typically 

rely on the fast System 1 to generate an answer (the default system). 

People can later activate System 2 to intervene and correct System 1 

output if needed. However, this System 2 engagement only occurs after 

System 1 has been engaged and is not guaranteed. Reasoners are 

regarded as cognitive misers who try to minimize cognitive effort, and since 

System 2 thinking is hard, people will often refrain from engaging it and 

stick to the default System 1 response. The theory is employed to 

understand why people believe and share mis-/dis-/mal-information and 

improve general knowledge of the phenomenon. 

g) The Argumentative Theory of Reasoning (MERCIER; SPERBER, 2011; 

SPERBER; MERCIER, 2017): The Theory holds that the function of 

reasoning is argumentative: to devise and evaluate arguments intended to 

persuade. Moreover, reasoning so conceived is adaptive given the 

exceptional dependence of humans on communication and their 

vulnerability to misinformation. It maintains that System 2 functions to 

rationalize or justify intuitions from System 1, often supporting cognitive 

biases (motivated reasoning). 

h) Prospect theory (KAHNEMAN; TVERSKY, 1979): Also known as the "loss-

aversion" theory. It is a behavioural model that shows how people make 

decisions between alternatives involving risk and uncertainty. According to 

the theory, people value losses and gains differently, making decisions 

based on perceived gains (instead of perceived losses) rather than the 

outcome. Since individuals dislike losses more than equivalent gains, they 

are more willing to take risks to avoid a loss. Therefore, they weigh 

probabilities in a biased manner. Mis-/dis-/mal-information studies evaluate 

features and prevalence of malicious users who intentionally spread 

falsehoods driven by benefits, among other aspects of the subject matter. 

i) Network Theory (KATZ et al., 2004): Based on the work of the 

mathematician Ëuler (18th century), who created the first theorem of graph 

theory, one of the bases of studying social networks, anchored in the so-

called Structural Analysis. A social network consists of a set of actors 

(“nodes”) and the relations (“ties” or “edges”) between these actors. The 
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nodes may be individuals, groups, organizations, or societies. The ties may 

fall within a level of analysis (e.g., individual-to-individual ties) or may cross 

levels of analysis (e.g., individual-to-group ties). The theory is employed to 

understand mis-/dis-/mal-information spreading. 

j) Load Theory of Selective Attention and Cognitive Control (LT) (LAVIE, 

1995; LAVIE et al., 2004): It states that the level of perceptual load on a 

task (amount of information involved in processing task-relevant stimuli) 

determines the efficiency of selective attention. Research has identified 

that human selective attention presents some performance discrepancies. 

While individuals can be highly selective in some circumstances, they 

exhibit elevated levels of distraction at other times. LT proposes that the 

extent to which people can focus their attention despite irrelevant 

distractions depends on the level and type of information load involved in 

their current task. The extent to which unattended visual information is 

perceived depends on the perceptual load of the attended task. Therefore, 

increasing the level of perceptual load in the task decreases the processing 

of task-irrelevant stimuli. Furthermore, effective prioritization of task-

relevant stimuli when facing competition from irrelevant distractors 

depends on the availability of executive control functions. Hence, loading 

executive control results in increased processing of irrelevant stimuli. 

Finally, the LT is employed to evaluate the processing of mis-/dis-/mal-

information pieces and further consequences, such as false beliefs 

formation (adherence). 

k) Uses and gratifications theory (UGT) (KATZ; BLUMLER; GUREVITCH, 

1974): The theory claims that people use media to gratify specific wants 

and needs. However, unlike many media theories that view media users as 

passive, UGT sees users as active agents who control their media 

consumption (user/audience-centred approach). UGT helps explain why 

individuals use a particular media based on the needs they seek to satisfy. 

The needs and gratifications are categorized into: a) cognitive needs, b) 

affective needs, c) personal integrative needs, d) social integrative needs, 

and e) tension-free needs. The theory is employed to understand several 

aspects of mis-/dis-/mal-information spreading. 
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l) Signal Detection Theory (SDT) (GREEN; SWETS, 1966): Signal Detection 

Theory maintains that the detection of a stimulus depends on both the 

intensity of the stimulus and the physical and psychological state of the 

individual. The ability or likelihood to detect some stimulus is affected by 

the intensity of the stimulus (e.g., how loud a noise is) and the individual’s 

physical and psychological state (e.g., how alert an individual is). It is 

applied in disentangling two distinct aspects of mis-/dis-/mal-information: 

(a) the ability to accurately distinguish between real news and mis-/dis-

/mal-information and (b) the response biases to judge news as accurate 

versus fake regardless of news veracity. Hit and false alarm rates are used 

to calculate dʹ, a sensitivity discrimination index that reflects people's ability 

to distinguish target stimuli (e.g., real news) from distracting stimuli (e.g., 

mis-/dis-/mal-information). 

m) Social Identity Theory (TAJFEL; TURNER, 1979): The Theory evaluates 

the interaction between personal and social identities. It aims to specify and 

predict the circumstances in which individuals see themselves as 

individuals or members of a group. Individuals define their own identities 

concerning social groups, and such identifications work to protect and 

bolster self-identity. Creating group identities involves categorising one’s 

“in-group” regarding an “out-group” and the tendency to view one’s own 

group with a positive bias vis-a-vis the out-group. The result is identifying 

with a collective, depersonalized identity based on group membership and 

imbued with positive aspects. Hence, an individual’s self-concept derives 

from perceived membership in a relevant social group. Among other 

aspects, the theory is employed to explain why individuals spread mis-/dis-

/mal-information, even when they know it is inaccurate. 

n) Echo chamber effect (JAMIESON; CAPPELLA., 2008): Echo chambers are 

environments in which users' opinions, political leaning, or beliefs about a 

topic are reinforced due to repeated interactions with peers or sources with 

similar tendencies and attitudes. Selective exposure and confirmation bias 

(i.e., the tendency to seek information adhering to pre-existing opinions) 

may explain the emergence of echo chambers on social media. 

Consequently, beliefs are amplified or reinforced by communication and 
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repetition within a closed system. The theory is employed to understand 

why people believe and share mis-/dis-/mal-information. 

o) Validity effect (BOEHM, 1994): The validity effect is the increase in the 

perceived validity of repeated statements. A series of experiments have 

suggested that validity and familiarity were enhanced by repetition, but 

source dissociation was not. Path analysis suggested that familiarity 

mediates perceived validity. Also, repetition has shown similar effects on 

validity and familiarity ratings, but source dissociation was unaffected and 

controlling for familiarity statistically eliminates the validity effect. The effect 

of prior knowledge on validity judgments revealed that people most 

knowledgeable about a topic are most likely to exhibit the validity effect. 

Overall, it suggests that familiarity is the basis of judged validity. When 

exposed to mis-/dis-/mal-information, individuals tend to believe 

information is correct after repeated exposures. 

p) Confirmation bias (NICKERSON, 1998): Confirmation bias means seeking 

or interpreting evidence in ways that are partial to existing beliefs, 

expectations, or a hypothesis in hand. When faced with mis-/dis-/mal-

information, individuals tend to trust information confirming their pre-

existing beliefs or hypotheses. 

q) Conservatism Bias (BASU, 1997): It is a mental process in which people 

adhere to their prior views or forecasts at the expense of acknowledging 

new information. Conservatism causes people to overweight base rates 

and to underreact to sample evidence, failing to react as a rational 

individual would in the face of new evidence. Research suggests that 

people make systematic errors in processing new information that others 

may profitably exploit. Conservatism bias is related to failure to revaluate 

complex data, clinging to forecasts, and reacting slowly. The theory is 

employed to understand, among other things, deception and disinformation 

campaigns. 

r) Semmelweis reflex (BÁLINT; BÁLINT, 2009): It is one form of belief 

perseverance bias, a human behavioural tendency to attach to pre-existing 

beliefs and to reject new ideas that contradict established norms or 

paradigms (despite adequate evidence). 
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s) Attentional bias (MACLEOD; MATHEWS; TATA, 1986): An individual's 

senses can perceive countless stimuli in the immediate surroundings at any 

given moment. The attentional bias describes individuals’ tendency to 

focus on some aspects while ignoring others, prioritizing the processing of 

certain types of stimuli over others. Research has shown that many factors 

can bias human attention, from external events and stimuli (such as a 

perceived threat to one’s safety) to internal states (such as hunger or 

sadness). Additionally, threat-related attention bias refers to the tendency 

to prioritize the processing of threats over benign or neutral stimuli. 

Moreover, an individual’s perception is affected by his or her recurring 

thoughts at the time. As a result, individuals can spread mis-/dis-/mal-

information unintentionally due to attention issues and are inclined to 

dedicate more attentional resources to negative information.  

t) Bandwagon effect (LEIBENSTEIN, 1950): It is the tendency for people in 

social and sometimes political situations to align themselves with the 

majority opinion and do or believe things because many other people 

appear to be doing or believing the same. The bandwagon effect can be 

responsible for the growing success of something (such as a cause, fad, or 

type of behaviour), which attracts more widespread support or adoption as 

more people perceive and are influenced by its increasing popularity. In 

short, individuals might spread or endorse mis-/dis-/mal-information 

primarily because others are doing it. 

u) Inoculation Theory (COMPTON, 2013; MCGUIRE; PAPAGEORGIS, 

1961): It is based on a biological metaphor: just as vaccines containing a 

weakened dose of a virus can trigger antibodies in the immune system to 

grant resistance against future infection, the same can be achieved with 

information by cultivating mental antibodies against mis-/dis-/mal-

information. The theory postulates that resistance to persuasion can be 

created by exposing people to weak persuasive attacks that are easily 

refuted. This exposition helps people practice defending their attitudes and 

make them aware that their mindsets can be challenged, which creates 

resistance to subsequent more potent messages. Therefore, it is applied to 

develop remedies to mis-/dis-/mal-information. 
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3.2.3 Main trends in misinformation, disinformation, and mal-information research 

 

The present study has analysed a sizeable scientific journal articles corpus 

comprising over three hundred articles, and some research trends were identified and 

clustered in the following sub-sections. 

 

Overview 
 

This sub-section includes history, manuals for journalists and education, 

quantitative and analytical data reporting, post-truth research, and definitions: 

a) Post-truth and general overview of mis-/dis-/mal-information  and "fake 

news" (ARAUJO, 2020; BAPTISTA; GRADIM, 2020; BARZILAI; CHINN, 

2020; BLOOMINGTON, 2016; FILLOUX, 2018; FIRST DRAFT, 2021; 

HENREKSON; WENNSTRÖM, 2019; LEWANDOWSKY; COOK; ECKER, 

2017; PENNYCOOK et al., 2021; PENNYCOOK; EPSTEIN; MOSLEH, 

2020; QUANDT et al., 2019; VOSOUGHI; DEB; ARAL, 2018; ZHANG; 

GHORBANI, 2020) 

b) Mis-/dis-/mal-information  history (BENNETT; LIVINGSTON, 2020; 

MERRIAM WEBSTER, 2017) 

c) Handbook for journalism education (UNESCO, 2018; WARDLE, 2020) 

d) Reports on disinformation spread with worldwide data (BRADSHAW; 

BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021; BRADSHAW; HOWARD, 2019; KEMP, 2021; 

NEWMAN et al., 2020; NEWMAN; FLETCHER, RICHARD, 

KALOGEROPOULOS; NIELSEN, 2019) 

e) Truth-decline investigation (ARAUJO, 2020; HORSTHEMKE, 2019; 

HOWE, 2017; LEWANDOWSKY; ECKER; COOK, 2017; RELLY, 2020). 

f) Definitions for mis-/dis-/mal-information  (PINHEIRO; BRITO, 2014; SØE, 

2016, 2021), "fake news" (EGELHOFER et al., 2020; EGELHOFER; 

LECHELER, 2019; GELFERT, 2018), truth decay (KAVANAGH, 2020), 

information disorder (WARDLE, 2018b) and related issues, including 

attempts to uniformize the terminology. 
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Susceptibility and risk factors 
 

This sub-section includes studies explaining what aspects contribute to mis-

/dis-/mal-information belief (adherence) and sharing:  

a) Mis-/dis-/mal-information  adherence studies to explain why people believe 

false information and what are the cognitive susceptibility factors  

(BERGER; MILKMAN, 2013; BRADY; GANTMAN; VAN BAVEL, 2020; 

GOLEBIEWSKI; BOYD, 2018; SCHWARZ; JALBERT, 2020; VICOL, 2020) 

b) Studies employing dual-process theories and analytic thinking (BAGO; 

RAND; PENNYCOOK, 2020; BRONSTEIN et al., 2019; MARTEL; 

PENNYCOOK; RAND, 2020; MORAVEC; KIM; DENNIS, 2018; 

PENNYCOOK; RAND, 2019a, 2020; ROSS; RAND; PENNYCOOK, 2021) 

c) Studies employing reasoning and epistemic vigilance theories (BARZILAI; 

CHINN, 2020; BRITT et al., 2019; GIERTH; BROMME, 2020; MERCIER, 

2017; MERCIER et al., 2019; PUIG; BLANCO-ANAYA; PÉREZ-MACEIRA, 

2021; REBOUL, 2021; TAPPIN; PENNYCOOK; RAND, 2020a) 

d) The effect of social engagement metrics on the spread of information from 

low-credibility sources (ALLCOTT et al., 2020; AVRAM et al., 2020; 

KELLER et al., 2020; SHU et al., 2017) 

e) Politically motivated reasoning and partisanship (CROCE; PIAZZA, 2021; 

FARAGÓ; KENDE; KREKÓ, 2020; GUESS; NAGLER; TUCKER, 2019; 

MOSLEH et al., 2021; PENNYCOOK et al., 2021; ROSS; RAND; 

PENNYCOOK, 2021; SINDERMANN; COOPER; MONTAG, 2020; 

TAPPIN; PENNYCOOK; RAND, 2020a, 2020b; VAN BAVEL; PEREIRA, 

2018) 

f) Third-person effect7 in mis-/dis-/mal-information  detection (CORBU et al., 

2020; JANG; KIM, 2018) 

g) Illusory truth effect8 (ECKER; LEWANDOWSKY; CHADWICK, 2020; 

FAZIO; RAND; PENNYCOOK, 2019; KEERSMAECKER et al., 2019; 

PENNYCOOK et al., 2020a; PENNYCOOK; CANNON; RAND, 2017, 2018) 

_______________  
 
7 The third-person effect occurs when individuals believe mis-/dis-/mal-information would have more 

significant effects on out-group members than on themselves or in-group members. 
8 The illusory truth effect means people are more inclined to believe that information is accurate if they 

have encountered it before 
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h) Echo chamber or epistemic filter bubble effect9 (NGUYEN, 2018; 

QAZVINIAN et al., 2011; ZIMMER; STOCK; SCHEIBE, 2019) 

i) Motivations to spread mis-/dis-/mal-information  (APUKE; OMAR, 2021a, 

2021b; BRADY; CROCKETT; VAN BAVEL, 2020; CHADWICK; VACCARI, 

2019; FAZIO, 2020; HERRERO-DIZ; CONDE-JIMÉNEZ; REYES DE 

CÓZAR, 2020; LEWIS; MARWICK, 2017; SALING et al., 2021; SCOTT, 

2021a; TALWAR et al., 2019) 

 

Personal effects and social consequences 
 

This sub-section includes research on adverse consequences from exposure 

to mis-/dis-/mal-information: 

a) Discussions on the adverse effects of exposure to mis-/dis-/mal-

information, either empirical or conceptual, focusing on audiences' 

responses to the phenomenon and information processing (BASTICK, 

2021; ECKER et al., 2019; FIRTH et al., 2019; GUESS et al., 2020a; 

SCHEUFELE; KRAUSE, 2019; SHARMA et al., 2019b; SOMMARIVA et 

al., 2018; STECULA; KURU; HALL JAMIESON, 2020; TANDOC; LIM; 

LING, 2020; TSFATI et al., 2020) 

b) Exposure to mis-/dis-/mal-information can lead to the formation of false 

memories, false beliefs, perceived accuracy of mis-/dis-/mal-information, 

and misremembering events. Empirical studies indicate the effect is often 

conceptualized as altering knowledge of the facts as they happened in 

reality, producing a distortion of the actual event (BEASLEY, 2019; 

BRYDGES; GORDON; ECKER, 2020; CARDWELL et al., 2016; 

CHALLIES et al., 2011; CHANG; ECKER; PAGE, 2019; CHERRY, 2019; 

ECKER et al., 2014, 2015; FAZIO; RAND; PENNYCOOK, 2019; FENN et 

al., 2014; GORDON et al., 2017, 2019; GREENE; NASH; MURPHY, 2021; 

HAMBY; ECKER; BRINBERG, 2020; MURPHY et al., 2019; 

_______________  
 
9 Echo chambers or filter bubbles are social epistemic structures from which other relevant voices have 

been actively excluded and discredited. Their members lack exposure to relevant information and 
arguments, and, in contrast, they systematically distrust all outside sources - other voices are not 
heard and they are actively undermined (NGUYEN, 2018). 
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PENNYCOOK; CANNON; RAND, 2017; POLAGE, 2012; ROBIN; 

MÉNÉTRIER; BRET, 2021; SPINNEY, 2017; SWIRE; ECKER; 

LEWANDOWSKY, 2017; ZHU et al., 2012) 

c) Consequences of mis-/dis-/mal-information  dissemination  (BUCHANAN, 

2020; DUFFY; TANDOC; LING, 2020; O'CONNOR; WEATHERALL, 2019; 

TALWAR et al., 2019; TANDOC; LIM; LING, 2020), erosion of journalism 

credibility (HOYO-HURTADO; GARCÍA-GALERA; BLANCO-ALFONSO, 

2020) 

d) Determinants to news sharing behaviour (ALTAY; DE ARAUJO; 

MERCIER, 2021; APUKE; OMAR, 2021a; DUFFY; TANDOC; LING, 2020; 

GUESS; NAGLER; TUCKER, 2019; HERRERO-DIZ; CONDE-JIMÉNEZ; 

REYES DE CÓZAR, 2020; KLEBBA; WINTER, 2021; MOSLEH; 

PENNYCOOK; RAND, 2020; THOMPSON; WANG; DAYA, 2020; YAQUB 

et al., 2020) 

e) Effects of online conformity to others (COLLIANDER, 2019; MERCIER; 

MITON, 2019) 

f) Hyperpartisanship (CROCE; PIAZZA, 2021; ECKER; ANG, 2019; 

FARAGÓ; KENDE; KREKÓ, 2020; MAHESHWARI, 2016; MOSLEH et al., 

2021; ROSS; RAND; PENNYCOOK, 2021; VAN BAVEL; PEREIRA, 2018) 

g) Reputation effects (ALTAY; HACQUIN; MERCIER, 2020; AUSTIN; DONG, 

1994; JORDAN; RAND, 2020; KIM; MORAVEC; DENNIS, 2019; SHARMA 

et al., 2019b)  

h) The "continued influence effect of misinformation10" (CIEM), (BRYDGES; 

GIGNAC; ECKER, 2018; BRYDGES; GORDON; ECKER, 2020; CHANG; 

ECKER; PAGE, 2019; COLLEEN M.SEIFERT, 2002; ECKER et al., 2015; 

ECKER; ANTONIO, 2021; ECKER; LEWANDOWSKY; CHADWICK, 2020; 

ECKER; RODRICKS, 2020; GORDON et al., 2019; HAMBY; ECKER; 

BRINBERG, 2020; SWIRE; ECKER; LEWANDOWSKY, 2017) 

i) The "implied truth" effect in false headlines that fail to get tagged and are, 

consequently, considered validated and thus more accurate (BRONSTEIN 

_______________  
 
10 When correcting false information, repeating the mis-/dis-/mal-information piece should be avoided, 

because the correction itself could serve to enhance mis-/dis-/mal-information familiarity inadvertently 
and may thus backfire, strengthening the very misconception that it aims to correct. 
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et al., 2019; KAHAN, 2017; LAZER et al., 2018; PENNYCOOK et al., 

2020a). 

 

Detection 
 

Linguistics is a central area of knowledge for the development of automatic 

mis-/dis-/mal-information detection. Linguistic models generally extract news's 

syntactic, grammatical, sentimental, and readability features for mis-/dis-/mal-

information detection and classification. Therefore, mis-/dis-/mal-information detection 

using automatic computational resources is a leading research trend. This sub-section 

includes research on mis-/dis-/mal-information automatic detection: 

a) Studies on deepfakes11 (DELFINO, 2019; FRAGA-LAMAS; FERNÁNDEZ-

CARAMÉS, 2020; KIETZMANN et al., 2020; PEROT; MOSTERT, 2020; 

RAMYA; SRIDEVI, 2016; RÖSSLER et al., 2019; STRICKLAND, 2020; 

WAGNER; BLEWER, 2019; YADLIN-SEGAL; OPPENHEIM, 2020) 

b) Algorithmic detection and machine learning (CONROY; RUBIN; CHEN, 

2015; GEORGE; SKARIAH; ALEENA XAVIER, 2020; GRAVANIS et al., 

2019; LAI; TAN, 2019; MONTEIRO et al., 2018; MONTI et al., 2019; SØE, 

2018; VISHWAKARMA; JAIN, 2020; YOUYOU; KOSINSKI; STILLWELL, 

2015; ZHOU et al., 2019) 

c) Algorithm bias12 (KOZYREVA et al., 2021; PEROT; MOSTERT, 2020; 

ZIMMER et al., 2019; ZIMMER; STOCK; SCHEIBE, 2019) 

d) Methods to track story-based news flows at a high granularity of time 

intervals in comprehensive media samples (BUHL; GÜNTHER; QUANDT, 

2019) 

e) Hybrid models (CHEN; CONROY; RUBIN, 2015; CONROY; RUBIN; 

CHEN, 2015; GEORGE; SKARIAH; ALEENA XAVIER, 2020; 

RUCHANSKY; SEO; LIU, 2017) 

_______________  
 
11 “Advances in artificial intelligence and computer graphics made seamless video alteration appear real 

to the untrained eye. The colloquialism used to describe these videos are “deepfakes”: a portmanteau 
of deep learning AI and faked imagery.” (WAGNER; BLEWER, 2019) 

12 Algorithm bias, also known as machine learning bias or AI bias, occurs when an algorithm produces 
systemically prejudiced results due to erroneous assumptions in the machine learning process. 
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f) Mis-/dis-/mal-information  datasets (KHATTAR et al., 2019; KUMAR et al., 

2020; LORENZ-SPREEN et al., 2019; MONTEIRO et al., 2018; SHU et al., 

2017, 2018; ZHANG; GHORBANI, 2020)  

g) Method of reverse-tracking articles posted on the Cognitive System (KO et 

al., 2019) 

h) Multimodal Variational Autoencoder (MVAE), which applies a bimodal 

variational autoencoder coupled with a binary classifier for disinformation 

detection (KHATTAR et al., 2019) 

i) Bot13 detection (CRESCI, 2020; KELLER et al., 2020; ROBERTS, 2020; 

SCHNEIER, 2020) 

j) Other automatic detection methods (AHMAD et al., 2019; CHOUDHARY; 

ARORA, 2020; JANG; PARK; SEO, 2019; PALACIO MARÍN; ARROYO, 

2021; STARBIRD; ARIF; WILSON, 2019). 

k) Linguistic studies comparing actual news language and satire, hoaxes, and 

propaganda to identify the linguistic characteristics of untrustworthy texts 

(AUSTIN; DONG, 1994; CHOUDHARY; ARORA, 2020; GAUMONT; 

PANAHI; CHAVALARIAS, 2018; RASHKIN et al., 2017; SCOTT, 2021b) 

l) Media discourse analysis identifies fake news as a rhetorical device 

(VASSILEVA, 2019) 

m) Other discourse aspects such as quote tweets (JANG; PARK; SEO, 2019) 

n) Contextual features (GEORGE; SKARIAH; ALEENA XAVIER, 2020) 

o) Persuasive political discourse (IGWEBUIKE; CHIMUANYA, 2021). 

 

Tackling mis-/dis-/mal-information  
 

This sub-section includes inoculation, fact-checking, media literacy and other 

methods to reduce the perceived reliability and persuasiveness of mis-/dis-/mal-

information: 

_______________  
 
13 Bots or chatbots can be described as text-generation software that produce content pretending to be 

from individuals Over the years, algorithmic bots have evolved to have personas. They have fake 
names, fake bios, and fake photos - sometimes generated by AI (SCHNEIER, 2020). 
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a) Inoculation14 (COOK; LEWANDOWSKY; ECKER, 2017; KOZYREVA; 

LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020; LEWANDOWSKY; VAN DER 

LINDEN, 2021; LORENZ-SPREEN et al., 2021; MAZARR et al., 2019; 

ROOZENBEEK; VAN DER LINDEN, 2019; ROOZENBEEK; VAN DER 

LINDEN; NYGREN, 2020) 

b) Media literacy (BOYD, 2017, 2018; BUCHANAN, 2020; DIAS, 2017; 

ECKER et al., 2014; EL RAYESS et al., 2018; GUESS et al., 2020b; JANG; 

KIM, 2018; JONES-JANG; MORTENSEN; LIU, 2021; KARLOVA; FISHER, 

2013; KOZYREVA; LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020; ROOZENBEEK; 

VAN DER LINDEN; NYGREN, 2020; SHEN et al., 2019; SIRLIN et al., 

2021; TSENG; BONILLA; MACPHERSON, 2021; WEISS et al., 2021) 

c) Crowdsourcing15 (ALLEN et al., 2021; PENNYCOOK; RAND, 2019b) 

d) Other mitigation techniques (CLAYTON et al., 2020; DIAS; PENNYCOOK; 

RAND, 2020; EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2018; LEWANDOWSKY; 

COOK; ECKER, 2017; SHARMA et al., 2019a; WARDLE, 2019; ZAFAR; 

HABBOUSH; BEIDAS, 2018) 

e) Fact-checking and debunking. These studies include an investigation of the 

effectiveness and outcomes of mis-/dis-/mal-information  correction (AIRD 

et al., 2018; CHAN et al., 2017; CLAYTON et al., 2020; ECKER et al., 2020; 

ECKER; ANG, 2019; ECKER; BUTLER; HAMBY, 2020; GIORDANI; 

FERNANDES, 2019; NYHAN et al., 2020) 

 

Case studies 
 

This sub-section includes research on specific aspects of the subject matter 

and studies conducted in particular regions: 

_______________  
 
14 The intervention draws on the theory of psychological inoculation: analogous to the process of medical 

immunization. "Prebunking," or preemptively warning means exposing people to weakened doses of 
misinformation that can help cultivate "mental antibodies" against mis-/dis-/mal-information  
(ROOZENBEEK; VAN DER LINDEN; NYGREN, 2020). 

15 Crowdsourcing means obtaining information or input into a particular task or project by enlisting the 
services of a large number of people, either paid or unpaid, typically via the internet. It is the practice 
of utilizing the wisdom of a group for a common goal, frequently applied when attempting to solve 
complex problems in an innovative way or to simplify complex processes.  
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a) Case studies on mis-/dis-/mal-information related to regulations, politics, 

elections, and referenda. These studies include investigations on whether 

or not governments should actively regulate what is posted online and how 

to do so (EPSTEIN, 2020; JANG; KIM, 2018; VALENTE, 2019) 

b) Studies on political mis-/dis-/mal-information  (BERINSKY, 2017; 

GAUMONT; PANAHI; CHAVALARIAS, 2018; HUMPRECHT; ESSER; 

VAN AELST, 2020; IGWEBUIKE; CHIMUANYA, 2021; KIM; KIM, 2019; 

RASHKIN et al., 2017; RECUERO; GRUZD, 2019; RICHARDS, 2021) 

c) Brexit referendum (GREENE; NASH; MURPHY, 2021) 

d) Ireland's abortion referendum (MURPHY et al., 2019) 

e) Australian 2019 general election (WARREN, 2020) 

f) The 2016 US presidential election (ALCOTT; GENTZKOW, 2017; BOVET; 

MAKSE, 2019; CARLSON, 2018; GRINBERG et al., 2019; GUESS; 

NYHAN; REIFLER, 2020) 

g) Case studies on mis-/dis-/mal-information related to the COVID-19 world 

pandemic. Most studies research the infodemic phenomenon16 

(ANDERSEN; GODOY, 2020; APUKE; OMAR, 2021b, 2021c; BARCELOS 

et al., 2021; CINELLI et al., 2020; CUAN-BALTAZAR et al., 2020; KLEBBA; 

WINTER, 2021; KOERBER, 2021; LOOMBA et al., 2021; MEMON; 

CARLEY, 2020; MENG et al., 2020; NURSE et al., 2021; PENNYCOOK et 

al., 2020b, 2021; PUIG; BLANCO-ANAYA; PÉREZ-MACEIRA, 2021; 

SALING et al., 2021; SONG et al., 2021; TASNIM; HOSSAIN; 

MAZUMDER, 2020; ZAROCOSTAS, 2020) 

h) Case studies on mis-/dis-/mal-information  related to Facebook (BARFAR, 

2019; BATES; SOUSA, 2021; GUESS; NAGLER; TUCKER, 2019; 

NAHEMA MARCHAL, BENCE KOLLANYI, LISA-MARIA NEUDERT et al., 

2019; SPINNEY, 2017; STRICKLAND, 2020) 

i) Case studies on mis-/dis-/mal-information  related to Twitter 

(BALESTRUCCI; DE NICOLA, 2020; BOVET; MAKSE, 2019; FENN et al., 

_______________  
 
16 Infodemic refers to a significant increase in information volume associated with a particular topic and 

whose growth occurs exponentially in a short period due to a specific event, for instance, the covid-
19 pandemic. Misinformation and rumors appear on the scene, along with information manipulation 
with a questionable intent. This phenomenon is amplified through social networks in the information 
age, spreading farther and faster like a virus (ZAROCOSTAS, 2020). 
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2014; GAUMONT; PANAHI; CHAVALARIAS, 2018; GRINBERG et al., 

2019; JANG; PARK; SEO, 2019; KELLER et al., 2020; KUMAR et al., 2020; 

RECUERO; GRUZD, 2019; YOUNG, 2020; ZANNETTOU et al., 2019). 

j) Case studies on mis-/dis-/mal-information  related to various issues and 

situations, including older adults' engagement with mis-/dis-/mal-

information  (BRASHIER; SCHACTER, 2020), children's selective trust in 

webpages (EINAV et al., 2020), mis-/dis-/mal-information  about autism 

interventions (PAYNTER et al., 2019) 

k) Information access lockdowns and the throttling of Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs) for data collection and their influence on 

independent research (WALKER; MERCEA; BASTOS, 2019) 

l) Impact of trolls on social media (HANSON, 2018; STARBIRD; ARIF; 

WILSON, 2019; ZANNETTOU et al., 2019) 

m) Assessment of journalism's epistemic crisis (STEENSEN, 2019) 

n) Judgement analysis on undergraduate students at Notre Dame University-

Louaize in Lebanon (EL RAYESS et al., 2018) 

o) Appraisal of the reach of mis-/dis-/mal-information  in Europe (FLETCHER 

et al., 2018) 

p) Online mis-/dis-/mal-information  in Belgium (COCHE, 2018a, 2018b) 

q) News sharing on UK social media (CHADWICK; VACCARI, 2019) 

r) Post-truth explaining the decline in Sweden's school quality 

(HENREKSON; WENNSTRÖM, 2019) 

s) Brazilian elections research - carried out by the Comprova Project 

(WARDLE et al., 2019). 

This chapter presented the methodology employed and the results from 

reviewing over three hundred peer-reviewed journal articles on the issue published 

between 2015 and 2022 that were obtained from eight major databases: Scopus, Web 

of Science, PubMed, ERIC, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, Directory of Open Access 

Journals (DOAJ), and JSTOR.  

The following chapter analyses the several aspects involved in the subject 

matter to answer the question: How do misinformation, disinformation and 

malinformation achieve relevance in the context of social media? 
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4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 

This chapter considers insight and analysis that we can derive from the results 

of the state-of-the-art review and the theoretical framework. It presents a discussion 

on the main aspects related to the research aims and the research question of this 

study: How do misinformation, disinformation and malinformation achieve relevance in 

the context of social media?  

This segment brings an overview of current approaches to the mis-/dis-/mal-

information communicative phenomenon and considers the terminology employed, 

including "fake news", misinformation, disinformation, and malinformation. Next, it 

brings a pragmatics terminology approach based on Gricean views, developed by Søe 

(2021), and a critical analysis of this approach based on the relevance-theoretical 

framework. 

Furthermore, it draws connections between the key concepts and the subject 

matter, considering Relevance Theory (SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995), epistemic 

vigilance concepts (SPERBER et al., 2010) and the Argumentative Theory of 

Reasoning (MERCIER; SPERBER, 2011). 

Additionally, this chapter addresses the following issues: the dark side of social 

media, information disorders pervasiveness, the differences between believing and 

sharing mis-/dis-/mal-information, an analysis of truthfulness from Relevance Theory 

perspective, how epistemic vigilance filters information disorders and the role of 

argumentation and rationality in the spreading of information disorders. 

 

4.1 DIFFERENT DEFINITIONS AND CHARACTERIZATIONS FOR THE 

INFORMATION DISORDER PHENOMENON: TAXONOMY AND SCOPE 

  

Terminology related to the spread of false information has evolved in the last 

ten years due to the complexity and the transformations the phenomenon has suffered. 

However, there is still no consensus among scholars and journalists regarding the 

usage of the different vocabulary. "Fake news" has been among the most employed 

expressions referring to mis-/dis-/mal-information. However, the meaning of "fake 

news" is unclear; and as the topic became popular, mainstream news sources have 

also turned into targets of falsehood broadcasting claims.  

According to Zuckerman (2017), fake news  
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[…] is a vague and ambiguous term that spans everything from false balance 
(actual news that doesn't deserve our attention), propaganda (weaponized 
speech designed to support one party over another) and disinformatzya 
(information designed to sow doubt and increase mistrust in institutions) […] 
(ZUCKERMAN, 2017, not p.). 

Numerous studies focus on tackling falsehood dissemination, but clear shared 

definitions regarding the phenomenon's several intricacies are still missing from the 

discussion. For example, the concepts of "true" and "fake" news imply a dual scheme, 

where "fake" applies to absolute falsehoods while "true" is reserved for information 

factually accurate. On the contrary, there is a gradation and several nuances on the 

"truthfulness" of information. For instance, a news article might convey 

decontextualised factually precise information or pictures and headlines unrelated to 

the text, presented in this fashion to encourage misleading connections and 

manipulate the public. Such an article is neither true nor fake. 

By now we've all agreed the term "fake news" is unhelpful, but without an 
alternative, we're left awkwardly using air quotes whenever we utter the 
phrase. The reason we're struggling with a replacement is because this is 
about more than news, it's about the entire information ecosystem. And the 
term fake doesn't begin to describe the complexity of the different types of 
misinformation (the inadvertent sharing of false information) and 
disinformation (the deliberate creation and sharing of information known to be 
false). (WARDLE, 2017a, p. 1). 

Quite a few scholars have been researching the polluted information 

ecosystem, particularly for the past six years, frequently adopting too broad and 

atheoretical terminology. Thus, it is necessary to establish clear and shared definitions 

among academics and society; otherwise, the concepts might become meaningless. 

"Fake news" does not cover the various aspects of the problem since much content 

analysed under this jargon is not actually fake but instead used out of context or 

manipulated. Also, politicians and their supporters have misappropriated the phrase to 

describe news organizations whose coverage they find disagreeable. In this sense, 

"fake news" is used as a tool that influential people apply to restrict free speech and 

undermine the free press (WARDLE, 2018a).  
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4.1.1 Categories of information disorder 

 

Information disorder refers to the many ways the information environment is 

polluted by content that might not be fake but utilized out of context and weaponized 

by people who know that falsehoods based on a seed of truth are more likely to be 

believed and shared (FIRST DRAFT, 2021). Wardle (WARDLE, 2017) identified seven 

categories of information disorder (see figure 5): 

a) Satire and Parody: often mistaken for actual news, especially when they 

appear on a social feed. Disinformation dissemination might be masked as 

satire to avoid fact-checks. 

b) False Connection: occurs when headlines, visuals, or captions do not 

support an article's content. The most common example is clickbait 

headlines. 

c) Misleading Content: when information is used to frame a subject or an 

individual inaccurately, e.g., using a cropped photograph or a quote or 

statistic to remove relevant context. The way people understand imagery 

is fundamentally different from how they understand texts. Human brains 

process images far faster than they do text  (POTTER, 2014). As a result, 

human critical reasoning skills are less likely to engage with what is seen. 

Therefore, visuals are compelling vehicles for disseminating misleading 

information. 

d) False Context: occurs when accurate content is circulated out of its original 

context, misleading the reader. 

e) Imposter Content: refers to credits misuse. When headings appear 

alongside articles, citations, organizations' logos, videos, or images not 

created by the credited part mentioned.  

f) Manipulated Content: genuine content that is distorted to deceive. It often 

involves authentic images joined together.  

g) Fabricated Content: refers to entirely fabricated content (textual or visual). 
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Figure 5 - THE SEVEN CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION DISORDER 

 

Source: (WARDLE, 2017, p.3)  

 

Wardle (2017) presented a matrix to analyse the dissemination of false 

content, correlating who spreads it and what type of mis-/dis-/mal-information is 

employed. Some false content is innocently shared by people on social media, who 

forward it without checking. Journalists eventually amplify part of such content, to some 

extent, because of time pressures to comprehend and accurately report information 

emerging on social platforms in real-time. Mis-/dis-/mal-information is also pushed out 

by loosely connected groups who deliberately attempt to influence public opinion, or it 

is disseminated as part of sophisticated disinformation campaigns through bot 

networks17 and troll factories18 (see figure 6). 

_______________  
 
17 “Botnets are networks of hijacked computer devices used to carry out various scams and 

cyberattacks. The term ‘botnet’ is formed from the word’s ‘robot’ and ‘network’. Assembly of a botnet 
is usually the infiltration stage of a multi-layer scheme. The bots serve as a tool to automate mass 
attacks, such as data theft, server crashing, and malware distribution. Botnets use your devices to 
scam other people or cause disruptions — all without your consent.” (KASPERSKY, 2022) 

18 Troll factory or farm is “an organization set up in order to publish a large number of messages or posts 
on the internet, that often appear to be from people who do not really exist, and that are intended to 
cause trouble, influence political views, etc.” (CAMBRIDGE DICTIONARY ONLINE, 2022) 
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Figure 6 - MISINFORMATION MATRIX 

 

Source: (WARDLE, 2017, p.5) 

 

4.1.2 Components of the conceptual framework of information disorder 

 

According to the European Council Information Disorder Report (WARDLE; 

HOSSEIN, 2017), the information ecosystem pollution comprises the following main 

components: 

a) Three types of information disorder: Disinformation, Misinformation, and 

Malinformation. 

b) Three elements of information disorder: Agent, Message, and Interpreter. 

c) Three phases of information disorder: Creation, Production, and 

Distribution. 

 Concerning the three types of information disorder, the generic "fake news" 

jargon combines three notions: misinformation, disinformation, and malinformation. 

Defining these notions involves distinguishing content that is true from those that are 

false; aside from content created, produced, or distributed by "agents" who intend to 

inflict harm from those that do not (see figure 7):  
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a) Misinformation: False information, not created or disseminated to inflict 

harm. 

b) Disinformation: Information that is false and deliberately created or 

disseminated to harm a person, social group, organization, or country. 

c) Malinformation: Information based on reality (manipulated) and used to inflict 

harm on a person, organization, or country. 

 

Figure 7 - THE THREE TYPES OF INFORMATION DISORDER 

 
Source: (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 20) 

How mis-, dis- and mal-information intersect around the concepts of falseness and harm. It includes 
some types of hate speech and harassment under the mal-information category, as people are often 

targeted because of their personal history or affiliations. While the information can be based on reality 
(e.g., targeting someone based on their religion), it is used strategically to cause harm.  

 
Concerning the three elements of information disorder, the actors involved in 

information disorders differ in their roles concerning who they are and their motivations 

(see figure 8). They might be acting on behalf of a state or as part of a loose network 

of passionate supporters of a country, party, or cause. Furthermore, the posts might 

be produced by humans, program bots (autonomous programs that can interact with 

systems or users, designed to mimic a person's actions), or cyborgs (a kind of hybrid 

account that combines a bot's diligence with human subtlety). In cyborg accounts, a 
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human periodically takes over an otherwise bot account to respond to some users and 

post original content. Therefore, cyborg accounts are more expensive and time-

consuming to operate, but they are challenging to spot as robots. The actors may 

intentionally mislead and cause harm, or they may not (WARDLE, 2018a). 

 

Figure 8 - THE THREE ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION DISORDER 

 

Source: (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 6) 

 

The agent is involved in creating, producing, and distributing fabricated 

content. However, the agent who creates it might be different from the agent who 

produces the message, who might similarly be further from the one who distributes it. 

Thus, the agents who have the idea for the content are motivated by a) financial gain, 

b) political gain, c) social gain, or d) psychological gain (see figure 8). 

Agents may communicate messages in person, text, or audio/visual material. 

Moreover, the types of messages are wide-ranging; they might be legal or illegal; 

individual messages or part of a longer-term manipulation campaign; slightly 

misleading with a kernel of truth, or widely exaggerated and entirely inaccurate (see 

figure 8). A critical feature of this research is that messages might be interpreted in 

numerous ways depending on the message's source, who created it, who shared it, 

and how the content interacts with the reader's existing beliefs. 
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It is worth noting that interpreters are very seldom passive recipients of the 

information. "An 'audience' is made up of many individuals, and each one interprets 

information according to his or her socio-cultural status, political positions and personal 

experiences." (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 27). Understanding the impact of a 

message entails more than just the number of people who clicked on any given link. 

People's interaction with information is complex – beliefs and attitudes are shaped by 

opinion leaders, the mass media, and, in the era of social media, often by just an 

individual journalist, a friend, or even a commenter online. As Wardle (WARDLE, 

2018a, p. 958) points out, figuring out how to measure information disorders is crucial 

and the most significant challenge for researchers (see figure 8). 

 

4.1.3 The three phases of information disorder 

 

Figure 9 - THE THREE PHASES OF INFORMATION DISORDER 

 

Source: (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 23) 

 

Finally, concerning the phases of information disorder, the dissemination of a 

piece of information disorder consists of  (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 22) (see 

figure 9 above):  

a) Creation: message (idea) fabrication.  

b) (Re) Production: developing the message (idea) into a media product.  

c) Distribution: the process of spreading the media product. 

However, a piece may suffer further changes after distribution - before it is re-

distributed again - as seen in figure 9. This cycle entails that the piece might have 
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several formats, slightly different, over time. Furthermore, mainstream media might 

serve as agents in amplifying (intentionally or not) fabricated or misleading content 

since newsrooms rely on social platforms for story ideas and content.  

Fact-checking has always been indispensable to quality journalism, but the 

techniques used by hoaxers and those attempting to disseminate disinformation have 

never been this sophisticated. Therefore, forensic verification skills and the ability to 

identify networks of fabricated news websites and bots are more critical than ever 

before (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 25).  

Below is an example of how the three phases of information disorder can be 

identified using the fabricated statement "Pope Francis shocks world, endorses Donald 

Trump for president" (figures 10 and 11). 

 

Figure 10 - SCREENSHOT OF THE FABRICATED NEWS ARTICLE PUBLISHED IN JULY 2016 ON 
WTOE5NEWS.COM (THE WEBSITE NO LONGER EXISTS) 

 

 

Source: WTOE5NEWS.COM 
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Figure 11 - EXAMPLE OF DECONSTRUCTION OF A FABRICATED NEWS STORY 

 

 Source: (WARDLE; HOSSEIN, 2017, p. 25) 

 Applying the example of the "Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump for 
President" fabricated news articles to test the Three Phases of Information Disorder 

 

This sub-section has presented a terminology framework developed from a 

journalistic point-of-view that has become largely accepted. The following sub-section 

brings a terminology account based on pragmatics from a Gricean perspective 

developed by Søe (2021). This pragmatics view offers several improvements to 

understanding the complexity and nuances of the issue; however, it departs for a 

relevance-theoretic account. 

 

4.2 A GRICEAN ACCOUNT OF INFORMATION, MISINFORMATION, AND 

DISINFORMATION 

 

The notions of information, misinformation, and disinformation have been 

primarily discussed in the semantics and philosophy of information frameworks, both 

when conceptualizing them and tackling the spread of misinformation and 

disinformation. Therefore, the distinction between such concepts has been formulated 
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in terms of truth and falsity. Information is truthful, and everything else is non-truthful 

and, thus, non-information. In other words, all categories of false and misleading 

content are treated in the same category of non-truthfulness.  

The dual classification that presents information on one side and the various 

categories of mis-/dis-/mal-information on the other side does not help understand 

these concepts - namely, truth versus non-truth or information versus non-information. 

The dual classification based on truthfulness does not account for the different forms 

of communication such as irony, metaphor, and other tropes, where intentionally 

truthful content is expressed using utterances that are non-truthful in their literal form. 

Moreover, it does not contemplate the cases where truthful content in its literal form is 

used to mislead by generating misleading implicatures, such as when accurate content 

is presented out of context or in some parody types or memes.  

 Søe (2021) proposes a unified account of information, misinformation, and 

disinformation and their interconnections. She argues they are significant analytical 

categories related to one another, and truth-values do not characterize these concepts' 

main distinctions. This unified account is Gricean-pragmatic in its nature (GRICE, 

1957, 1975) and based on Scarantino and Piccinini's (2010) distinction between 

natural and non-natural information. Therefore, the two concepts' tangible 

distinguishing elements identified in her assessment are non-misleadingness/ 

misleadingness and intentions/intentionality (SØE, 2021, p. 5930).  

The unified account is based on a distinction between natural and non-natural 
information (SCARANTINO; PICCININI, 2010), where intentionally non-
misleading information, unintentionally misleading information (i.e., 
misinformation), and intentionally misleading information (i.e., disinformation) 
are all kinds of non-natural information. By shifting the focus from the truth-
values of content to the intention/ intentionality and misleadingness/non-
misleadingness of that content, I obtain a unified account that makes room for 
the potential misleadingness of true content (true disinformation), the potential 
non-misleadingness of false content (irony), and everything in between.  
(SØE, 2021, p. 5930-5931). 

Misinformation and disinformation cannot be simplified as what information is 

not since they are correlated to information and to one another in exceptionally 

complex ways. In this review, the distinctions between information, misinformation, and 

disinformation rely on the concepts of meaning, truth, and intentionality, involving the 

pragmatics account of communication.  
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4.2.1 The role of meaning  

 

Søe (2021) observes that information and misinformation are often defined in 

terms of semantic content (i.e., well-formed, meaningful data) with specified and fixed 

truth values. However, the accounts that define information as alethically neutral 

propositions expressed through sentences consider misinformation a type of 

information where the proposition is "known-to-be-false." That is, information equals 

meaningful data independent of truth-values. Therefore, a proposition is regarded as 

"information" when such a proposition is known to be true or when it is unknown 

whether it is true or false. 

Scarantino and Piccinini (2010) adopt the Gricean natural and non-natural 

meaning distinction (GRICE, 1957) between information and misinformation. However, 

they disagree with Grice arguing that information is alethically neutral. Grice (1957) 

defines natural meaning as factive, i.e., determined by states of affairs in the world, 

and he introduces the equation "[…] x means that p entail[s] p […]" (GRICE, 1957, p. 

377) to explain it. Non-natural meaning, on the other hand, is non-factive, i.e., based 

on conventions and intentions. Therefore, he introduces the equation "[…] x means 

that p and x meant that p do not entail p […]" (GRICE, 1957, p. 378) to describe it. This 

differentiation is crucial for adequately conceptualising information, misinformation, 

and disinformation. 

One of Grice's (1957, 1975) most significant contributions to the fields of 

semantics and pragmatics was proposing a distinction between what the 

communicator says and what she implicates by what she says. He established the 

centrality of the communicator's intentions in the communicative process (i.e., the 

intention to convince somebody of what one says) and the audience's role in inferring 

these intentions. Grice (1957) applies the term "utterance”, referring to any form of 

communication, including verbal and non-verbal, adopted in pragmatics ever since.  

Furthermore, Søe (2021) discusses different accounts of information, 

misinformation, and disinformation regarding "meaning" - as being or not part of these 

concepts - and also the nature of meaning in these accounts, e.g., natural meaning, 

non-natural meaning, semantic meaning, and/or pragmatics meaning. Floridi (2005) 

explains the universe in informational terms. He considers only the semantic meaning 

to evaluate any content. Non-propositional semantic information is converted into 

propositional semantic information, and when the result is well-formed and meaningful 
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data, the informational content is true. In this assessment, pragmatics inferential 

processes (e.g., communicators and their intentions and context) are not included 

(FLORIDI, 2005).  

Floridi (2007) introduced the concept that information requires truth, known as 

the Veridicality Thesis; however, he does not indicate how truth is attained or what is 

meant by "truth." For him, "false information" is related to content that has nothing to 

do with the original notion of information. "[…] One speaks of false information in the 

same way as one qualifies someone as a false friend, i.e., not a friend at all" (FLORIDI, 

2011, p. 183). 

According to Dretske, semantic information is an intrinsic true notion crucial to 

developing an account of knowledge (DRETSKE, 1983); thus, information is objective 

and true.  Non-natural meaning (in the Gricean sense) is ascribed to the information 

by agents to make information available to others. The audience attributes meaning to 

the informational content of the signals to understand the information. Natural meaning 

is related to physical occurrences in the world, and non-natural meaning is related to 

language and communication. For him, information is natural meaning (DRETSKE, 

2008). 

On the other hand, misinformation results from misrepresentation, i.e., tokens 

missing the appropriate informational content because the link between information 

and token is not preserved. Hence, misinformation is meaning without truth 

(DRETSKE, 2008). However, Dretske's main objective is "[…] giving an informational 

account of knowledge and explain behaviour. It is for these purposes that Dretske 

needs an objective, mind-independent notion of information equivalent to indication 

and natural meaning" (SØE, 2021, p. 5936). 

Pragmatics meaning involves the Gricean (1957) notion of non-natural 

meaning in assessing utterances. Communicators' meanings transcend their 

utterance's literal meaning, and implicatures provide a path to the communicator's 

intended meaning. Fox (1983) and Fallis (2014) adopt Grice's insights to describe 

misinformation and disinformation.  

Fox (1983) considers that meaning is the bridge between propositions and 

sentences, and context plays a role in meaning attribution. Once the proposition is 

further conveyed, it is possible to establish whether it is information or misinformation. 

For him, misinformation is essentially false, whereas information is alethically neutral.  
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Fallis (2014) argues that misleadingness is intentionally present in utterances 

(in Grice's sense) by exploiting or violating Grice's maxims and Cooperative Principles 

(1975), and it surfaces in implicatures processing. The communicator provides 

utterances in a particular context with misleading intent, knowing the implicatum is 

ambiguous, suggestive, complicated, or false.  

 

4.2.2 The role of truth  

 

The debate on whether information is intrinsically true or alethically neutral is 

examined by Søe (2021) since it correlates with the notions of misinformation and 

disinformation and varies according to the applied theory of truth. Scarantino and 

Piccinini (2010) proposed a notion of natural information in opposition to Dretske's 

semantic information notion (DRETSKE, 1983). Although based on natural meaning, 

they reject a truth requirement for natural information. For them, natural information is 

related to the increased probability of something being the case even though it might 

not be.  

The Probability-Raising Thesis for Natural Information (PRTN) 

(SCARANTINO; PICCININI, 2010) is explained by Søe (2021)  using the classical 

Gricean example: "Those spots mean (meant) measles" (GRICE 1957, p. 213).  In this 

case, the spots are not information that measles is present, but they raise the likelihood 

that the person with such spots has measles compared with a person who does not 

have such spots. Consequently, the spots are natural information about measles. 

Thus, false information relates to non-natural information since errors emerge from 

inadequate correlations between internal states and external stimuli; natural 

information, although present, fails to achieve the information, allowing for mistakes 

and falsity. 

Furthermore, Scarantino and Piccinini (2010) reject the Veridicality Thesis 

(FLORIDI, 2007) in their account of non-natural information as alethically neutral. 

Whether false information is a valid type of information or whether "false information" 

works the same way as "false friend" is at the centre of their disagreement.  
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Adherence to the Cooperative Principle, in which the provision of true and 
relevant information is strived for, might be the reason why 'misinform' and 
'disinform' are commonly associated with falsity […]. However, as Fallis (2011, 
2014, 2015) argues, there is a variety of true disinformation. True 
disinformation is generated through the use of false Gricean implicatures—
that is, implicatures where what is literally said is true while what is implicated 
is false—which render the utterance misleading as a whole. Thus, according 
to Fallis, it is not a necessary feature of disinformation that it be false—it can 
be true. It just has to be intentionally or purposefully misleading in order to be 
disinformation. (SØE, 2021, p. 5938). 

Fox (1983) also regards information as alethically neutral. He observes that 

information is frequently associated with truth because of a connection with Grice's 

Cooperative Principle and its maxims (Grice 1967), even though the truth is not a 

prerequisite for information in his account.  

 

4.2.3 The role of intentionality  

 

The concept of implicatures, first coined by Grice (1975), has evolved in 

pragmatics theories, particularly in Relevance Theory (1986/1995). In Grice's view, 

pragmatics interpretation is an intelligent, inferential process centred on conscious 

reasoning. He proposed a two-step procedure for utterances interpretation: the 

audience first interprets the utterance literally, determines that this interpretation is not 

viable, and then moves on to the implicit or implicated interpretation (implicatum). 

Relevance theory (1986/1995) recognizes that implicatures processing is a cognitive 

procedure involving a mutual parallel adjustment of three sources of information:  

(a) the explicit interpretation of the speaker's utterance (it has to be enriched 
in order to obtain a fully contextualized proposition); (b) the speaker's 
implicated interpretation—implicature—(if intended); and (c) the right amount 
of contextual information needed to get (a) and (b). […], S&W19 predict a 
dynamic and flexible human cognition capable of accessing context, enriching 
the utterance at the explicit level, and deriving implicated conclusions without 
a fixed order, and only constrained by our inherent search for relevance. 
(YUS, 2012, p.758). 

Nevertheless, in both accounts, implicatures depend on intentions. Søe (2021) 

argues that the concepts of information, misinformation, and disinformation also 

incorporate active agents in diverse ways. Some accounts rely on active agents and 

_______________  
 
19 Sperber and Wilson 
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their intentions; others are agent-independent - in any case, a distinction between 

intention and intentionality is crucial.  

Intentionality in the aboutness sense (philosophy) is the power of minds and 

mental states to be about, represent, or stand for, things, properties, and states of 

affairs (intentional). An individual's mental states have intentionality when there are 

mental representations or contents in her mind. Intentionality in the pragmatics sense 

(intended) is a feature of mental states and is defined as directedness, awareness, or 

foreseeability. The mind can be aware of or directed towards something and/or 

anticipate specific actions' consequences by acquiring some mental state. 

Consequently, this type of intentionality is dependent on agents. "When an action is 

intended, it is at the same time intentional (it is directed towards something, and the 

agent is aware of the action). But when an action is intentional, it is not necessarily 

intended as well" (SØE, 2021, p. 5939).  

By reviewing several accounts of information, misinformation, and 

disinformation, Søe (2021) establishes that disinformation is agent-dependent. It 

depends on someone deliberately, intentionally, or non-accidentally trying to mislead 

and possibly even deceive. On the other hand, misinformation's misleadingness, 

inaccuracy, or outright falsity is unintended. However, agent dependency varies among 

the different accounts of misinformation investigated. 

 

4.2.4 A Gricean unified terminology account of information, misinformation, and 

disinformation 

 

The unified account (see figure 12) proposed by Søe (2021) includes all types 

of information under the label "overarching information" in the first level. "Information" 

in this sense is a neutral mass noun. This notion of information incorporates all different 

information concepts or when the concept of information is indeterminate. 

The second level contains two concepts of information alethically neutral, 

based on Scarantino and Piccinini (2010). First, the notion of "Natural Information" is 

agent-independent and refers to environmental information or physical occurrences in 

the world (e.g., states of affairs, signals about events).  

The notion of "Non-natural Information" involves human engagement, meaning 

attribution, and it is agent-dependent. It refers to representational content and its 

interpretation in general (e.g., a convention, language, and other means of 
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communication). Non-natural information is alethically neutral and includes the 

instructional information category since it is presented using communication (verbal 

and non-verbal). Non-natural information is divided into three notions.  

a) Information is intentional non-misleading 

b) Misinformation is unintended misleading 

c) Disinformation is intentionally misleading. 

 

Figure 12 - THREE LEVELS AND FOUR NOTIONS OF INFORMATION 

 

Source: (SØE, 2021, p. 5946) 

This new account is Gricean in nature and draws on Scarantino and Piccinini's 
(2010) distinction between natural and non-natural information. Thus, Grice's 
distinction between natural and non-natural meaning, as well as the Gricean 
intentions necessary for non-natural meaning form the foundation of the 
unified account. (SØE, 2021, p. 5945-5946). 

Instructions can also be misleading or non-misleading, even if they are not 

declarative (and factive) but imperative in nature. For example, instructional 

information such as manuals, drawings for the building, repairing, or doing something 

refers to imperative instructions presented as non-natural information (instead of its 

own, separate category). Therefore, information, misinformation, and disinformation 

might appear, for instance, in written, drawn, and oral instructions.  

This account differentiates the concepts of information, misinformation, and 

disinformation from a Gricean pragmatics perspective. It contemplates the situations 

where the utterance content is literally accurate but implies false implicatures because 
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it is misleading, either unintendedly or intentionally (misinformation and 

disinformation). It also reflects the situations where the utterance literal content is false 

but conveys intentionally non-misleading information (e.g., irony, metaphor, and other 

tropes) 

Even though information can be presented in a literally true utterance and 

misinformation and disinformation in literally false utterances, the distinguishing aspect 

is intention/intentionality, misleadingness/non-misleadingness, and not truth/falsity.  

Søe's unified account (2021) contrasts with previous information accounts in 

that neither information nor misinformation and disinformation have fixed truth-values. 

Instead, they are occurrences of non-natural information or instances of semantic 

content in general. This account's pragmatics feature, which captures these concepts' 

appropriate nature, is intentionality and misleadingness since they reflect the human 

role in communication (non-natural information). 

Moreover, Søe (2021) compares natural information with raw data, which is 

present somehow. When humans interact with raw data or simply perceive it, they 

translate it, assign meaning and interpretation to it, and therefore, it turns into non-

natural information and enters the pragmatics domain. Hence, algorithmic data 

collections, i.e., automatic detection of information, misinformation, disinformation, and 

any information manipulation, occur within non-natural information. 

However, the reasoning offered by Søe (2021) departs from the relevance-

theoretic account of truthfulness – that truth is a by-product of relevance. According to 

Wilson and Sperber "linguistically encoded meaning is far too schematic and 

fragmentary to be capable of being true or false: it is just an input to further processing" 

(2012, p. 82).  

The relevance-theoretical account of truth as a by-product of relevance 

explains why, in addition to literal truth, there is vague and figurative truth 

communicated in everyday and poetic language. In communication, stronger and 

weaker degrees of explicatures and implicatures create a continuum of literal, loose, 

and figurative interpretations that satisfy relevance expectations.  

Hence, truthfulness is produced by what can be said literally, loosely and 

figuratively, depending on expectations of relevance. Thus, true linguistic expressions 

are created by literal interpretations and loose and figurative ones.  

Even though Søe’s approach (2021) recognizes that a truthfulness criterion 

does not differentiate or can be used to conceptualize information, misinformation, and 
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disinformation, it does not consider that relevance expectations are the principle that 

guides communication. The issue of truthfulness and accuracy are further discussed 

on sections 4.4.2 and 5.1. 

Another practical implementation difficulty presented by this perspective is 

intentionality dependency. How can we effectively determine intentionality, particularly 

in automatic detection? 

 

4.3 THE DARK SIDE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 

 

When humans first landed on the moon in 1969, ARPANET, Internet’s 

ancestor, went online. That was only fifty-two years ago. Nevertheless, the network 

crashed after sending only two letters from a computer at the University of California, 

Los Angeles, to Stanford University.  

In recent years, the Internet has grown into an environment that, although 

digital, is ubiquitous and indispensable in people's lives for communication, work, 

information searching, carrying out financial transactions and general decision-making 

(KOZYREVA; LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020). For instance, during the global 

COVID-19 pandemic, the Internet was the only means of connecting some physically 

isolated individuals and the outside world during lockdown situations. Digital 

technologies have created a hyper-connected world in real-time, once unimaginable. 

Social media appears in many forms on the Internet, including blogs, forums, 

microblogs, business networks, photo-sharing platforms, social gaming, chatting apps, 

and social networks. In 2020, the global social penetration rate reached 49%, i.e., over 

3.6 billion people used social media worldwide. In 2025, the projections indicate an 

increase to almost 4.41 billion, driven by the growing usage of mobile devices. 

Moreover, daily time spent on social networking by internet users worldwide increased 

from 90 minutes in 2012 to 145 minutes per day in 2020 (STATISTICA, 2021). 

However, the internet has also created challenges that jeopardise human well-

being and democracies, such as mis-/dis-/mal-information  spread, public opinion 

manipulation, privacy invasions, cyber-bullying, trolling, online incivility and other 

online harassment (BACCARELLA et al., 2018; KOZYREVA; LEWANDOWSKY; 

HERTWIG, 2020).  

Furthermore, internet access “[…] is regulated by algorithms and design 

choices made by corporations in pursuit of profits and with little transparency or public 
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oversight”. (KOZYREVA; LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020, p. 104). Democratic 

governments do not regulate what happens in the virtual world, while “[…] technology 

companies have accumulated unprecedented resources, market advantages, and 

control over people’s data and access to information […]” (KOZYREVA; 

LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020, p. 104). In the past few years, several scandals 

involving Facebook, a social media giant, have made evident the fragility of the social 

network environment.  

The rapid digital transformations in the world cause at least four concerns: a) 

transformation is occurring much faster than it can be researched; b) a high degree of 

mutation creates new psychological affordances. Therefore, people are permanently 

forced to readapt to novel technologies; c) because the changes are so drastic and 

frequent, their implications cannot be predicted; d) changes happen with no regulation. 

Big tech corporations do as they wish, and nothing can stop them (KOZYREVA; 

LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020). 

Research published in 2019 by the RAND Corporation consolidated several 

studies to evaluate the risks associated with the virtual world. In addition, possible 

future scenarios were projected using some social trends, such as: a) declining faith in 

institutions that are keepers of social common agreed-upon truths (e.g. official media 

outlets); b) measurements of social capital are being weakened  (e.g. social trust and 

civic engagement); c) partisan polarization augmentation; d) populist movements rise; 

e) growth in the sense of alienation - a sense of agency and ontological security loss 

(MAZARR et al., 2019). Therefore, “people’s trust in social institutions, their 

interpersonal exchanges, the stability and reliability of facts, and even their sense of 

shared reality are being undermined” (KOZYREVA; LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 

2020, p. 142). 

In summary, despite offering several benefits, online environments are also 

crowded with intelligent and exceedingly adaptive choice architectures, mainly 

designed to maximize commercial interests, capture, and keep users' attention, 

monetize their data, and predict and influence their future behaviours. According to 

Dhar et al. (2017), choice architecture, also known as nudging, is the implementation 

of small changes in the framing of the context in which people make decisions to 

influence them predictably, stimulating significant changes in their behaviour.  
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Unfortunately, the online environment has multiple adverse consequences for 

society, such as declining human autonomy, increasing incivility in online dialogue, 

facilitating political extremism, and spreading mis-/dis-/mal-information. 

 

4.3.1 Mis-/dis-/mal-information pervasiveness 

 

The spread of mis-/dis-/mal-information, biased content, lies, and deceptions 

is a practice as old as human communication itself. However, in recent years, 

civilization has witnessed a remarkable coalition between social media algorithms, 

advertising systems, and people prepared to fabricate content for profit (BENNETT; 

LIVINGSTON, 2020). 

Therefore, false statements published on the internet can lead to false beliefs 

and misguided attitudes, eroding trust in the information ecosystem and threatening 

society's ability to dialogue and reach consensus based on evidence (KOZYREVA; 

LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020). 

Research published by Vosoughi et al. (2018), which has been influencing the 

studies in the field, reported that:  

a) mis-/dis-/mal-information on Twitter is 70% more likely to spread than 

accurate content.  

b) fake stories that go viral rely on negative emotions, inspiring fear, disgust, 

and surprise.  

c) negative emotions like moral outrage have more significant potential to 

attract people's attention because moral and emotional language feeds the 

human negativity bias 

d) "novelty" is also a strong appeal present in mis-/dis-/mal-information pieces 

since people are more inclined to share recent information.  

Additionally, contrary to the general perception, the study (VOSOUGHI et al., 

2018) showed that robots and artificial intelligence systems boost the spread of mis-

/dis-/mal-information  as much as humans, indicating that those most responsible for 

the increasing spread of mis-/dis-/mal-information  are humans. 

According to Bradshaw et al. (2021), public opinion manipulation on social 

media poses a serious threat to democracy (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021). 

The University of Oxford has carried out studies on manipulation in social networks for 

the past four years. According to its latest report (related to 2020), disinformation has 
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become more professionalized and is now produced on an industrial scale. In addition, 

the study identified 81 countries, including Brazil, involved in organized disinformation 

on social media compared to 70 countries in 2019 and 28 countries in 2017. The 

researchers tracked manipulation on social media by governments, political parties, 

private companies, and other organizations they work with to spread disinformation. In 

48 countries, including Brazil, they found firms that produce disinformation 

professionally for political actors (BRADSHAW; BAILEY; HOWARD, 2021). 

Approximately half of all Internet users rely on social networks or other online 

sources to access news, with 36% searching for news using Facebook as their primary 

source (NEWMAN et al., 2020).  The motivations for creating disinformation point to 

economic and ideological interests. Also, the global investment in online disinformation 

propaganda reaches US$235 million per year (GLOBAL DISINFORMATION INDEX, 

2019).  

Similarly, consolidated analyses of multiple research studies indicate that the 

consumption and proliferation of mis-/dis-/mal-information are uneven. Most internet 

users are not involved in disseminating mis-/dis-/mal-information; the spread is 

concentrated among people over 65 years of age and individuals with right-wing or 

conservative political positions (KOZYREVA; LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020). 

The pervasiveness of mis-/dis-/mal-information on social media has been 

investigated by several studies that analyse browsing data and website archives. 

Some of these studies reveal a significant concern that mis-/dis-/mal-information may 

have influenced the American presidential election and the Brexit referendum, both in 

2016, as well as other democratic decisions. It is estimated, for example, that in the 

2016 US presidential election, a set of news items verified as fake were shared on 

Facebook at least 38 million times in the three months leading up to the election and 

that 30 million of them were favouring Donald Trump (ALCOTT; GENTZKOW, 2017). 

Nevertheless, some studies argue that mis-/dis-/mal-information  is not 

pervasive in society (GUESS; NAGLER; TUCKER, 2019). Such an assessment is 

based, for example, on the claim that news consumption of any kind is heavily 

supplanted by other forms of media consumption, comprising at most 14.2% of daily 

media diets in the United States, and that fake news comprises only 0.15% of 

Americans' daily media diet (ALLEN et al., 2020). 

According to Mercier (2020), mis-/dis-/mal-information sharing and the degree 

of polarisation on the Internet are exaggerated. He advocates that people are not 
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gullible, and mis-/dis-/mal-information pervasiveness is overestimated. Mercier 

proposes that “[…] it is not because the population hold false beliefs that they make 

misguided or evil decisions, but because the population seek to justify making 

misguided or evil decisions that they hold false beliefs” (MERCIER, 2020, p. 202). 

Moreover, the author claims that many rumours do not lead to violence, and many 

circumstances where violence occurs are not related to a particular rumour.  

 Furthermore, because humans are very social, they try to justify their actions 

when they find that such actions seem foolish or morally questionable. “As for fake 

news, it also flourishes, when needed, as a form of justification” (MERCIER, 2020, p. 

207). Hence, people who share mis-/dis-/mal-information are using it to justify their 

actions. “When a piece of information is seen as a justification, we can afford to 

evaluate it only superficially, as it will have little or no influence on what we believe or 

do - by virtue of being post hoc” (MERCIER, 2020, p. 208). Mercier also claims that 

much mis-/dis-/mal-information spreads because its content is amusing: 

[…] the most implausible fake news stories, whether or not they are political, 
spread largely because they are entertaining rather than because they offer 
justifications for anything. The most absurd political fake news stories might 
also owe their appeal precisely to their over-the-top nature, as they make for 
great burning-bridges material […] (MERCIER, 2020, p. 208). 

However, assessments on the prevalence of mis-/dis-/mal-information present 

significant limitations since the only available data involve what people are sharing and 

the sites they visit when they click to follow news links outside the original platform. 

Nevertheless, the vast majority of times, when people are exposed to news on social 

media, they simply read the post without sharing it or clicking on the provided link to 

visit the original website (KOZYREVA; LEWANDOWSKY; HERTWIG, 2020).  

When assessing the evolution of mis-/dis-/mal-information  spread by 

examining false claims about the COVID-19 pandemic, it becomes clear that it is still 

challenging to measure actual exposure on social media platforms (ANDERSEN; 

GODOY, 2020; PENNYCOOK et al., 2020b) and premature to conclude that exposure 

rates are low (PENNYCOOK; RAND, 2021). Nevertheless, a recent study on COVID-

19 mis-/dis-/mal-information has enumerated some of its harmful effects on society:  
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The increased volume of COVID-19 related disinformation has already caused 
significant damage to society; examples include: 1) false treatments 
endangering health, including disinformation claiming that drinking alcohol 
can cure or prevent the new coronavirus, resulting in the deaths of more than 
700 people from drinking denatured alcohol; 2) public mistrust, including 
doctors being attacked because disinformation in WhatsApp claimed “health 
workers were forcibly taking away Muslims and injecting them with the 
coronavirus”; 3) public property damage, including the burning of 5G masts 
caused by disinformation claiming they cause COVID-19. (SONG et al., 2021, 
p. 22). 

The attenuation of the mis-/dis-/mal-information problem is also related to 

reductionist definitions employed by Facebook and some social media organizations. 

Such outdated definitions of "fake news" restrict them to outright lies, which represent 

only one category of the mis-/dis-/mal-information phenomenon and fail to assess the 

overall information ecosystem. All misleading content from sources such as hyper-

partisan news sites is excluded from the problem, while it probably represents a much 

more significant proportion of people's media diets.  

More recent research indicates that the scale of the spread of mis-/dis-/mal-

information worsened in 2020, demonstrating the phenomenon's persistence and 

indicating that the measures taken so far have not remedied the problem. For example, 

in the first months of 2020, the ratio of Facebook users' engagement with mis-/dis-

/mal-information  to mainstream news was 1:3.5 - compared to 1:4 during the same 

period in 2016 (ROGERS, 2020). 

Another significant factor in evaluating the mis-/dis-/mal-information 

pervasiveness is the high rates of exposure to fake news in certain social groups that 

consequently become vulnerable to beliefs in inaccurate content. For instance, a more 

recent study re-examined the exposure and sharing of fake news by registered 

American voters on Twitter during the 2016 presidential election and found that 

engagement with mis-/dis-/mal-information sources was highly concentrated. Just 1% 

of individuals accounted for 80% of exposure to fake news sources, and 0.1% 

accounted for nearly 80% of spreading sources of mis-/dis-/mal-information. In 

addition, the individuals most likely to engage with mis-/dis-/mal-information  sources 

were conservative, older (over 65), and highly engaged with political news 

(GRINBERG et al., 2019).  

Moreover, mis-/dis-/mal-information originated on social media can be 

distributed to multiple communities to larger audiences. When traditional media outlets 

pick it up, it can be amplified, either through direct repetition (TSFATI et al., 2020) or 
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through debunking performed in an inappropriate manner (i.e. fact-checking sites), 

resulting in unintended amplification (ECKER et al., 2020). 

Despite the ever-increasing research publication on mis-/dis-/mal-information 

belief (adherence) and dissemination over social media, little is known about the extent 

to which malicious actors use social media to influence people's behaviour by 

employing disinformation covertly. A randomized controlled laboratory experiment 

involving 233 undergraduate students was conducted to investigate the behavioural 

effects of disinformation. Indeed, the study found that even a short exposure to fake 

news (less than 5 min) could significantly modify individuals' unconscious behaviour. 

This research provides initial evidence that mis-/dis-/mal-information  can be used to 

covertly modify people's behaviour (BASTICK, 2021). 

 

4.3.2 Believing (adherence) and sharing mis-/dis-/mal-information  

 

Mis-/dis-/mal-information pervasiveness comprises two main aspects: belief 

and sharing. One might assume that people share mis-/dis-/mal-information on social 

media because they believe in such content. Likewise, the extensive sharing of false 

content might be assumed as evidence of widespread false beliefs. However, this is 

not what research evidence has demonstrated. People who believe a particular piece 

of mis-/dis-/mal-information content is true do not inevitably share it. On the other hand, 

the decision to share mis-/dis-/mal-information  content does not necessarily occur 

because the individual believes it is accurate (PENNYCOOK et al., 2021).  

Recent research asked participants about the accuracy of a set of headlines 

and their willingness to share them (figure 13). They rated true headlines as more 

accurate than false headlines, but when asked whether they would share such content, 

truthfulness had little influence on their sharing intentions – both in the context of 

political headlines (PENNYCOOK et al., 2021) and headlines about COVID-19 

(PENNYCOOK et al., 2020b). The results indicate that sharing intentions for false 

headlines were much higher than the assessments of their truth (Figure 13), indicating 

that many individuals were inclined to share content they had identified as inaccurate.  
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Figure 13 - NEWS HEADLINES EVALUATION OF ACCURACY AND SHARING INTENTIONS 

 

 

Source: (PENNYCOOK et al., 2021, p. 2) 

 

Subsequently, the research (PENNYCOOK et al., 2021) evaluated three 

distinct explanations for the accuracy-sharing dissociation. First, the confusion-based 

account: 33% of the participants declared sharing intentions based on it. This account 

suggests that people honestly (but erroneously) believe that the false claims they share 

are accurate. This result entails that 67% of the participants’ sharing decisions cannot 

be explained by confusion.  

Second, the preference-based account: 16% of the participants declared 

sharing intentions based on it. This account proposes that people prioritise political 

identity (or related motives such as virtue signalling) above the truth. Thus, they share 

politically consistent false content on social media despite being identified as 

inaccurate (PENNYCOOK et al., 2021). 

Third, the inattention-based account suggests that lack of reflective thinking is 

the reason people accede to mis-/dis-/mal-information (adherence). The account 

argues that people prefer to share accurate content, but social media divert them from 

this objective. The experiment tested this theory by asking participants to rate the 

accuracy of each headline before deciding whether to share it, nudging them towards 

accuracy. Therefore, sharing of false headlines decreased by 51% relative to the 

baseline condition (PENNYCOOK et al., 2021).  
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According to Pennycook et al. (2021), nudging people to reflect on allegations' 

accuracy increases their capacity to distinguish mis-/dis-/mal-information from genuine 

news because it makes claim veracity more salient. Therefore, the evidence suggests 

that an alleged carelessness towards truthfulness is not what makes people 

susceptible to mis-/dis-/mal-information, but rather an attention focus on irrelevant 

factors that disrupt veracity judgements.  

Both believing (adherence) and sharing mis-/dis-/mal-information can be 

studied applying Relevance Theory (1986/1995), focusing on different framework 

aspects. Belief and sharing might, for example, be evaluated in terms of positive 

cognitive effects yielded by a piece of mis-/dis-/mal-information, particularly 

considering the internal and external context. In this scenario, a piece of mis-/dis-/mal-

information is fabricated, bearing in mind all the information and beliefs that are part of 

an individual’s environment and that could connect to the new information presented 

in a particular way to be processed using as little effort as possible to yield a large 

number of positive cognitive effects.  

 

4.4 RELEVANCE AND MIS-/DIS-/MAL-INFORMATION 

 

This section discusses the literature related to the research aims and the 

research question of this study: How do misinformation, disinformation and 

malinformation achieve relevance in the context of social media? It draws connections 

between the key concepts and the subject matter, taking into account Relevance 

Theory (SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995), epistemic vigilance concepts (SPERBER 

et al., 2010) and the Argumentative Theory of Reasoning (MERCIER; SPERBER, 

2011). 

The mis-/dis-/mal-information  communicative phenomenon has been scarcely 

studied in the Relevance-theoretical framework (ALTAY; DE ARAUJO; MERCIER, 

2021; ANDERSEN; GODOY, 2020); consequently, it is unclear which mis-/dis-/mal-

information features elicit positive cognitive effects that lead to the adherence to false 

information.  

Furthermore, humans are equipped with cognitive mechanisms of epistemic 

vigilance that have evolved parallel with pragmatics abilities to spot falsehoods 

(ALTAY; HACQUIN; MERCIER, 2020; MAZZARELLA; POUSCOULOUS, 2020; 

SPERBER et al., 2010). Nonetheless, although humans may not be gullible 
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(MERCIER, 2017), sometimes people accede to mis-/dis-/mal-information  

(adherence); and epistemic vigilance mechanisms manipulation (BARTASHOVA; 

POLYAKOVA, 2018) have still been sparsely studied in the context of mis-/dis-/mal-

information. 

 

4.4.1 How optimal relevance can be achieved  

 

Attention represents a cognitive bottleneck (GOLDHABER, 1997; KANE, 

2019; SIMON, 1994; VOLPEL; DAVENPORT, 2001; WILSON; SPERBER, 2012) that 

limits what humans can perceive in stimulating environments.  Moreover, human 

cognition holds three remarkable characteristics: (a) constant monitoring of a wide 

variety of environmental features, (b) permanent availability (within variable 

accessibility levels) of a massive amount of memorized data, and (c) effortful 

attentional processing capacity that can handle only a relatively limited amount of 

information at any given time. The result is that only a tiny portion of the monitored 

environmental information can be attentionally processed, and only a small part of the 

memorized information can be made available to process it.  

However, many environmental monitored elements are not worth paying 

attention to, and much memorized data is not helpful to process a fragment of 

environmental information. “Cognitive efficiency in humans is primarily a matter of 

being able to select, from the environment on the one hand, and from memory on the 

other, information which it is worth bringing together for joint – and costly – attentional 

processing” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 212).  

Therefore, human cognitive efficiency is achieved by assigning the existing 

attentional resources to process the most relevant available inputs. In addition, 

evolutionary pressures led to superior cognitive efficiency, obtained through relevance 

maximization, affecting both the mind/brain’s overall organization and each of its 

components involved in perception, memory, and inference. Thus, humans administer 

their cognitive resources in efficient and predictable ways. 

Humans can predict other people’s train of thought fairly effortlessly because 

relevance concerns guide attention, memory retrieval, and inference and because data 

regularity is built into our ability to read other people’s minds. A good example is how 

children try to manipulate others’ attention much before trying to manipulate their 

beliefs.  
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Consequently, the ability to identify what other people are attending to and 

thinking about and to foresee “[…] how their attention and train of thought are likely to 

shift when a new stimulus is presented, may be used in manipulating their mental 

states” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 273). Likewise, facts and assumptions may be 

manifest in numerous people’s cognitive environments. Such cognitive environments 

intersection represents a cognitive environment these individuals share.  

Successful mis-/dis-/mal-information pieces are fabricated and spread by 

applying a relevance-theoretical procedure that employs all available information about 

the audience to foresee which information, presented in which particular way, might 

elicit expectations of relevance and attract the attention of the audience. Furthermore, 

to achieve optimal relevance, the falsehood is designed in a configuration that interacts 

with previous beliefs in a profitable way to produce the expected positive cognitive 

effects previously intended by the fabricator (or sharer): 

Human cognition is relevance-oriented. As a result, and to the extent that one 
knows the cognitive environment of an individual - which one does when the 
environment is mutual - one can infer which assumptions he is actually likely 
to entertain and how a change in that environment might affect his train of 
thoughts. This makes it possible to affect people’s thoughts in a partly 
predictable way by modifying their cognitive environment. (SPERBER; 
WILSON, 1987, p. 700). 

Because human cognition is geared towards relevance maximization and 

humans can employ mindreading mechanisms, it is possible, at least to some extent, 

to predict and manipulate others’ mental states by predicting, according to Wilson and 

Sperber (2012, p. 272): 

a) which stimulus in an individual’s environment is likely to attract such 

individual’s attention (i.e., the most relevant stimulus in such environment),  

b) which background information from such an individual’s memory is likely to 

be recovered and used to process this stimulus (i.e., the most relevant 

contextual information). 

c) which inferences this person is likely to draw (i.e., those inferences that yield 

enough cognitive benefits for this person’s attentional resources to remain 

on the stimulus rather than redirected to viable alternative inputs 

competing for those resources). 
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Once predictions about possible manipulations of other’s mental states are in 

place, a person can act on another individual’s mental states by producing a stimulus 

that is likely to: 

a) attract another individual’s attention,  

b) prompt the retrieval of certain background information from another 

individual’s memory. 

c) be jointly processed with the background information whose retrieval 

triggered and led another individual to draw inferences as intended by this 

person. 

Attempts at influencing others might be overt or covert (or not manifestly overt). 

To be precise, while ostensive–inferential communication is the most important form 

of information transmission among humans - since it is often the only way to fulfil one’s 

intention and elicit the other’s cooperation - it is not the only type of information 

transmission. As a result, much information is inadvertently transmitted and less than 

attentively received.  

However, some information is deliberately covertly transmitted (e.g., mis-/dis-

/mal-information pieces). This happens especially when it would be counterproductive 

to be public about the fact that one intends the other person to draw a particular 

conclusion, it is equivalent to wearing a disguise. Much mis-/dis-/mal-information is not 

spread because the person forwarding it believes in such content but for other 

purposes that the person might not be interested in revealing, such as convincing 

others to believe in something or act in a particular manner. 

In brief, mis-/dis-/mal-information spreading takes advantage of the fact that 

humans can effectively predict what will attract others’ attention because of a dedicated 

inferential procedure geared to relevance concerns.  

Moreover, every ostensive stimulus (e.g., utterances) suggests an assumption 

of its own relevance, essential to inferential comprehension (SPERBER; WILSON, 

1995). Thus, by producing an ostensive stimulus in a piece of mis-/dis-/mal-

information, the fabricator (or spreader) noticeably intends the audience to deem such 

stimulus at least relevant enough to be worth his attention. However, since the human 

cognitive system presents an attention bottleneck, the amount of attention paid to a 

stimulus can vary from being light or concentrated, momentary or lasting, and may be 

attracted away by alternative competing stimuli.  
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Even though the mis-/dis-/mal-information fabricator manifests to the audience 

that her stimulus is relevant and worth the audience’s attention, the fabricator is limited 

by her abilities (to deliver relevant information and to express it in the best conceivable 

way) and her preferences (including her objective to get the audience to draw the 

intended conclusion). Audiences infer the presumed relevant intended content not 

because they undertake a rational reconstruction process in interpreting utterances but 

because the presumption of relevance is built into their comprehension procedures.  

Additionally, relevance expectations are created and adjusted throughout the 

comprehension process and may be more or less sophisticated. Sperber (1994) 

examines three progressively more sophisticated strategies, each requiring an 

additional level of metarepresentation (SPERBER, 1994).  

The first and more basic strategy is Naive Optimism. The audience expects 

the speaker to succeed in being optimally relevant by assuming that the speaker is 

both competent and benevolent: competent enough to avoid misunderstandings and 

benevolent enough not to lead him off course.  

A piece of mis-/dis-/mal-information might be deemed truthful and might be 

shared by an audience because a reputable source sent it or because the content is 

aligned with one’s beliefs. Therefore, an audience might employ a naïve optimism 

strategy only in a few situations, i.e., when, for some reason, epistemic vigilance 

mechanisms are not triggered, given the source or the content or even the architecture 

of the communication environment (e.g., social media). 

The second and more complex strategy, requiring an additional degree of 

metarepresentation, is Cautious Optimism. A cautiously optimistic audience presumes 

that the speaker is benevolent but not necessarily competent. Along these lines, the 

audience does not accept the first interpretation that makes the utterance seem 

relevant enough, assigning it as the speaker’s meaning. Instead, this audience 

searches for the interpretation that the speaker might have assumed her utterance 

would be relevant enough.  

In the case of mis-/dis-/mal-information spread, a cautious optimistic audience 

might avoid falling for the most obvious falsehoods but might not be capable of 

identifying more ingenious ones, mainly when designed according to the audience’s 

biases and relevance expectations. 
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The third and most complex strategy is Sophisticated Understanding. It allows 

audiences to cope with the fact that speakers are not always benevolent; they may 

intend an utterance to seem relevant enough without actually being so.  

A Naively Optimistic hearer need not reflect on the speaker’s thoughts at all 
in identifying the speaker’s meaning: he simply takes the first interpretation 
that satisfies the expectations of relevance raised by the utterance, and treats 
it as the intended one. A Cautiously Optimistic hearer can consider what 
interpretation the speaker might have thought would make the utterance 
relevant enough: at the cost of an extra layer of metarepresentation, he can 
cope with cases where the speaker tries to be relevant enough, but fails. 
Finally, a hearer using the strategy of Sophisticated Understanding can 
consider on what interpretation the speaker might have thought he would think 
the utterance was relevant enough; at the cost of a further layer of 
metarepresentation, he can cope with deceptive cases in which nothing more 
than the appearance of relevance is attempted or achieved (WILSON; 
SPERBER, 2012, p. 240). 

Finally, recent research suggests that improving critical thinking (reasoning) is 

crucial to tackling mis-dis/information. Critical thinking and epistemic cognition depend 

on many aspects. However, learning strategies can help develop the necessary skills 

for sophisticated understanding when assessing new information, creating awareness 

regarding source and content and can help individuals identify pieces of mis-/dis-/mal-

information  (BRONSTEIN et al., 2019; PUIG; BLANCO-ANAYA; PÉREZ-MACEIRA, 

2021; WEISS et al., 2021). 

 

4.4.2 Truthfulness and relevance  

 

A discussion about truthfulness may commence with the truism that an 

audience typically expects speakers to say accurate things. Some language 

philosophers, such as David Lewis (1975) and Paul Grice (1975), believed language 

use is guided by specific rules or conventions of truthfulness, reinforcing trust between 

speakers and audiences. For instance, Lewis reasoned that a truth convention enables 

speakers and audiences to trust each other concerning what they say, especially 

literally.  

Wilson and Sperber (2012) disagree with them because language use is not 

inevitably governed by some rule or convention of ‘truthfulness’ but by expectations of 

relevance, of which truth is a by-product, and because truthfulness is produced not 

only by what can be said literally but also by what is said loosely and figuratively, 
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depending on expectations of relevance. Accordingly, language use is not guided by 

any convention or maxim of truthfulness about what is said. Instead, it is guided by 

expectations of relevance, and relevance is what makes truth possible, “[…] on the 

contrary, expectations of truthfulness – to the extent that they exist – are a by-product 

of expectations of relevance” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 48).  

Human cognition is a reflective cognitive system. The system may be aware 

that some of its beliefs are expected to be false, even if it cannot tell which ones, and 

it may regard information leading to false beliefs as worse than irrelevant (SPERBER; 

WILSON, 1995, p. 263). Therefore, the human cognitive system does stand to gain or 

lose by the truth or falsity of its beliefs within its cognitive goals. A person’s cognition 

is not guided towards contextual effects per se but towards contributions to her 

cognitive objectives.  

Positive cognitive effects are related to a distinct epistemic nature in a 

relevance-theoretic framework. “Relevant information is information worth having. 

False information is generally not worth having; it detracts from cognitive efficiency” 

(SPERBER; WILSON, 1995, p. 264). However, a true utterance is an utterance whose 

interpretation is true consistent with what is intended by the speaker. Moreover, an 

input is relevant when its processing leads to cognitive gains, particularly when it does 

not demand much mental effort. Thus, a true utterance is the output of a successful 

inferential cognitive process of comprehension. 

Hence, a linguistic utterance is recognized as truthful when it is inferred as 

meaningful or relevant: “[…] an utterance is relevant when the hearer, given his 

cognitive dispositions and the context, is likely to derive some genuine knowledge from 

it […]” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 60). Therefore, the inferential nature of 

communication explained by Relevance Theory (1986/1995) is what enables 

audiences to draw true conclusions about what speakers say. 

Linguistically encoded meaning is far too schematic and fragmentary to be 
capable of being true or false: it is just an input to further processing. Contrary 
to the standard view, this further processing does not consist simply in 
combining linguistic sense with contextual reference in order to determine a 
literal meaning. The fact that the speaker has produced this utterance with this 
linguistic meaning is expected to provide a relevant piece of evidence and a 
point of departure for inferring the speaker’s meaning. The resulting 
explicatures and implicatures are in turn expected to provide worthwhile input 
for further processing: that is, to be relevant (and therefore true). (WILSON; 
SPERBER, 2012, p. 83). 
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Nevertheless, language can communicate truth literally, figuratively, or 

vaguely, depending on how relevance expectations interact with words and context to 

produce interpretations. While more literal interpretations are the least context-

dependent, “[…] figurative interpretations are radically context-dependent […]” 

(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 51). Loose interpretations, such as blunt 

approximations (e.g., no one is born evil), are in the middle considering “[…] an 

expression is applied to items that fall outside its linguistically determined denotation, 

strictly understood” (WILSON; SPERBER, 2012. p. 54). In short, true linguistic 

expressions are created by literal interpretations as well as loose and figurative ones. 

Indeed, the fact that truth can be spoken not only through literal expressions 

but also through loose and figurative ones explains why the so-called “convention of 

truthfulness” is simply not valid. “Without such an appeal to literal meaning in the 

determination of what is said, the claim that there is a maxim or convention of 

truthfulness in what is said would be, if not vacuous, at least utterly vague” (WILSON; 

SPERBER, 2012, p. 50). 

Therefore, it follows that there are no “truthfulness” rules governing cognition 

or language use. Instead, there is an inferential process in cognition and language use 

that maximizes relevance, and this process creates meaning through a continuum of 

literal, loose, and figurative language - or degrees of stronger or weaker explicatures 

and implicatures. Truth, in essence, emerges from relevance; it is a consequence of 

relevance. 

This account of truth as a by-product of relevance explains why, in addition to 

literal truth, there is vague and figurative truth communicated in everyday and poetic 

language. In summary, stronger and weaker degrees of explicatures and implicatures 

create a continuum of literal, loose, and figurative interpretations that satisfy relevance 

expectations.  

Thereby, literal, vague, hyperbolic, or metaphorical (i.e., figurative) 

interpretations are obtained by precisely the same process - the relevance-theoretic 

comprehension procedure or heuristic. However, when a speaker communicates truth 

employing free or figurative language, more processing effort is required from the 

audience to create broader cognitive effects (i.e., more extensive meaning ranges), 

resulting in figuratively true language. 

The more metaphorical the interpretation, the more responsible the audience 

is in constructing the implicatures, namely implicit premises and derived conclusions, 
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and the weaker these implicatures will be. Usually, poetic metaphors have a wide 

range of potential implicatures, and the audience is encouraged to be creative in 

exploring them, a very noticeable aspect of literature. 

Therefore, Relevance Theory (1986/1995) differs from earlier theorists 

(particularly Lewis and Grice) on the relationship between truthfulness and relevance. 

Firstly, language use is governed by expectations of relevance, of which truth is a by-

product. Secondly, since relevance creates a continuum of literal, vague, and figurative 

language, the truth can be literal, vague, or figurative. 

In other words, listeners expect to receive truthful content. Nevertheless, there 

is an endless supply of truthful information that is not worth their attention. The actual 

expectations are towards relevant information, which - because it is information – is 

also true. Nevertheless, there is no expectation that an utterance’s true information 

should be expressed literally or conventionally instead of explained or implied 

(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012, p. 83). 

 

4.4.3 Filtering mis-/dis-/mal-information: epistemic vigilance mechanisms 

 

Epistemic vigilance (SPERBER et al., 2010) is another development related to 

relevance-theoretic cognitive mechanisms. Given that the communicative procedure is 

fallible, listeners are at risk of being misinformed (either deliberately, by a misleading 

speaker, or inadvertently, by accidental miscommunication). Thus, Sperber and 

colleagues have developed the notion that we are “epistemically vigilant” - our 

communicative abilities work in conjunction with mechanisms designed to monitor the 

information's reliability. Sperber et al. (2010) propose that “[…] vigilance (unlike 

distrust) is not the opposite of trust; it is the opposite of blind trust” (SPERBER et al., 

2010, p. 363). 

Therefore, epistemic vigilance mechanisms complement the communication 

theory provided by Relevance Theory (SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995). Also, the 

concepts of epistemic vigilance characterize an additional departure from the Gricean 

view of human communication. Instead of being cooperative, in the sense that the 

speaker would obey some maxims, particularly the Maxim of Quality (do not say what 

you believe to be false or what you lack adequate evidence), communication can be 

strategic (REBOUL, 2021). 
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Communication is essential to humans because we organize ourselves in 

large groups. From coordinating collective action to negotiating reciprocal exchange to 

social learning, human social living has been made possible by communication: 

Indeed, by allowing access to information stored in the minds of others, 
communication is an engine behind the evolution of cumulative cultural 
adaptations that cannot be discovered individually, from the processing of 
toxic plants for safe consumption or the Inuit’s cold weather clothing (Henrich 
& McElreath, 2003), to the printing press, electricity, or semiconductors. 
Moreover, in human evolutionary history, communication obviated the need 
for individual trial-and-error learning in domains where errors can be 
catastrophic, such as learning which animals are dangerous (Barrett & 
Broesch, 2012) or which plants are edible (Wertz & Wynn, 2014). In short, 
communication is a key human adaptation that underlies our species’ success 
across diverse ecologies. (MERMELSTEIN; BARLEV; GERMAN, 2020, p. 1). 

Because humans depend so heavily on information communicated by others, 

we have developed specific cognitive abilities in language and mindreading. In general, 

humans communicate intentionally and overtly, but this kind of communication requires 

cooperation from the communicator and the addressee, who must both invest some 

effort while expecting some benefit. Thus, the communicator aims to produce some 

intended effect on the addressee by communicating a piece of information, regardless 

of whether it is true or false, while the addressee expects to acquire some true and 

relevant information  (SPERBER et al., 2010). 

Therefore, while communication is advantageous for humans, it represents a 

risk of being accidentally or intentionally misinformed, in this case, diminishing its 

gains. This scenario suggests epistemic vigilance mechanisms might have developed 

together with communicative abilities, i.e., a selection pressure favouring protective 

mechanisms against being misinformed (SPERBER et al., 2010). This assertion is 

consistent with human evolutionary research, considering “[…] our complex brains are 

so well attuned to the threatening factors of our environment, including the threat of 

being used for the benefit of another agent, that we have likely evolved protective 

mechanisms against exploitation […]” (GHOSSAINY; AL-SHAWAF; WOOLLEY, 2021, 

p. 2). 

More recent studies provide evidence that the cognitive basis for epistemic 

vigilance is not developed in children until two or three years of age. They initially 

display the ability to represent communicated information as false, e.g., by 

understanding denial and disagreement. Afterwards, they develop mindreading 

capacities, displaying an incipient understanding of how communication affects beliefs. 
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Ultimately, they hold the proper executive functions to resist assertions contradicting 

their perception or memory. Therefore, the emergence of epistemic vigilance to avoid 

deception might be entrenched in changes in the child's social environment 

(MAZZARELLA; POUSCOULOUS, 2020). 

According to Relevance Theory (SPERBER; WILSON, 1986/1995), 

interpretation is not guided by a presumption of truth but by an expectation of 

relevance. Comprehension involves the automatic activation of background 

information and contextual information, leading to an interpretation consistent with the 

expectation of relevance that utterances elicit about themselves. The same 

background information employed in the search for relevance can also yield an 

imperfect but cost-effective epistemic assessment. However, “epistemic vigilance 

involves a processing cost which is likely to be kept to a bare minimum when the 

information communicated is of no possible relevance to oneself” (SPERBER et al., 

2010, p. 363). 

Furthermore, communication might activate two distinct processes in the 

addressee: one aimed at identifying the relevance of the content and another aimed at 

assessing its trustworthiness. The search for a relevant interpretation involves making 

inferences that may indicate inconsistencies or incoherence significant to the epistemic 

assessment. When they arise, a procedure dedicated to such assessment is activated. 

“Still, comprehension, the search for relevance, and epistemic assessment are 

interconnected aspects of a single overall process whose goal is to make the best of 

communicated information” (SPERBER et al., 2010, p. 376). 

Epistemic vigilance consists of being alert towards the validity of the 

communicator’s claims (content) and her quality and trustworthiness as a source of 

information (source), assessing the message's acceptance as a function of this 

epistemic evaluation.  

In addition, the source of information is evaluated in terms of competence 

(provides accurate and valuable information in contrast to false information or no 

information) and benevolence (intends to share truthful information instead of 

pretending to share it). Thus, in terms of competence and benevolence, an information 

provider might be (a) both competent and benevolent, (b) competent but malevolent, 

(c) benevolent but incompetent, or (d) incompetent and malevolent (SPERBER et al., 

2010). 
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As far as malevolence and incompetence can be detected, sources that are 

liable to deceive (malevolent) or those who do not know the content of the information 

(incompetent) should be ignored. “If listeners are able to do this effectively, they will 

maximize the utility of ostensive communication as a source of information about the 

world. Clearly, listeners do this: they filter incoming information” (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 

2015, p.142). 

According to Goupil et al. (2021), detecting certainty and honesty in social 

partners is not easy, and much research on perceptual, cognitive, and meta-cognitive 

mechanisms is still needed. However, epistemic vigilance mechanisms have been 

helpful to the emergence and persistence of cumulative culture in humans “[…] 

because they ensure that unreliable information does not spread easily, and enable 

groups to cooperate efficiently by weighting individuals’ contributions depending on 

their degree of certainty” (GOUPIL et al., 2021, p. 2). 

Moreover, the notion of epistemic vigilance is a theoretical framework to 

address the connection between understanding and believing. Thus, information is 

filtered by epistemic vigilance before it can be accepted as accurate and useful 

(SPERBER et al., 2010). Scott-Philips (2015) explains how comprehension and 

acceptance of a piece of information are distinct attributes: 

We can understand what changes to our mental representations a speaker 
wants to achieve, without having to actually change them. If you tell me that 
there is cake for dessert, what I understand is that you intend that I believe 
that there is cake for dessert. Whether I actually do subsequently believe there 
is cake for dessert is a different matter. I can choose not to believe it, and 
there are two types of reason why I might do this: I might think you 
untrustworthy; or I might think you mistaken. In other words, suspicions about 
a speaker’s benevolence or her competence are both possible reasons why a 
listener might comprehend but not accept the meaning of an ostensive 
stimulus. (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 2015, p. 142). 

As suggested by epistemic vigilance, information filtering is specific to 

ostensive communication. When information does not pass this filter, the speaker’s 

communicative intention is satisfied, while the corresponding informative intention is 

not. In other words, the listener might accept that the speaker has the intention that the 

listener understands that she has an informative intention, but the listener might 

choose not to accept the content of that informative intention (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 

2015). 
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4.4.4 Epistemic vigilance and argumentation: the mis-/dis-/mal-information tug-of-war  

 

According to Sperber et al. (2010), when there is good evidence that the 

speaker is both benevolent and competent, the listener does not carry out epistemic 

vigilance. Unfortunately, though, since these situations are rare, usually listeners are 

not blindly trusting. To overcome this barrier, speakers have developed a set of abilities 

to convince listeners using reasoning: “[…] adaptive behaviour for the speaker includes 

the ability to generate good reasons why what you say should be accepted, […] to be 

good at reasoning” (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 2015, p. 143). 

The notion of epistemic vigilance (2010) has been improved by various 

researchers (MAZZARELLA; POUSCOULOUS, 2020; MERCIER, 2020; PADILLA 

CRUZ, 2014; SPERBER; MERCIER, 2017) over time. Nevertheless, when it was first 

introduced, “[…] the fast spreading of rumors, occasionally of a conspiracy nature, on 

the social networks was seen as a sign of human gullibility, worsened by the basic 

errors in human reasoning evidenced in experimental psychology […]” (REBOUL, 

2021, p. 2). 

Sperber and Mercier have developed the Argumentative Theory of Reasoning 

(MERCIER; SPERBER, 2011), in which they connect particularities of human 

reasoning to human communication. In essence, they propose that human reasoning 

is geared towards producing and evaluating reasons that an individual produces to 

persuade others and those that others produce to persuade one. In other words, 

human reasoning evolved to communicate persuasively and defend oneself against 

manipulative communication through epistemic vigilance (REBOUL, 2021). 

Therefore, the Argumentative Theory of Reasoning (MERCIER; SPERBER, 

2011) broadens the epistemic vigilance principles (SPERBER et al., 2010). The 

speaker’s objective is to influence the listener’s mental representations one way or 

another, while the listener does not want to be deceived, manipulated, or led to believe 

in false information. In this sense, epistemic vigilance represents an obstacle to the 

speaker’s objectives.  

As a result, reasoning evolved with communication, contributing to its quality 

and efficiency. It enables speakers to produce arguments to convince listeners and 

allows listeners to evaluate and accept them - if they are sound, even when they do 

not trust the speaker. However, reasoning does not always lead to rational decisions: 
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Reasoning can lead to poor outcomes not because humans are bad at it but 
because they systematically look for arguments to justify their beliefs or their 
actions. The argumentative theory, however, puts such well-known 
demonstrations of “irrationality” in a novel perspective. Human reasoning is 
not a profoundly flawed general mechanism; it is a remarkably efficient 
specialized device adapted to a certain type of social and cognitive interaction 
at which it excels. (MERCIER; SPERBER, 2011, p. 72). 

Therefore, biases are not deemed human flaws due to irrationality but instead 

a human adaptation. At first, according to Scott-Phillips (2015), the claims of the 

Argumentative Theory (2011) might seem counter-intuitive, considering the 

established supposition that reasoning leads to better decisions by overcoming biases 

and preliminary judgements in order to improve knowledge, but: 

The argumentative theory does not, of course, suggest that reasoning is not 
used to improve one’s own knowledge and make better decisions, or that it is 
not good for this. The claim is simply that using reasoning in this way is like 
using a chair to hold open a door: it works, most of the time, and often very 
well, but not always, and that is not what it is designed for. The function of 
reasoning is instead to persuade others in ostensive communication. 
(SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 2015, p. 143). 

According to the Argumentative Theory (2011), when biased people enter a 

debate to defend their opinions, they do not evaluate the reasons produced by their 

interlocutors. Instead, they use reasoning to produce arguments to defend their point 

of view, whether they are sound or not.  

 On the other hand, when participants of a debate are interested in producing 

knowledge and finding the correct answers, they evaluate a variety of hypotheses and 

search for sound arguments. In this scenario, truth emerges and leads to knowledge 

enhancement. Therefore, people can develop unbiased reasoning, particularly when 

evaluating arguments produced by others and when searching for the truth (MERCIER; 

SPERBER, 2011). 

Nevertheless, group reasoning is more capable of evaluating and filtering sound 

arguments than individual reasoning because this last one lacks inputs from others. 

Eventually, with training, individuals can develop an ability to distance themselves from 

their own points of view and become more objective, but this is not the rule. According 

to the standard abstract Wason selection task (EVANS; STANOVICH, 2013), such 

individuals represent only 10% of the general population (MERCIER; SPERBER, 

2011). 
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The most remarkable human achievements, though, result from collective effort  

“[…] and result from interactions over many generations […]” (MERCIER; SPERBER, 

2011, p. 72). In other words, most scientific, moral, and social accomplishments have 

succeeded thanks to group reasoning. Additionally, the exercise of predicting how 

others might assess one’s arguments helps the individual evaluate and adjust them 

accordingly. Thus, in a healthy discussion, people are open to re-evaluating their 

reasons when others point out their flaws. Finally, motivated reasoning might be a 

strong force in the search for all possible arguments and consequences to support the 

pursuit of an answer to a problem (MERCIER; SPERBER, 2011). 

 

4.4.5 Can rationality and epistemic vigilance successfully tackle mis-/dis-/mal-

information? 

 

In human communication, according to the epistemic vigilance framework 

(SPERBER et al., 2010), interlocutors will assess a message on two aspects: its source 

and its content. An audience will accept information as true depending on what he 

knows about the speaker regarding her trustworthiness and competence. Likewise, the 

audience will assess the content relative to his knowledge and beliefs, looking for 

contradiction and inconsistency. For example, if the speaker has a reputation for 

dishonesty or incompetence concerning her message, she will not convince her 

audience (REBOUL, 2021). 

According to Reboul (2021), “[…] one way of ensuring honesty in 

communication is to make dishonesty costly, and, in human communication, the cost 

is to the cheater’s reputation […]  (REBOUL, 2021, p. 2). Thus, when misleadingness, 

deception and ideas misappropriation are caught, the cost for the speaker is reputation 

loss (ALTAY; HACQUIN; MERCIER, 2020; ALTAY; MAJIMA; MERCIER, 2019). 

However, the speaker might communicate false information to deceive the audience 

in such a way as to avoid detection: by misleading rather than lying stricto sensu 

(REBOUL, 2021). 

Moreover, epistemic vigilance mechanisms frequently depend on prior 

knowledge about information sources. Thus, they also further shape our opinion about 

them. A source that transmits false or harmful information will face a loss in reputation 

(ALTAY; HACQUIN; MERCIER, 2020). Likewise, transmitting insightful or helpful 

information improves one’s reputation. Therefore, there is a social incentive to share 
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truthful and reliable information (MERCIER; BOYER, 2021). “In other words, as a 

communicator, being seen as trustworthy, as both honest and competent, is crucial 

when one wants to convince one’s audience to adopt one’s reasons and discard their 

own. This puts a premium on a reputation of trustworthiness” (REBOUL, 2021, p. 3). 

Additionally, epistemic vigilance mechanisms perform plausibility checking by 

evaluating new information considering pre-existing beliefs. Hence, if the source is 

unknown, new information might be accepted when it increases the coherence of one’s 

beliefs. Finally, reasoning works similarly to plausibility checking mechanisms, 

considering one’s pre-existing inferential mechanisms to evaluate novel information 

(MERCIER, 2020).  

Therefore, the possibility of manipulation could lead the audience to 

confirmation bias. Mercier and Sperber (2017) call it myside bias, and it is the tendency 

to favour one’s own opinions or inferences over the information supplied by others, a 

tendency that speakers can exploit to convince their hearers. Consequently, reasoning 

works as a mechanism of epistemic vigilance, triggering acceptance of challenging 

conclusions “[…] only when the arguments resonate with our pre-existing inferential 

mechanisms” (MERCIER, 2020, p. 53). 

 Nonetheless, Mercier (2020) states that both epistemic vigilance and reasoning 

are dependable mechanisms. A speaker provides arguments to convince a hearer only 

when he would not accept the information and change his mind otherwise. On the other 

hand, the hearer might only be convinced when he pays attention, understands, and 

evaluates the arguments.  

 Mercier (2020) affirms that reasoning is responsible for vigilance and open-

mindedness since it allows individuals to accept conclusions they would not concur 

with unless proper arguments were provided. In his view, when people exchange 

arguments about their point of view, they develop the ability to discern views they 

should accept from the ones they should not, including opinions they would not accept 

without argumentation. He considers that most human intuition is reliable “[…] 

otherwise, we wouldn’t be able to navigate our environment, and we would have been 

selected out a long time ago” (MERCIER, 2020, p. 54). 

 In summary, for Mercier (2020), both plausibility checking and reasoning are 

components of epistemic vigilance, and they are reliable to assess new information 

given one’s prior beliefs. 
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I have made the case that plausibility checking and reasoning function well as 
devices of open vigilance. We can rely on our prior beliefs to appraise what 
we’re told without falling for a confirmation bias or becoming more polarized 
because of backfire effects. Reasoning evolved to allow a greater degree of 
open-mindedness, as good arguments help people accept conclusions they 
would never have accepted otherwise, even conclusions that challenge 
deeply held beliefs. (MERCIER, 2020, p. 58). 

 Overall, Mercier (2017, 2020, 2021) proposes that humans are not gullible, and 

epistemic vigilance mechanisms prevent people from believing mis-/dis-/mal-

information. However, as he presents his claims, he also shows how such mechanisms 

can lead to more polarization or be exploited by malicious interlocutors. Mercier 

acknowledges that epistemic vigilance mechanisms “are certainly efficient enough to 

stop nearly all mass persuasion attempts from changing our minds” (MERCIER, 2020, 

p. 145). Therefore, epistemic vigilance mechanisms cannot stop people from believing 

false claims every time. False rumours might function as anxiety-reducing or anxiety-

increasing, and countless people accept them, frequently based on weak evidence. 

 Information sources are motivated (in general) to provide truthful and reliable 

information to maintain their credibility. Nevertheless, all human cognitive activities 

demand effort; hence, epistemic vigilance is only performed “[…] to the extent that it is 

deemed worthwhile” (MERCIER, 2020, p. 150). Thus, even though people exercise 

epistemic vigilance in critical areas, they might (mistakenly) rely on information sources 

that are not competent or do not have their best interest at heart. They might also rely 

(too much) on information cues that are aligned with their previous beliefs.  

 As explained in section 4.4.1, the comprehension process might be performed 

according to three strategies that involve increased levels of metarepresentation and 

cognitive capacity: (a) naïve optimism (assuming the speaker is both competent and 

benevolent), (b) cautious optimism (assuming the speaker is benevolent but not 

necessarily competent) and (c) sophisticated understanding (assuming the speaker 

might not be benevolent or competent) (Sperber,1994). Therefore, the success of 

epistemic vigilance mechanisms in detecting mis-/dis-/mal-information also depends 

on individual cognitive ability.  

 A recent study (GIERTH; BROMME, 2020) evaluated epistemic vigilance 

mechanisms by performing an experiment to investigate the circumstances that trigger 

people to become vigilant toward a source’s claim and thus reason more carefully 

about the supporting evidence. They concluded that more sophisticated reasoning 

about provided evidence for a claim appeared as a consequence of more general 
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cognitive abilities together with the appropriate activation of vigilance in response to a 

biased source’s claim: 

When biased sources misrepresent statistics to support a biased claim, 
people are able to scrutinize the claim in front of them. However, this only 
holds when they are both attentive to source information in the first place, and 
have the necessary cognitive tools to do so. (GIERTH; BROMME, 2020, p. 
15). 

 Similarly, speakers can employ epistemic vigilance mechanisms “[…] to 

anticipate what messages others will likely accept”  (MERCIER, 2020, p. 196). 

Therefore, sophisticated speakers might elaborate messages that are likely to be 

accepted by the audience.  

In the last few years, a growing number of studies have been carried out to 

determine whether epistemic vigilance is effective. For example, many psychological 

studies try to verify whether both adults and children can determine malevolence and 

incompetence in others. However, “[…] there has, perhaps surprisingly, been almost 

none on whether we filter information acquired via ostensive communication as 

usefully as possible, given the inherent uncertainties involved […]” (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 

2015, p. 142). 

The mechanisms employed in ostensive communication might be a human 

adaptation, considering communication's importance in human societies. Therefore, 

research on mis-/dis-/mal-information evaluates the roles played by linguistic features 

as heuristic markers of group identity in its dissemination. Some linguistic features are 

identified as cues to group identification, indicating whom people should trust and 

cooperate with. “However, to the best of my knowledge, nobody has yet done 

quantitative empirical work on the effectiveness of epistemic vigilance. This is an 

important topic for future research” (SCOTT-PHILLIPS, 2015, p.142-143). 

This chapter considered insight and analysis derived from the results of the 

state-of-the-art review and the theoretical framework drawing connections between the 

key concepts and the subject matter, considering Relevance Theory (SPERBER; 

WILSON, 1986/1995), epistemic vigilance concepts (SPERBER et al., 2010) and the 

Argumentative Theory of Reasoning (MERCIER; SPERBER, 2011). 

Moreover, it presented a discussion on the main aspects related to the 

research aims and the research question of this study: How do misinformation, 

disinformation and malinformation achieve relevance in the context of social media?  
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This segment analyzed the terminology employed, including the expressions 

"fake news", misinformation, disinformation, and malinformation. It brought a 

pragmatics terminology approach based on Gricean views, developed by Søe (2021) 

and a critical analysis of this approach based on the relevance-theoretical framework. 

The next chapter expands on the results detailed in this chapter, reviews the 

aims and objectives developed in the dissertation, the interdisciplinary theoretical 

framework presented and proposes future research directions, drawing out several 

trends and insights derived from this study. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
 

This chapter provides a summary and an overview of the dissertation as a 

complete work, briefly reflecting on the initial goals of the dissertation to see if it was 

possible to answer the question: How do misinformation, disinformation and 

malinformation achieve relevance in the context of social media? It also revisits the 

main findings, suggesting future work. 

As noted in the previous chapters, many areas require further exploration to 

provide generalisable results and answers. One of this dissertation's achievements 

was that it prompted thoughtful discussions and presented several different avenues 

as fertile ground for further experiments and studies. 

 

5.1 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS, RESEARCH GAPS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

As highly social beings, humans rely heavily on communication, contributing 

to our developmental success as a species. However, communication comes with the 

risk of receiving false information, being manipulated, or being deceived. 

Consequently, given how hyper-connected humans are nowadays, mis-/dis-/mal-

information challenges all societies. 

Communication involves attracting the audience's attention, using ostension, 

and eliciting expectations of relevance. According to their expectations of relevance 

and the context, people pay attention to the most relevant phenomenon available, build 

the most relevant representations possible for such phenomenon, and process them 

in a context that maximizes their relevance. Moreover, the communication dynamics 

consist of a highly efficient but non-demonstrative process to affect others' beliefs and 

modify the mutual cognitive environment.  

According to Relevance Theory (1986/1995), a piece of mis-/dis-/mal-

information is relevant when it somehow interacts with the individual's existing 

assumptions about the world, producing positive cognitive effects that emerge from the 

mis-/dis-/mal-information interpretation process, i.e., from combining new inputs with 

existing suppositions. 

A cognitive effect is a contextual effect occurring in a cognitive system (e.g., 

an individual), and a positive cognitive effect is a cognitive effect that contributes 

positively to the accomplishment of cognitive functions or goals (SPERBER; WILSON, 
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1995, p. 265). Therefore, a positive cognitive effect is a valuable difference to the 

individual's representation of the world.  

Thus, if a piece of mis-/dis-/mal-information contributes to new information or 

facilitates updating old or false information within the system, it provides positive 

cognitive effects - regardless of the content of the piece of mis-/dis-/mal-information 

(proposition) being true (accurate) or false (inaccurate). 

Hence, a piece of mis-/dis-/mal-information is relevant to an individual when it 

connects with background knowledge to produce conclusions that matter to such an 

individual (positive cognitive effects). In other words, the mis-/dis-/mal-information 

piece is relevant in any context in which it yields positive contextual effects, i.e., the 

audience formulates an assumption in anticipation that it can be combined with current 

assumptions to develop new assumptions. 

A successful piece of mis-/dis-/mal-information aims to achieve a specific 

range of contextual effects, ensuring they are as easily retrievable as possible. That 

means the design of the mis-/dis-/mal-information is developed with features that 

ensure that the piece does not impose unnecessary processing effort on the audience 

since additional costs decrease relevance. 

 The audience only processes the mis-/dis-/mal-information piece for as long 

as it is worth the effort and stops when the expectations of relevance are met. Given 

the trade-off between effort and effect that comprises relevance, the audience will take 

the easiest possible route to an interpretation that generates a set of effects that seem 

appropriate to him. Thus, mis-/dis-/mal-information is designed to explore the search 

for relevance, inducing the audience to infer the most accessible hypothesis. 

Considering that the human cognitive system is likely to seek the most 

significant conceivable return for the least possible effort, an audience might find the 

content of a mis-/dis-/mal-information relevant enough to read the entire piece, and 

they might also decide to share it. Again, this derives from the assertion that relevance 

increases as the positive effects increase when other things are equal. 

Moreover, since mutual manifestness contributes to successful 

communication, mis-/dis-/mal-information fabricators (or sharers) might use all 

available information on the audience to yield relevance. To do so, they might adapt 

their utterances to how the audience will process them. 

Knowledge about the audience's context of interpretation might also be 

exploited by the mis-/dis-/mal-information fabricators (or sharers), given that a context 
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is a psychological construct, a subset of the audience's assumptions about the world. 

The audience employs these assumptions to infer the mis-/dis-/mal-information 

meaning instead of the actual state of the world. The fact that people use their 

assumptions regarding the state of affairs in the world to derive meaning from mis-/dis-

/mal-information pieces might explain why some people accede to such falsehoods 

(adherence). 

However, communication success depends on both the speakers and the 

audience benefiting from it. If one part takes undue advantage of the other, relevance 

decreases, and attention resources are withdrawn. Despite that, the fabricator (or 

sharer) of mis-/dis-/mal-information might influence the interpretation process at 

different stages of pragmatic enrichment, for instance, disambiguation, supplying 

unarticulated constituents or ad hoc concept construction.  

Therefore, pragmatics is crucial to elucidate the intricacies of mis-/dis-/mal-

information adherence and sharing, especially considering recent research on 

rationality, argumentation, and epistemic vigilance. The first step to better 

understanding these concepts relies on a cognitive-pragmatics differentiation between 

arguments and inferences.  

According to Wilson (2016), while an argument is a complex representation, 

an inference is a process that generates a representation. Both inferences and 

arguments have a conclusion. The conclusion is the output of an inference, while in an 

argument, the conclusion is a part of the representation (often the last part). Therefore, 

inferences are procedural, and arguments are representational. 

In the last few years, much evidence has supported that humans might not be 

gullible. Instead, resistance to new ideas might be a more concerning issue. 

Nevertheless, mis-/dis-/mal-information spreading has become a growing problem in 

our hyper-connected societies, even though epistemic vigilance mechanisms are 

responsible for protecting our database of beliefs about the world. Ongoing studies 

evaluate how epistemic vigilance mechanisms work, what triggers them, and how 

people can better filter information. However, such studies have raised more questions 

than provided definitive answers.  

Convincing people of falsehoods might require a more complex set of cognitive 

and pragmatics abilities than providing an account of facts. If this assumption is 

acceptable, it follows that, since epistemic vigilance presents an obstacle to the 

adherence of mis-/dis-/mal-information, an elevated level of logical, cognitive, and 
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mindreading abilities, together with the exploitation of mutual manifestness, is 

necessary for the successful spreading of a piece of mis-/dis-/mal-information.  

Moreover, multidisciplinary research is necessary to evaluate epistemic 

vigilance and argumentation mechanisms regarding mis-/dis-/mal-information 

adherence and sharing. A viable hypothesis is that the cognitive mechanisms 

responsible for handling information might have appropriately worked in small scale 

collectives but might have adapted inadequately to our contemporary large-scale, 

complex societies, given the velocity of technological changes.  

A controversial aspect that requires further research is the extent to which 

epistemic vigilance mechanisms might be exploited to manipulate people and convince 

them to believe in mis-/dis-/mal-information, especially regarding essential aspects of 

their lives. A hypothesis is that epistemic vigilance mechanisms might be weakly 

activated in some circumstances because of the allocation of cognitive effort to other 

tasks and strongly activated only if the risk of deception or mis-/dis-/mal-information is 

detected (which might not always occur). However, how vulnerable to mis-/dis-/mal-

information people really are, given all the aspects involved in human cognition, is a 

question that has no straightforward answer and is a matter of much more research. 

A reasonable hypothesis is that the fabricator of a piece of successful mis-/dis-

/mal-information must have sufficient knowledge about the addressee’s mental 

environment (beliefs, cognitive abilities, biases, among others) to predict his line of 

reasoning and produce an ostensive relevant stimulus capable of leading him to the 

desired (false) enrichments and implications. For such a construct to work, it might be 

necessary that the addressee adopts a naïve optimism strategy to infer the piece of 

mis-/dis-/mal-information or that the fabricator possesses an elevated level of logical 

and cognitive efficiency to deceive the audience. 

Furthermore, mis-/dis-/mal-information might be a complete falsehood or a 

misleading piece. The first case occurs at the explicit level of communication and 

involves truth-conditionals. On the other hand, misleadingness occurs at the level of 

implicatures. In this last case, the fabricator (or sharer) might deny responsibility since 

the addressee is also responsible for the implicatures derived.  

Nevertheless, denying responsibility for misleadingness is not allegedly 

feasible from a relevance-theoretic perspective. “What is said” has no place in such a 

cognitive pragmatics inferential process because of utterances intrinsic 

underdetermination. In other words, enrichment is necessary to derive the speaker’s 
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meaning; the utterance alone offers a sub-propositional level of the mis-/dis-/mal-

information fabricator’s (or sharers’) meaning.  

Ultimately, the interpretation process involves decoding the words comprised 

in the explicatures and inferring the intentions derived in the implicatures, given that 

communication has a linguistic and a cognitive side.  The linguistic side includes truth-

conditionals (propositions that convey references) and non-truth-conditionals 

(illocutionary speech acts that express intention). The cognitive side involves 

conceptual knowledge (the construction of concepts and representations) and 

procedural knowledge (computation or manipulation of concepts and representations) 

(WILSON; SPERBER, 2012).   

Furthermore, Carston (2020) argues that the inferential element of 

comprehension (utterances interpretation) extends beyond implicatures about the 

explicitly communicated proposition. The inferred content is part of the speaker's 

proposition - it is not a separate proposition. What makes a proposition true or false is 

whether or not what is inferred by the addressee corresponds to the proposition the 

speaker intended. Therefore, information accuracy is not a condition for relevance, and 

misleadingness cannot be denied in a relevance-theoretical framework. 

Polarization as a result of exposure to mis-/dis-/mal-information should also be 

further evaluated. People sometimes might share such falsehoods because they 

believe in them, and other times, they might desire to strengthen their point of view. 

However, piling up justifications reinforces people’s views and increases like-minded 

polarisation groups. Thus, the accumulation of arguments on the same side might lead 

people to polarisation. 

A possible hypothesis for polarization growth due to mis-/dis-/mal-information 

spreading is that epistemic vigilance mechanisms might not be triggered when people 

are presented with information aligned with their previous beliefs. Therefore, since 

beliefs are not inert, having more arguments for prior convictions might drive people 

toward more extreme versions of the same views. 

Providing people with opportunities to discuss issues might help them 

understand and accept different points of view. Developing critical thinking could allow 

a greater degree of open-mindedness. If people are more conservative than gullible, 

developing critical thinking should enable them to accept information from unknown 

sources and exclude sources that do not have their best interest in mind or do not have 

enough knowledge (by evaluating their reasons). Several studies suggest that 
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supporting people in critical thinking by inducing critique of claims may effectively raise 

epistemic vigilance against mis-/dis-/mal-information. The development of critical 

thinking also involves evaluating claims based on evidence. 

Another controversial aspect that needs further research is the importance of 

accuracy in information exchanges on social media. Most research on mis-/dis-/mal-

information indicates that people are motivated to acquire and share accurate 

information. The main reasons for that include maintaining a good reputation, social 

desirability bias, avoiding social punishment and altruism. 

 However, some studies point out that the social media environment might 

distract people from accuracy. The architecture of social media might sometimes lead 

people to care more intensely about personal, social, economic, or political goals and 

values than about the accuracy of the information they decide to share (PENNYCOOK; 

RAND, 2021). This view entails that, on social media, people might be more interested 

in acquiring and pleasing followers and friends, signalling group membership, seeking 

social acceptance, seeking entertainment, or promoting political interests than sharing 

accurate content. 

Since mis-/dis-/mal-information has become a large-scale problem in recent 

years, its long-term effects are still unclear, particularly on encyclopaedic memory. 

Additionally, an undesirable side effect of mis-/dis-/mal-information spreading might be 

a generalised information mistrust, leading to a cynical society, preventing cooperation 

and development. These and other secondary consequences of mis-/dis-/mal-

information require additional research, given that standard theories cannot explain the 

entire design of the mis-/dis-/mal-information ecosystem. 

Terminology development for the several aspects of mis-/dis-/mal-information 

is also crucial for better understanding the subject matter and developing strategies to 

tackle it. Pragmatics can provide appropriate definitions beyond the concepts of “true” 

and “false” that reflect the gradation and several nuances of the problem. 

Unfortunately, the best terminology studies available contemplate only the English 

language. We need to develop terminology in Portuguese and other languages as well. 

Many researchers agree that “fake news” does not cover the problem’s complexity; 

however, few have tried to analyse the mis-/dis-/mal-information phenomenon from a 

pragmatics perspective. 
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In sum, this dissertation expands the general knowledge on information 

disorders within social media from a cognitive pragmatics perspective. 

Most of all, the main contribution of this study is raising questions and shedding 

light on the many aspects of mis-/dis-/mal-information that are not clear, have been 

poorly studied and need further research.  

Moreover, this dissertation demonstrates how pragmatics, particularly 

Relevance Theory (1986/1995), presents a framework to advance the studies in the 

area, opening the way to an exciting line of research. 

Whether mis-/dis-/mal-information is a significant and pervasive problem 

contributing to the decline of democracy, public opinion manipulation, and bad 

decision-making, among other issues, or its gravity is overestimated, remains to be 

substantiated.  

Nevertheless, even the researchers who defend that the mis-/dis-/mal-

information crisis magnitude is exaggerated persist in studying the phenomenon and 

publishing papers on the subject, confirming that there are no easy answers for the 

several aspects related to it. 

Finally, most researchers concur that the study of mis-/dis-/mal-information 

might contribute to other areas of knowledge and that empowering people by 

developing critical thinking and media literacy allows them to make better decisions 

and tackle harmful manipulation in communicative environments. 
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